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Abstract

This thesis details construction of a new apparatus for the production of 87Rb Bose-Einstein
condensates and a subsequent quantum Zeno effect experiment.

An experimental apparatus for producing large Bose-Einstein condensates of 87Rb is
described in detail. A high flux thermal atomic beam is decelerated by a Zeeman slower
and is then captured and cooled in a magneto-optical trap. The atoms are then transfered
into a cloverleaf style Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap and cooled to quantum degeneracy with
radio frequency induced forced evaporation. Condensates containing up to 20 million atoms
can be produced every few minutes.

The quantum Zeno effect is the suppression of transitions between quantum states by
frequent measurement. Oscillation between two ground hyperfine states of a magnetically
trapped 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensate, externally driven at a transition rate ωR, was sub-
stantially suppressed by destructively measuring one of the levels with resonant optical
scattering. While an ideal continuous measurement will stop the transition, any real mea-
surement method will occur at a finite rate. The suppression of the transition rate in the
two level system was quantified for pulsed measurements with a time between pulses δt
and weak continuous measurements with a scattering rate γ. We observe that the weak
continuous measurements exhibit the same suppression in the transition rate as the pulsed
measurements when γδt = 3.60(0.43). This is in agreement with the previously predicted
value of 4. Increasing the measurement frequency suppressed the transition rate to 0.005ωR.

Thesis Supervisor: Wolfgang Ketterle
Title: John D. MacArthur Professor of Physics

Thesis Supervisor: David E. Pritchard
Title: Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Physics
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“The universe is a surprisingly benevolent place.” -Prof. Daniel

Kleppner
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Chapter 1

Preface

Dear Reader,
This is a physics thesis. I have written down extensive technical details on the construc-

tion of a machine built at MIT to produce Bose-Einstein condensates of 87Rubidium atoms.
In addition I describe the results of a series of experiments demonstrating the quantum
Zeno effect performed with this apparatus. Before diving into these topics I’d like to use
this space to place my graduate work in a much broader context and voice some concerns for
the future. I live in a society that is increasingly dominated by the effects from advances in
science and changes in technology. The rapidly crumbling barriers to accessing many types
of information has increased the velocity at which scientific research is performed. Several
segments of western society and other societies have reacted adversely to these changes. The
consequences of these reactions has impacted United States science policy and influenced
the direction of my personal and professional lives.

During my adult lifetime I have witnessed a dramatic change in the accessibility of
information through the Internet. In the summer of 1996 I worked as an undergraduate
research assistant for Prof. John Roberts at Caltech. I investigated the conformal chemistry
of β-alanine [1] by varying the dielectric constant of the surrounding solvent. Prior to
starting this job I had broken my foot and was in a cast for most of the summer. I spent a
miserable week limping around Millikan Library, chasing down articles listed in Chemical
Abstracts to find information on the the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant
of ethanol/water solutions [2]. With the changes brought about by the Internet, today this
same task would took me less then three minutes. An inexperienced undergrad might require
an hour or two to retrieve the relevant information. This ease of access to a broad variety
of information will continue to profoundly change our lives into the foreseeable future.

However ease of access to information should not be confused with dissemination of
knowledge or the development of wisdom. One of the places that these differences are
most important is the growing debate over the place and function of science in our society.
Currently these contentions revolve around questions in the biological realm regarding the
nature and origin of life. Contention between Darwin’s theory of evolution and religious
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beliefs has lead to temporary corruptions of science education in Kansas, Pennsylvania,
and Georgia. Some scientific discoveries, such as that the earth is flat, are at odds with
certain religious teachings. However many others can be reconciled by clearly delineating
the bounds of science. Namely that science is composed of theories which are disprovable.
The universe is much more then this. I predict that the emerging rift between the scientific
community and communities of faith (Christian, Muslim, etc.) will increase to a dangerous
degree unless active measures are taken to demarcate this difference.

The reduction of financial support by the federal government to research in the physical
sciences has been influenced by the priorities of religious groups within the United States.
Upon completion of my graduate program at MIT I will undertake a post doctoral ap-
pointment at Griffith University in Brisbane, Australia. Budget cuts to science programs
have unquestionably contributed to my employment outside of the country. While I feel my
return to the United States is likely, it is by no means certain in an era of declining funding
for my field.

Erik
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Chapter 2

Introduction

This is a thesis about the quantum nature of our universe. Most of our daily experiences
can readily be explained by the classical mechanics of Newton and electromagnetic the-
ory of Maxwell. The quantum nature of our universe is both subtle and profound in its
impact. Negatively charged electrons do not spiral into the positive charge of the atomic
nucli because uncertainty in their position and momentum balances localization around the
nucleus against their rate of movement about the region. A quantum state can exist in a
superposition of many different states with differing characteristics so long as one does not
measure it.

That quantum mechanics successfully predicts physical phenomena is sufficient to satisfy
quantum pragmatists, who view the theory only as a means to an end. However, quantum
idealists are concerned by what monsters might be masked in its mechanisms. This thesis
touches both topics. First there is a description of the construction, characterization, and
operation of a machine to cool 87Rb from a boiling hot vapor to ultra cold temperatures
a few billionths of a degree above absolute zero. At these low temperatures the quantum
state of Bose-Einstein condensate can be achieved for experimentally obtainable densities.
The second component of this thesis details an experimental demonstration of the Quantum
Zeno effect, where measurements are used to inhibit quantum dynamics and partially freeze
a two level system in its initial state. The Quantum Zeno effect is an essential experiment
in quantum mechanics since it relates the quantum system to the classical measurement
apparatus.

2.1 On Bose-Einstein Condensation

Bose-Einstein condensation is both a particular and peculiar state of matter. It was first
suggested by Einstein [3], who applied the statistical model Bose [4] used for photons to
particles. Bose derived the Planck’s formula for black body radiation, a well established
experimental phenomena, from statistical considerations. Einstein predicted that for parti-
cles the entire system would occupy the ground state at sufficiently low temperatures. This
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transition from a classical thermal gas to a quantum degenerate Bose-Einstein condensate
occurs when the phase space density, ρ = nλ3

dB is increased to ∼ 1, where n is the number
density of particles per unit volume and λdB is the thermal de Broglie wavelength [5] of the
atoms. In quantum mechanical terms phase space density is the probability of finding an
atom in a particular state.

So in principle, getting a BEC is easy: you simply cool down until the critical phase
space density is reached. In practice, the procedure is more complicated. The physics of
different cooling techniques limit the range of their effectiveness. Ice water is very good
at cooling down a hot coffee, but will not get you very far in making liquid helium. This
thesis describes the variety of different techniques used to both cool the atoms and increase
their density. Table 2.1 shows how we increase phase space density by roughly 16 orders of
magnitude to achieve Bose-Einstein condensation in 87Rb.

To put this number in perspective, the difference in number between you, the reader,
occupying a single seat in a stadium and an entire stadium full of people is four to five
orders of magnitude. The difference in number between you, the reader, and all the other
people on the planet is between 9 and 10 orders of magnitude. Combining these two if every
person on the planet were in the unlikely position of carrying a stadium in their pocket,
what our Bose-Einstein condensate machine does is to reduce the situation of an atom from
possibly being located in any seat in any pocket of any person to one particular seat we
have designated in our pocket. This seat, or quantum state, has the fortunate distinguishing
property of being the lowest energy state. By cooling, or successively persuading the atom
to forsake the higher energy seats we can condense it down to one particular location.
While astrophysicists may work with a greater range of phenomena, their systems can’t
be contained in a single lab, nor can an experiment be triggered with the push of a single
button.

Prior to 1995 Bose-Einstein condensation of particles was limited to explaining the
superfluid properties of cryogenic liquid 4He below the Λ transition at 2.2K. Most solid
material, like the stainless steel used to construct vacuum and cryogenic chambers, has
strong interactions between its components which prevent the de Broglie wavelength from
increasing much beyond the size of an atom-atom bond length. The attraction between 4He
atoms is the weakest of any traditional condensed matter system, enough so that the BEC
transition can be approached in the liquid state. Unfortunately even though the interaction
is weak, the high densities present in this system complicate theoretical modeling.

The development of laser cooling techniques [6–13] in the 1980’s revolutionized the field
of atomic physics and resulted in the awarding of 1997 Nobel Prize in Physics [14–16] to sev-
eral pioneers in the field. The temperatures reached by these techniques, a few millionths of
a degree above absolute zero, and were far below that reached through cryogenic methods.
It became conceivable that laser cooled atoms could be further chilled and their density
increased to the point of Bose-Einstein condensation. While subsequent laser cooling tech-
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Stage n (/cm3) Temperature Velocitya ρ

Oven 1013 383K 334 m/s 10−14

Thermal Beam 107 n/a 334 m/s 10−20

Slowed Beam 107 n/a 43 m/s 10−18

Loading MOTb 1010 150µK 210 mm/s 10−7

Compressed MOTb 1011 300µK 300 mm/s 4× 10−7

Molassesb 1011 10µK 54 mm/s 6× 10−5

Magnetic trap 1011 500µK 380 mm/s 2× 10−7

BEC Transition 3× 1013 500 nK 12 mm/s 2.61

Pure BEC 1014 250 nKc 8.5 mm/s 100

Table 2.1: Typical phase space densities (ρ) dur-
ing BEC production. Numbers given are for the
87Rb apparatus.

amost probable
bTypical values, not measured separately
cChemical potential

niques were able to approach but not reach condensate, an alternative technique of radio
frequency induced evaporative cooling used by groups at MIT, U. Colorado, and Rice led
to the achievement of condensation in 1995. The 2001 Nobel Prize in Physics would sub-
sequently be awarded to three of these investigators [17, 18]. Major work by many groups
around the world has now extended these cooling techniques to an impressive number of
atomic species: 87Rb [19], 23Na [20], 7Li [21, 22], 1H [23], 85Rb [24], 4He* [25, 26], 41K [27],
133Cs [28], 174Yb [29], and 52Cr [30]. Recent informal discussions have suggested that a
Strontium isotope may be the next contender to join the list of condensed atoms.

A distinguishing characteristic of most Bose-Einstein experimental apparatuses is the
method in which atoms are laser cooled and then loaded into a trap for evaporative cooling.
Our approach at MIT employs atomic ovens and Zeeman slowing. Other approaches use
variations of a vapor cell magneto-optical trap (MOT), in a double MOT configuration,
surface MOT [31], or as a source of low velocity atoms [32, 33]. An important figure of
merit of a BEC experiment is the number of atoms in the condensate. Large atom number
allows better signal-to-noise ratios, greater tolerance against misalignments, and greater
robustness in day-to-day operation. Since 1996, the MIT sodium BEC setups have featured
the largest alkali condensates. They routinely produce condensates with atom numbers
between 20 and 100 million. Since the diode lasers used to cool rubidium are less expensive
and more reliable than the dye lasers needed for sodium, most new groups have chosen to
work with rubidium. The majority of rubidium experiments use vapor cell MOTs, however
the typical sizes of the condensates created with vapor cells MOTs are smaller then those
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realized with a Zeeman slower. The construction of vapor cell MOT rubidium condensate
machines is extensively detailed in the literature [34].

When the Center for Ultracold Atoms was created at MIT and Harvard, a major goal
for the Center was to create 87Rb condensates with large atom number using the techniques
developed for 23Na condensates. A large part of my graduate career at MIT was spent
transferring these techniques and constructing our 87Rb BEC machine.

The most recent, third-generation, sodium and rubidium experiments at MIT were both
designed with an additional vacuum chamber (“science chamber”) into which cold atoms
can be moved using optical tweezers. The multi-chamber design allows us to rapidly recon-
figure the experimental setup in the science chambers while keeping the BEC production
chamber under vacuum. This has allowed very different experiments to be performed in
rapid succession [35–46] without major modifications to the BEC production side of the
machine.

2.1.1 The Phase Transition

The Bose-Einstein condensation phase transition occurs when the uncertainty in each par-
ticles location, or the de Broglie wavelength λdB =

√
2π~2

kBTm is close to the spacing between

particles n−1/3, or more specifically nλ3
dB ≈ 2.612. As the atoms are cooled into the conden-

sate their energy is dominated by atom-atom interactions rather then their kinetic energy
(the Thomas-Fermi limit).

This is not a feature of an ideal condensate, but an effect specific to the condensed
species atomic state. The energy from the atom atom interactions is known in the Bose-
Einstein condensate literature as the mean field energy. It is proportional to the density and
the s-wave scattering length. In the Thomas-Fermi approximation the mean field energy
(Vint) of the condensate matches the potential energy (Vtrap) and both greatly exceed the
kinetic energy. In a condensate the sum of the two is equal to the chemical potential (µ)
such that the density is complementary to the shape of the potential (Vint + Vtrap = µ).
The result of this phase transition is shown in Fig. 2-1, where the dramatic difference in
profile between the thermal and BEC atoms is shown. Of particular note is the extremely
high peak density in a condensate accompanied by a sharp edge in the distribution due to
the fixed energy or chemical potential of the condensate. The thermal distribution has a
statistical distribution of energy among its atoms resulting in a boundary that is fuzzy.

2.1.2 Properties of a Pure Condensate

The edge of the condensate is defined by the Thomas-Fermi radius ri, where the potential
energy matches the chemical potential from the mean field. In a harmonic trap this results
in a parabolic spatial distribution of the density n(x, y, z)

13



Figure 2-1: Distribution of atoms in a harmonic trap for BEC (left) and thermal (right)
states in 1 dimension. The BEC profile complements that of the trapping potential and has
a sharp boundary. The thermal profile is more diffuse and has a fuzzy boundary.

n(x, y, z) = np

√
1− x2

r2x
− y2

r2y
− z2

r2z
(2.1)

where np is the peak density. Integrating this density over the occupied ellipsiod where
n(x, y, z) > 0 gives a total atom number

N =
8π
15
rxryrznp (2.2)

with the average density throughout the occupied volume n̄ = 2
5np. At the center of the

trap the potential energy vanishes and the chemical potential is entirely that of the mean
field

µ =
4π~2a

m
np (2.3)

where m is the mass of the particle and a is the s-wave scattering length.
Moving out from the center of the condensate to the end, the harmonic trapping potential

energy

Utrap =
1
2
m

(
ω2

xx
2 + ω2

yy
2 + ω2

zz
2
)

(2.4)

is equal to the mean field chemical potential at the point where the density drops to zero.

µ = 1
2mω

2
xr

2
x (2.5)

µ = 1
2mω

2
yr

2
y (2.6)

µ = 1
2mω

2
zr

2
z (2.7)

Combining these, we can solve for the chemical potential µ in terms of the number of
atoms N

µ =
~ω̄
2

(
15N

a

ā

)2/5
(2.8)
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where ω̄ = (ωxωyωz)
1/3 is the geometric mean trap frequency and ā =

√
~

mω̄ is the
geometric mean of the quantum harmonic oscillator length. This formula can also be recast
to determine the peak density np from the atom number N.

np =
(

225N2

8πa3ā12

)1/5

(2.9)

2.1.3 Loss processes

Trapping ultracold atoms requires that they be isolated from the surrounding environment.
The laser and magnetic trapping techniques confine the atoms, out of contact with the
room temperature chamber walls. Collisions with background gas molecules result in loss
from the trap, requiring low vacuum pressure for long atom cloud lifetime. At the high
densities found in condensates, two and three body inelastic scattering processes can also
result in heating and loss of atoms from the trap. The trapped atoms are surrounded by
the room temperature black body radiation from the chamber walls. In cryogenic liquid
helium systems this would cause extremely rapid heating because of the relatively large
optical absorption cross section. The trapped alkali atoms are transparent to almost all
of the black body spectrum due to their spare and narrow linewidth transitions and are
generally decoupled from the influence of this radiation.

Vacuum Pressure

At nanokelvin temperatures, all room temperature particles are extremely energetic in com-
parison with the trapped atoms. A collision with a background particle will typically impart
enough energy to knock an ultracold atom out of the trap. This process occurs at a constant
rate, independent of density, temperature or phase state (thermal vs. BEC). The small scat-
tering cross section between the background particles and the trapped atoms allows us to
magnetically trap ultracold atomic clouds with lifetimes of several minutes in the < 10−11

torr ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environment of the main production chamber. This duration
is far longer then any experiments we will likely attempt in the near future and effectively
sets the background decay rate at zero. Attempts to measure this lifetime accurately ran
into the technical limitation of our control computer only being able to hold sequences less
then about five minutes in length due to memory constraints.

To achieve pressures < 10−11 torr we have followed the general guidelines set out in
Ref. [47] for constructing vacuum systems. The main chamber body was constructed of
nonmagnetic 304 stainless steel and then electropolished to reduce the surface roughness.
To minimize the number of components inside the vacuum system the magnetic trap coils
are placed outside the vacuum chamber. Informal discussion with groups that magnetic
trap coils inside the chamber report that they are vulnerable to coupling in RF noise from
switching high current power supplies, resulting in anomalous trap losses. The only com-
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ponent placed inside our main vacuum chamber was the RF evaporation antenna (Fig.
3-2).

In the science chamber vacuum pressure can be a limiting factor. The science chamber
typically has several pieces of hardware inside the vacuum system, such as wire traps,
coils, or specially prepared materials such as hard drive platters. These specialty items
often cannot be baked at the high temperatures used in the main chamber. Instead the
science chamber is baked out to ∼ 10−10 torr without the temperature sensitive materials to
reduce the gas load when the temperature sensitive materials are installed. Typical science
chamber lifetimes are a few minutes, longer then the few seconds typically needed for a
typical experiment.

Inelastic collisions

Inelastic collisions are a dominant source of losses at BEC densities. In collisions between
two or three particles, the state of the product particles can change so long as overall
physical quantities such as energy, momentum, and angular momentum are conserved.
Dipolar relaxation is an inelastic collision process where changes in the internal states of the
atoms is converted to kinetic energy. Atoms in spin states |F,mF 〉 which are “stretched”
(e.g. F = |mF |) do not undergo spin relaxation at low magnetic field since changing
spin states would violate conservation of angular momentum. At higher magnetic field the
mixing between states breaks down this conservation as atoms in a particular state will
have characteristics of several |F,mF 〉 states. By further increasing the magnetic field the
angular momentum of the electron and nuclear spins decouple and are conserved separately,
inhibiting dipolar relaxation. The low field |F,mF 〉 basis is appropriate for describing the
states of the 87Rb atoms in our magnetic trap.

If three atoms undergo a simultaneous collision three body recombination can occur,
resulting in the production of an dimer molecule and atom pair. The energy driving these
collisions is the binding energy associated with the product molecular vibrational levels
rather than hyperfine energy differences in dipolar collisions. Three body decay is often the
dominant source of intrinsic losses in 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates.

Calculating measurable loss rates for two and three body processes in condensates re-
quires converting between the peak density np and the first and second order density mo-
ments < n > and < n2 >. The generic density weighted function

< η >=
1
N

∫
η(~r′)n(~r′)d3~r′ (2.10)

gives first and second order density moments < n >= 2
7np and < n2 >= 8

21np for a BEC
in the Thomas-Fermi limit. For three body decay the atom loss rate is Γ3 = K3

〈
n2

〉
=

K3
8
21n

2
p. Both the two and three body decay processes are concentrated at the center of

the trap, where the highest densities occur.
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Blackbody Radiation

The trapped atoms are exposed to black body radiation from the surrounding room tem-
perature chamber, but are transparent to most of the spectrum. The transitions to which
the black body radiation can couple are the optical transitions used for laser cooling and the
microwave hyperfine transitions. For optical transitions, which have energies much greater
than kBT , the excitation rate is 3

τopt
exp (−~ωopt/kBT ), where ωopt is the frequency of the

transition and τopt is the lifetime of the excited state. For rubidium in a 25◦C chamber this
gives a characteristic excitation lifetime of ∼ 1011 years. Raising the chamber temperature
to 680◦C increases the optical excitation rate into the experimentally relevant domain of
once per minute. The hyperfine transitions are significantly lower in energy compared to
kBT and have an excitation rate of 3

τhfs

kBT
~ωhfs

, which is once per year at 25◦C in 87Rb.
Neither of these excitation rates are limitations on current experiments.
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Chapter 3

A large atom number 87Rb Bose

Einstein Machine

This chapter contains an expanded version of the portions of ”Large atom number Bose-
Einstein Condensate machines” [48] specific to the 87Rb BEC machine. Material edited
from the published version is included here. Appendix B contains a copy of the manuscript
RSI MS# A050544R as accepted for publication on December 13, 2005.

3.1 System Overview

Fig. 3-1 shows the layout of our vacuum system. An ultracold Bose-Einstein condensate
is made through a four stage process. In the first stage a thermal beam of rubidium atoms
emanates from the oven. Next, the 87Rb atoms in the beam are decelerated with the Zeeman
slower. In the main chamber, these slowed atoms are captured and cooled with a six-beam
magneto-optical trap (MOT) [9], consitituting the third stage. The MOT is loaded with
atoms from the Zeeman slower until it reaches equilibrium. To begin an experiment and
start the final stage the atoms are optically pumped into the F=1 hyperfine ground state.
Turning on the Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap captures atoms in the weak field seeking
F=1, mF =-1 state. The trapped atoms are evaporatively cooled by removing hotter atoms
through radio frequency (RF) induced transitions to untrapped states. Reducing the RF
frequency lowers the effective depth of the magnetic trap, allowing us to progressively cool to
higher densities and lower temperatures until the atoms reach BEC. Magnetically trapped
atoms in the F=2, mF =+2 state have also been evaporated to BEC.

Ultracold atoms can be transported from the main chamber into the science chamber
by loading the atoms into the focus of an optical tweezer and then translating the focus. In
this manner 23Na BECs were transported [35]. The axes of the oven and Zeeman slower are
tilted by 57◦ from horizontal to allow a horizontal orientation for the weak trapping axes
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Figure 3-1: Vacuum system diagram and major subsystems.

of both the optical tweezers and magnetic trap. Vibrational heating during transport cited
in [35] was reduced by the use of Aerotech ABL2000 series air bearing translation stages.
Technical problems related to the greater mass and higher three body recombination rate in
87Rb were overcome by transporting ultracold atoms just above the transition temperature
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Tc, and then evaporating to BEC at the destination. The greater mass results in greater
inertia and hence the need for a steeper optical potential to translate the atoms. The
restricted optical access (Fig. 3-2) limited our ability to make a steep optical potential with
a tight focus. This meant we needed to use higher powers to create the optical gradient
necessary to transport the 87Rb atoms. Ch. 3.9 discusses investigations where the deep
trap depths, regardless whether they were optical or magnetic, were found to be unsuitable
for holding dense 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates.

 

Figure 3-2: Main chamber vacuum system cross section showing re-entrant bucket windows,
magnetic trap coils, and RF antenna. View from above.

The cloverleaf-style Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap coils fit inside two re-entrant bucket
windows 1, allowing them to be outside the chamber with an inter coil spacing of 25 mm
(Fig. 3-2). The Zeeman slower tube is mounted between the main chamber and the oven
chamber. The Zeeman slower coils surrounding the Zeeman slower tube are also outside of
the vacuum system, but cannot be removed without breaking vacuum.

After assembling the chamber, we pumped out the system and reached UHV conditions
by heating the system to accelerate outgassing. We heated the main chamber to 230◦C and
the Zeeman slower to 170◦C (limited by the coil epoxy). Using a residual gas analyzer to

1Simon Hanks of UKAEA, D4/05 Culham Science Center, Abingdon,UK
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monitor the main chamber, we baked the chamber until the partial pressure of hydrogen
was reduced to less than 10−7 torr and was at least ten times greater than the partial
pressure of other gases. A typical bakeout lasted between 3 and 9 days, with temperature
changes limited to less than 25◦C/hour. Typical pressures immediately after the bakeout
were in the low 10−11 to mid 10−12 torr. To reduce the pressure further we deposited
a titanium film inside the lower part of the main chamber by passing current through a
filament type titanium sublimation (Ti:sub) pump. During the bakeout we repeatedly ran
a smaller amount of current through each of the filaments (degassing) to boil off trapped
gases within them. The vacuum in the main chamber is preserved after bakeout with a 75
L/s ion pump and the titanium film. We used a new ion pump and took caution to only run
the pump once the pressure was below 10−9 torr. This enhances the pumping speed because
the pump has not yet been saturated. With the gas loads found in our main chamber we
expect the pump to run at constant pumping speed for years to decades before saturating.
While we acknowledge the merit of using dry pumps as recommended in Ref. [34], we use
oil sealed rotary vane roughing pumps with long foreline tubes to back our turbo pumps.
Our procedure is to immediately turn on the turbo pump once the roughing pump is turned
on. This may reduce the backstreaming of oil vapor into the main chamber. In a similar
manner, when we bring the chamber up to atmosphere we close off the roughing line at
the turbopump and allow the unpowered turbopump to spin down. When the turbopump
has spun down to a few thousands revolutions per second we introduce a dry venting gas
(typically nitrogen or argon). Spinning down takes around 30 minutes if the bearings are
in good condition. Please refer to Sec. 3.4 of Ref. [49] for more details of our bakeout
procedures.

3.2 High Flux Rb Oven

3.2.1 Effusive Ovens

We generate a large flux of thermal 87Rb atoms for Zeeman slowing from an effusive atomic
beam oven (Fig. 3-3). An effusive beam is created by atoms escaping through a small hole
in a heated chamber [50]. The vapor pressure of rubidium is very different from that of
sodium, requiring a different design then that used in previous sodium machines. At room
temperature, the vapor pressure of sodium (≈ 3 × 10−11 torr [51]) is compatible with our
UHV main chamber environment, while that of rubidium (≈ 4 × 10−7 torr [52]) is not.
This dictated that the design of the rubidium oven not risk the contamination of the main
chamber with rubidium. A positive side of the lower vapor pressure of rubidium is the
lower operating temperatures we can use to obtain similar fluxes (110-150◦C Rb, 260-350◦C
Na.) We expect that the rubidium oven design would also work for sodium [49]. Another
difference is that only 28% of the atoms are of the desired 87Rb isotope, with the balance
being 85Rb. Naturally occuring sodium has only one isotope, 23Na. Isotopically enhaned
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Figure 3-3: Effusive rubidium beam oven. Rubidium metal (M) is heated to between 110◦C
and 150◦C, creating a pRb ∼ 0.5 millitorr vapor which escapes through a 5 mm diameter
hole (J). A 7.1mm diameter hole in the cold cup (I), 70 mm from the nozzle, allows 0.3% of
the emitted flux to pass through, forming an atomic beam with a flux of ∼ 1011 atoms/s.
The remainder is mostly (99.3%) captured on the -30◦C, pRb ≈ 2.5× 10−10 torr, surface of
the Peltier cooled cold cup. We chop this beam with a paddle (D) mounted to a flexible
bellows (E). The differential pumping tube (C) and Zeeman slower tube (A) consecutively
provide 170x and 620x of pressure reduction between the oven and main chambers.

87Rb salts are avaialble, but were not considered due to the extreme additional cost and
complexity they would entail.

To sustain a high flux atomic beam, the background vacuum pressure must be low
enough that the mean free path between collisions is much greater than the length of the
beam. To generate an effusive beam with a thermal distribution of velocities the size of the
hole through which the atoms escape must be smaller than the mean free path l = 1/nσ
inside the oven, where n is the density of atoms per unit volume and σ is the atom atom
scattering cross section. While at low temperatures the scattering is dominated by the lowest
few partial waves, at higher temperatures such as those found in the oven the scattering
behavior is classical and can be approximated as hard sphere scattering. The atomic radius
0.25 nm [53] was used to calculate the scattering cross section of σ = 19.6× 10−16cm2. For
comparison, in the s-wave scattering regime below ∼ 200µK, the scattering length is ∼ 5.3
nm. While any atom-atom scattering event will reset the phase of a radiating atom, a small
angle scattering will not significantly affect the direction of an atomic beam. Calculations
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of the scattering cross section σ based on the long range attractive potential for hot atoms
will overestimate the effective scattering cross section σ because of the inclusion of these
long range, small angle scattering events.

A combination of active pumping and passive geometrical techniques were used to reduce
extraneous rubidium transfer to the main chamber. A cold cup (I) is used to reduce rubidium
vapor in the oven chamber by almost completely surrounding the oven aperture (J) with
a cold surface at -25◦C. After bakeout, the combination of cold cup and oven chamber ion
pump has achieved pressures as low as ∼ 10−9 torr, although we have successfully made
BECs with pressures of up to ∼ 10−6 torr in this region. The combination of a differential
pumping tube, an ion pump, and the Zeeman slower tube provides a pressure differential
of over 3 orders of magnitude between the oven and main chamber. This is sufficient to
isolate the UHV environment from an oven pressure dominated by rubidium vapor at room
temperature. When the oven is opened to replace rubidium and clean the cold cup, the
main chamber vacuum is isolated with a pneumatic gate valve. A second gate valve can be
used in case of failure of the first. While not used in our system, designers may want to
consider gate valves with an embedded window available from VAT to allow optical access
along the Zeeman slower or tweezer beam lines during servicing.

The cold plate is chilled to -30◦C with six Ferrotec 6320/185/065/S two stage thermo-
electric coolers (TECs) powered with 3A DC current. A 40 psi low pressure chilled water
loop operating at 18◦C removes the heat generated by the hot side of the TECs. To prevent
ice from accumulating inside the TECs they were factory sealed with silicone. The entire
cold plate/feed through assembly is encased in an airtight plastic box to prevent ice buildup
on the chilled components. Typical mean time before failure at 3A for the Peltier coolers
is ∼ 3 years of continuous operation. At their maximum specified current of 6A we have
observed that the lifetime of the TECs is shortened to less than half a year.

3.2.2 Operation

Rubidium is a highly reactive metal, responding vigorously to the presence of oxygen or
water. Our oven design and procedures have been structured to minimize the hazards
to operating personnel. As students and not employees we are not covered by workers
compensation insurance for medical costs relating to industrial accidents. During operation,
the machine is run as a sealed system, without the turbo-mechanical pump, to prevent
accidental loss of the main chamber vacuum. Oven temperatures from 150◦C down to
110◦C produce similar sized 87Rb BECs. Reducing the oven temperature increases the time
between rubidium changes to greater than 1000 hrs of operating time. This long operating
cycle precluded the need for more complex recycling oven designs [54]. Informal discussions
with groups that have built candlestick ovens revealed that the flux of atoms below the
mean velocity is often reduced from that expected from the Boltzman distribution, making
the flux of low velocity atoms available with a Zeeman slower dependent on the actual rather
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then ideal velocity distribution.
To prevent accumulation of metal at the aperture (Fig. 3-3, Part J), the oven nozzle

temperature (Fig. 3-3, Part K) is kept higher (∼ 10◦C in rubidium and ∼ 90◦C in sodium)
than the rest of the oven. The velocity distribution of the beam is determined by the
nozzle temperature (Fig. 3-3, Part K). On the other hand, the vapor pressure in the oven,
which controls the beam flux, is dominated by the coldest spot in the elbow and bellows.
The factor of two discrepancy between the observed and calculated (Table 3.1) rubidium
oven lifetimes at 110◦C can be accounted for by a spot ∼ 10◦C colder than the lowest
measured oven temperature. The specifics of this cold spot depend on how the oven is
insulated. We typically insulate with a layer of loose fiberglass insulation covered with
aluminum foil. Three type K thermocouples are attached at the nozzle, elbow and bellows
to monitor the temperatures. The oven is heated with one tape heater wrapped around the
nozzle’s copper shank and three band heaters attached to the elbow and bellows junctions.
Each heater is independently controlled with a Variac variable voltage transformer. The
Variacs are adjusted so that in equilibrium the oven runs 15-20◦C hotter than desired.
Power to the Variacs is then controlled by an Omega Engineering CNi16D24-C24, Intelligent
Temperature Controller wired to one of the thermocouples. This allows us to finely adjust
the temperature of the oven, and do so reproducibly so long as the wrapping insulation is
not modified. An isolated serial port connected to the temperature controller allows remote
monitoring, shutdown, and startup of the oven. The typical warm up time is 40 minutes.

Servicing

Servicing the oven consists of two operations: removing the rubidium which has been de-
posited on the cold cup and replacing the ampoule. During servicing, a clean ampoule is
essential for rapid recovery of good vacuum pressure. The ampoule is cleaned by submerging
it in a 50/50 mixture by volume of acetone and isopropanol for 20 minutes, then air drying
it. This removes most of the water from the glass surface, which would otherwise require
more time to pump away. In the rubidium experiment the cleaned ampoule is placed in the
oven while still sealed and baked for 24 hours under vacuum at 150-180◦C to remove the
remaining contaminates before it is broken.

Solid rubidium melts at 39.3◦, slightly above room temperature. When Rb metal is
exposed to air, the various reactions will often generate enough heat to melt the metal,
creating a potentially hazardous situation of reactive liquid metal pouring down unexpected
places. For safety reasons we use only a small amount of Rubidium metal in our atomic
beam oven. Ampoules of 5 gm, packed under an inert Argon atmosphere are used to charge
the oven. Typically we allow a maximum of 10-15 gm of Rb to be deposited on the cold
cup before servicing. The procedure we have found is most effective for neutralizing these
quantities of Rb is to slowly quench it with water in an inert atmosphere. A deep sink filled
with dry ice works well. To service the Rb oven we first flood the chamber with dry Ar or
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N2 gas. We then remove the nozzle flange and unscrew the cold cup. Using a pair of pliers
we extract the cold cup and put it in a metal bucket and then cover the top with aluminum
foil. Adding dry ice to the bottom helps drive out the oxygen and water vapor which could
react with the Rb metal deposited on the cold cup. The metal bucket is then taken to the
deep sink filled with dry ice. Water is added drop by drop to react with the Rb metal.
When a drop of water hits rubidium metal the results are fizzing, producing hydrogen gas,
and occasionally small red flames. This is why it is essential to neutralize the Rb metal
with only a drop of water at a time. Once all the Rb metal has been reacted the cold cup
can then be flushed with water to dissolve any remaining Rubidium salts.

3.2.3 Design table

To design the rubidium oven a spread sheet (Table 3.1) was developed to allow different
parameter configurations to be tested without constructing prototypes. The one adjustable
parameter in the Rubidium oven is the temperature, which sets the vapor pressure and the
velocity distribution emerging from the oven. In a three dimensional gas the ideal Boltzman
distribution of velocities is

f(v) =

√
2
π

v2
z

ṽ3
exp

(
− v2

2ṽ2

)
(3.1)

where the characteristic velocity ṽ =
√
kBT/m is a function of the temperature and

particle mass [55]. Sampling this velocity distribution by poking a small hole in a chamber
of gas in thermal equilibrium gives an atomic beam with a velocity distribution

f(vz) =
v3
z

2ṽ4
exp

(
− v2

z

2ṽ2

)
(3.2)

If the free path of an atom is smaller than the hole size, the hole is no longer small in
terms of that atom and we can no longer consider the oven to be sampling the Boltzman
distribution. A collisionally dense gas cloud forms in front of the nozzle, causing a condition
referred to as stalling. Smaller holes will stall at high temperatures/pressures, but produce
smaller fluxes. We chose to use a large hole diameter of 5mm to prevent clogging and
provide a more generous tolerance for misalignment of the Zeeman slowing laser beam.

3.3 Zeeman Slower

The atomic beam is slowed from thermal velocities by nearly an order of magnitude by
scattering photons from a resonant, counter-propagating laser beam. When a photon with
momentum ~k (k = 2π/λ) is absorbed or emitted by an atom with mass m, the atom
conserves momentum by recoiling with a velocity change of vr = ~k/m. Atoms can
resonantly scatter photons up to a maximum rate of Γ/2, where 1/Γ = τ is the excited-
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Temp Velocity1 Pressure [52] Density Free Path Flux Density Total Flux2 Lifetime3

(◦C) (m/s) (torr) #/cm3 (m) #/cm2 /sec #/sec (hrs)
-40 261 4.60E-11 1.90E+06 1.30E+10 2.60E+09
-30 266 2.50E-10 1.00E+07 7.30E+10 1.40E+10
-20 272 1.20E-09 4.70E+07 3.40E+11 6.80E+10
-10 277 5.30E-09 1.90E+08 1.40E+12 2.80E+11
0 282 2.00E-08 7.20E+08 5.50E+12 1.10E+12
10 287 7.10E-08 2.40E+09 1.90E+13 3.70E+12
20 292 2.30E-07 7.50E+09 6.00E+13 1.20E+13
25 295 4.00E-07 1.30E+10 1.00E+14 2.00E+13
30 297 6.80E-07 2.20E+10 1.80E+14 3.40E+13
40 302 2.00E-06 6.00E+10 5.00E+14 9.70E+13
50 307 4.90E-06 1.50E+11 8700 1.20E+15 2.40E+14
60 312 1.20E-05 3.40E+11 3800 2.90E+15 5.60E+14
70 316 2.60E-05 7.40E+11 1700 6.30E+15 1.20E+15
80 321 5.70E-05 1.50E+12 820 1.30E+16 2.60E+15 3696
90 325 1.20E-04 3.10E+12 410 2.70E+16 5.40E+15 1815
100 330 2.30E-04 6.00E+12 210 5.40E+16 1.10E+16 926
110 334 4.50E-04 1.10E+13 110 1.00E+17 2.00E+16 489
120 339 8.30E-04 2.00E+13 63 1.90E+17 3.70E+16 267
130 343 1.50E-03 3.60E+13 36 3.30E+17 6.50E+16 151
140 347 2.60E-03 6.10E+13 21 5.70E+17 1.10E+17 87
150 351 4.40E-03 1.00E+14 13 9.60E+17 1.90E+17 52
160 355 7.30E-03 1.60E+14 7.8 1.60E+18 3.10E+17 32
170 360 1.20E-02 2.60E+14 4.9 2.50E+18 5.00E+17 20
180 364 1.90E-02 4.00E+14 3.2 4.00E+18 7.80E+17 13

Table 3.1: Oven Design Parameters

state lifetime. This results in a maximum spontaneous emission acceleration amax = ~kΓ
2m

(1.1 × 105m/s2). As the atoms decelerate, the reduced Doppler shift is compensated by
tuning the Zeeman shift with a magnetic field [6] to keep the optical transition on resonance.
We designed the slower to decelerate the atoms at a reduced rate famax where f ∼ 50% is
a safety factor to allow for magnetic field imperfections and finite laser intensity.

Our slower is designed along the lines of Ref. [56], with an increasing magnetic field
and σ− polarized light scattering off the F=2, mF =-2 → F′=3, mF ′=-3 cycling transition.
Before the slowing begins, the atoms are optically pumped into the F=2,mF =-2 state. The
large magnetic field at the end of the slower corresponds to a large detuning from the low
velocity, low magnetic field resonance frequency. This large detuning allows the slowing
light to pass through the MOT without distorting it due to radiation pressure. Within
the slower coils, the quantization axis is well-defined by the longitudinal magnetic field and
optical pumping out of the cycling transition is strongly suppressed by the combination of
light polarization and Zeeman splitting.
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Figure 3-4: Magnetic field profile of the rubidium Zeeman slower, not including uniform
bias field. The theoretical line shows the desired magnetic field profile for atoms decelerated
from 330 m/s to 20 m/s at 60% of the maximum intensity limited deceleration (f=53% of
amax.) The simulated line depicts the expected field from slower coils with the winding
pattern in Fig. 3-5 of Appendix 3.3. The prominent bumps shown above in the measured
field were subsequently smoothed with additional current carrying loops.

We slow 87Rb atoms from an initial velocity of ∼350 m/s with a tailored 271 G change in
the magnetic field (Fig. 3-4). An additional uniform ∼200 G bias field was applied along the
length of the slower to ensure that neighboring hyperfine levels were not near resonance in
either the slower or the MOT. The slower cycling transition light is detuned -687 MHz from
the F=2 → F′=3 transition. The slowing laser intensity is I/Isat ≈ 8, giving a maximum
theoretical deceleration of 89% of amax. To maximize the number of atoms in the slowed
F=2,mF =-2 state “Slower repumping” light copropagates with the cycling transition light
and is detuned -420 MHz from the F=1 → F′=1 transition to match the Doppler shift of
the unslowed thermal atoms from the oven. A flux of ∼ 1011 87Rb atoms/s with a peak
velocity of 43 m/s was measured from our slower with an oven temperature of 150◦C. This
is signifigantly greater flux then the 8× 108 Rb/sec vapor cell loading rate quoted by [34].
Recently a higher flux (3.2× 1012 Rb/s) design was demonstrated [57]. This approach used
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several additional techniques to increase the flux, including an optical molasses collimating
stage.

Every photon which scatters off an atom to slow the atom in the Zeeman slower is radi-
ated in a random direction, increasing the atoms’ spread in transverse velocity. The beam
emerging from the tube needs to have sufficient forward mean velocity to load the MOT
efficiently. Because of the random direction of the emission recoil, N photon scatterings
increase the transverse velocity by vr

√
N/3. The initial and recoil velocities in the 87Rb

slower increase the transverse velocity by ≈ 0.8m/s, resulting in a collimated slowed beam
whose transverse width is smaller then the size of the MOT beams. From this we estimate
that most of the slowed atoms are captured in the MOT.

An additional concern in is the fate of the rubidium atoms after the experiment. Whether
they are captured by the MOT or not, almost all of the atoms in the atomic beam are
deposited into the main chamber. If these atoms are not pumped away the ultrahigh vacuum
will be compromised. As an insurance measure an additional cold plate was installed near
the slower window on the main chamber to capture desorbed Rb. Vacuum pressure has
not been an issue and we have never needed to chill this cold plate to preserve the main
chamber environment.

3.3.1 Slower Construction

The vacuum portion of the 87Rb slower is a 99 cm long nonmagnetic 304 stainless steel tube
with a 19 mm OD and 0.9 mm wall. The rear end of the tube is connected to the main
chamber by a DN 16 CF rotatable flange, while the oven end of the tube has a narrow, 50mm
long flexible welded bellows ending in another DN 16 CF rotatable flange. The retaining
ring on this flange was cut in half for removal, so that the premounted coil assembly could
be slid over the vacuum tube.

As shown in Fig. 3-1 the slower tube enters the main chamber at an angle of 33◦ from
the vertical to accommodate access for optical tweezers. The oven and the Zeeman slower
are supported two meters above the the experimental table in order to preserve the best
optical and mechanical access to the main chamber. Aluminum extrusion from 80/20 Inc.
was used to create the support framework.

Our 87Rb slower was fabricated with a single layer bias solenoid and three increasing
field coils (Fig. 3-1 and 3-5), segmented for better cooling. The optimum configuration
of currents and solenoid winding shapes was found by computer simulated winding of the
solenoids one loop at a time, starting at the high field end and tapering the last few loops to
best match the desired field profile. An alternative fabrication technique would be to apply
a large uniform bias field and subtract away unwanted field with counter current coils. This
technique can smooth out the bumps in the magnetic field shown in Fig. 3-4. Residual field
from the Zeeman slower can have a detrimental effect on the MOT, shifting its location
suddenly during turnoff. A coil canceling out the residual bias field of the slower at the
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Figure 3-5: Winding pattern cross section for 87Rb Zeeman slower consisting of three
solenoids. Each drawing represents half of the cross section of each a solenoid. The “O”s
represent wires, while the spaces between the wires were meant to be smoothed out to an
average value during construction. Each character in the drawing represents a physical size
of 3.5 mm. The wire is hollow core water cooled copper, identical to that used in construc-
tion of the magnetic trap as described in 3.7.4. The high current coil is closest to the main
chamber. The single layer uniform bias coil is not depicted.

MOT center is installed on the 23Na machines but is absent on the 87Rb machine. While
not essential, it simplifies diagnostics and general operation of the machine. The shift in
MOT centers complicates optimizing optical alignment of the MOT.

3.4 Lasers

Resonant laser light is used to slow, cool, trap, and detect the atoms. All laser light is
prepared on a separate optics table (Fig. 3-7) and delivered to the apparatus (Fig. 3-
1) through single-mode optical fibers. The fiber coupling allows us to decouple the two
sides of the system. Because stray resonant light can heat the atoms during evaporation, a
black cloth separates the two tables. All frequency shifting and attenuation of the light is
done with acousto-optic modulators (AOMs). Because AOMs offer good but not complete
extinction of light passing through them, each fiber beam path had a mechanical shutter
which could assure complete attenuation. Atomic energy levels and laser frequencies used
are indicated in Fig. 3-6.

We use a Toptica DL100 external cavity diode laser and TA100 semiconductor tapered
amplifier to create 350 mW and 35 mW of light resonant with the 87Rb F=2→ F′=3 and
F=1→ F′=1 transitions at 780 nm. The lasers are stabilized with a polarization sensi-
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Figure 3-6: Simplified energy level structure of 87Rb with relevant transitions, hyperfine
splittings, and laser frequencies.

tive saturated absorption spectroscopy lock [58, 59]. This modulation-free technique op-
tically creates a derivative signal of the absorption spectra that is locked with a propor-
tional+integral gain servo loop. The locking signal fluctuation indicates a frequency jitter
of < 1MHz over several seconds, which is much less than the 6.1 MHz natural linewidth of
87Rb. The large frequency shifts used for the slower cycling and repumping light reduced
the available power to a few mW. Each of these beams is amplified to 35-40 mW by injection
locking [60] a free running Sanyo DL7140-201 laser diode before combining the beams on a
non polarizing beamsplitter and coupling into a fiber.

The 87Rb MOT uses a total of 60 mW of light near the F=2→F′=3 cycling transition for
trapping/cooling. The F=2→F′=3 transition in the MOT is only approximately a closed
cycle and atoms are often optically pumped into the F=1 ground state. To repump these
atoms back into the F=2 state we use 10 mW of light on the F=1→ F′=1 transition. In
addition, to transfer atoms from the F=2 to F=1 manifold, e.g. prior to loading them
into the magnetic trap, we introduce a few mW of “depumping” light resonant with the
F=2→ F′=2 transition. Zeeman slowing uses 18 mW of slower cycling light and 6 mW of
slower repumping light. All powers are quoted after fiber coupling, measured as delivered
to the apparatus table. Recent advances in single frequency high power fiber and diode
pumped solid state lasers, such as IPG Photonics EAD and RLM series amplifiers, have
made nonlinear techniques such as sum frequency generation [61, 62] and frequency doubling
[63] interesting alternatives as resonant light sources.
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Figure 3-7: Layout of the laser optical table. Numbers indicate frequency offsets in MHz.
All detectors are Thorlabs Model DET110. ECLDs are Toptica DL100. Slave lasers are
Sanyo DL7140-201S laser diodes. The Fabry Perot is a 1.5 GHz Free Spectral Range Toptica
FPI-100. Optical isolators (boxes with arrows) are Optics For Research IO-5-780-HP. AOMs
are from Isomet and InterAction.

3.4.1 Fiber Coupling

Most of the fibers in our system distributing 780 nm light are model Thorlabs P3-4224-FC-5
FC APC angle polished fiber patch cables with FC type connectors. When coupling with
a CM230TM-B aspheric collimating lens typical coupling efficiencies range from 50-80%,
depending on the input beam quality. These fibers are not polarization preserving. Stress
bifringence causes these fibers to act as a series of random thickness waveplates. We found
that once put in place the fibers polarization rotation effects were constant unless unless
moved. With the addition of λ/2 and λ/4 waveplates before the coupler, and a polarizing
beam splitting cubes to cleanup the polarization on the table we developed a working
solution without the need for multiple expensive polarization preserving fibers. There is
one polarization preserving fiber for 780 nm light in the system. The F=1 probe beam
is coupled into an OZ Optics PMJ-3A3A-780-5/125-3-4-1 polarization preserving PANDA
fiber patch cable. To prevent light which leaks through the AOMs from entering the fibers
we used Varian Associates Uniblitz Model LS6ZM2 mechanical shutters. We measured
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opening delay times of 3-6 ms, depending on the quality and age of the drive electronics.

3.4.2 Injection Locking

To increase the power of the slower and slower repumper light from a few mW to tens of
mW we use an injection locking technique to convert a free running laser diode into a slaved
amplifier. In most cases we use an optical isolator to prevent back reflections or other stray
laser beams from being coupling into the laser diode. This backcoupled light can cause the
laser diode to become unstable or act unpredictably. In the case of injection locking we are
purposely introducing this light to override the free running behavior of the laser oscillator.

The freerunning lasers in our case are Sanyo DL7140-201S laser diodes mounted in a
Thorlabs TCLDM-9 TE cooled laser diode mount and driven with a Thorlabs TEC2000
Temperature controller and LDC500 current controller. The injection light is coupled in
through the rejection port of an optical isolator (Optics for Research IO-780-HP4). We
have had the best results when the Sanyo diodes were first temperature tuned so that when
free running they are near resonance with the Doppler broadened Rb absorption line (∼8
GHz wide). The spectrum of the slave diode is monitored on a Fabry Perot spectrometer
(Toptica FPI-100). When the alignment is correct and the laser diode becomes locked, the
laser line becomes much narrower, and will scan back and forth if the injection signal is
scanned. Better alignement allows this locking behavior to occur with less power. A full
discussion of injection locking can be found in [60].

3.5 Computer Control and Imaging

Two computers run the apparatus; one controls the various parts of experiment and the
other processes images from a camera which images the atoms. The control computer has
custom built National Instruments (NI) LabWindows based software to drive analog (2 NI
Model PCI 6713, 8 channels of 12 bit analog, 1MS/s update) and digital (2 NI Model PCI-
6533, 32 channels of binary TTL, 13.3 MS/s update) output boards. The control computer
also controls an Agilent 33250A 80MHz function generator through a GPIB interface, and
triggers a Princeton Instruments NTE/CCD-1024-EB camera through a ST-133 controller
to capture the absorption images.

All of our measurements are performed by taking an image of the the atoms. At the end
of an experiment the trap is quickly turned off at the atoms are allowed to freely expand
as they fall under the influence of gravity. The expansion during the time of flight (TOF)
between trap turnoff and imaging greatly expands the imaged size of the condensate in the
tightly confining axes. The expansion of thermal atoms is driven by their kinetic energy.
In the Thomas Fermi limit condensates have no kinetic energy. Their free flight dynamics
are instead driven by the density dependent mean field energy.
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Figure 3-8: Layout of vertical imaging axis in main chamber. F=1 probe light or F=2
Imaging light can illuminate the condensate with a 4 mm beam. Each beam passes through
a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) to give it a definite linear polarization. The two beams,
with orthogonal linear polarizations, are overlapped on a nonpolarizing beamsplitting cube
(NPBS) for convenience in delivery and later separation in other imaging system. The 50
mm diameter, f=250 objective lens is mounted on a vertical translation stage to adjust the
focus for different time of flights. Repumping light is introduced off axis.

3.5.1 Free Expansion

The cold atoms are released from the trap and allowed to expand to increase their size prior
to imaging. Bose-Einstein condensates expand because their mean field field repulsion is no
longer balanced by the harmonic trapping potential and therefore converts to kinetic energy
in time ∼ 1/ωx. In a similar manner without the trapping potential the kinetic energy of
thermal atoms cause them to expand ballistically. Both of these effects are most prominent
in the tightly confining direction, increasing the apparent size between 10 and 100 times for
typical trap frequencies and times of flight.

n2D
C (x, z, t) = n2D

p

(
1− x2

r2x(t)
− z2

r2z(t)

)3/2

(3.3)

Conversion of the mean field repulsion into kinetic energy results in a scaling but not
distortion of the signature parabolic shape [64]. For cigar shaped cylindrically symmetric
traps with aspect ratio ε = ωz/ωx � 1 the free expansion can be approximated as
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rx(τ) = rx(0)
√

1 + τ2 (3.4)

rz(τ) = rz(0)
(
1 + ε2

[
τ arctan τ − ln

√
1 + τ2

])
(3.5)

where τ = ωxt is in units of the radial trap frequency normalized time. Typical aspect
ratios in magnetic traps are ε = 0.05− 0.1. In typical optical traps ε < 0.02.

The non condensed thermal cloud has a two dimensional projection of the Gaussian
density distribution

n2D
NC(x, z, t) = n2D

p exp
(
− x2

2σ2
x(t)

− z2

2σ2
z(t)

)
(3.6)

where σ2
i = kBT/m

(
1/ω2

i + t2
)

and n2D
p is the peak density of the image.

In the long time limit the thermal cloud takes on a circular shape as velocity rather
then original location dominates the density distribution. The mean field interaction in the
BEC inverts its aspect ratio from 1/ε to επ/2. This combined with the sharp increase in
density provide an extremely clear signature of the condensation phase transition.

3.5.2 State Analysis

During free fall a magnetic field gradient can be applied to perform Stern-Gerlach state
separation to resolve different Zeeman levels. Atoms in the F=1 or F=2 states can be
selectively imaged using light resonant with either the F=1 probe or F=2 imaging light.
The F=2 to 3 transition is a cycling transition and in our experience provides the best
imaging. F=1, F’=0 imaging provides a similar cycling transition for the F=1 level.More
complicated simultaneous state analysis techniques have been developed and are discussed
in Ch. 4.

3.5.3 Repumping effects

The optical pumping of the atoms from the F=1 to F=2 hyperfine level will induce a recoil
in the atoms. This can potentially introduce unwanted distortions in imaging F=1 atoms.
If the repumping occurs immediately before imaging the recoil velocity kick will not affect
the atoms’ location and there will be no deformation to the density distribution. On the
other hand, if repumping occurs to long before imaging the atoms will move and smear
out the density distribution. This increases the apparent size of the condensate and also
creates the appearance of thermal atoms when none are present. For a 6 µm pixel size
and vr=6 mm/s it will take an atom 1 ms to move one pixel. We typically repump for
50-200µs immediately before imaging, so at this magnification recoil blurring should not
be a problem. The repump light must be modulated with an AOM to achieve this level of
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timing accuracy. Mechanical shutters have an opening time of several ms and are less then
favorable for precision work.

3.5.4 Camera

To image the atoms three pictures are taken with a Princeton Instruments NTE/CCD-1024-
EB camera controlled by a ST-133 controller: a picture of the illuminated atoms, a picture
of the illumination without the atoms, and a background picture without illumination.
An absorption image is calculated by taking the ratio of the illuminated images after the
background image is subtracted from each illuminated image.

In several experiments and alignment techniques it is necessary to shine non imaging
laser light along an imaging axis. If the light is of high power, such as an optical tweezers
beam, it could damage the camera. Lower power light, such as used in the quantum Zeno
effect experiments in Ch. 4, while not destructive can still saturate the CCD detector, ruin-
ing the image. To protect the camera from such non imaging light 1” diameter mechanical
shutter, Vincent Assocates Uniblitz Model VS25S-2-ZM-0 driven with a Model VMM-D4
four channel driver, was added.

3.6 Magneto Optical Trap

The MOT [9] is the workhorse of atomic physics for creating large samples of ultracold
atoms. We use a six-beam configuration, which doubles as an optical molasses when the
magnetic gradient field is off. Similar to Ref. [34] the 87Rb apparatus uses a bright MOT
instead of a dark-spot MOT [65]. The 87Rb MOT equilibrates to around 4 × 1010 atoms
after ∼ 2 s of loading, operating in a magnetic field gradient of 16.5 G/cm with cycling
beams detuned -18 MHz from the F=2→ F′=3 transition and a peak intensity 5.3 mW/cm2.
To increase the efficiency of the transfer into the magnetic trap, we briefly compress the
87Rb MOT and then switch off the magnetic field gradient to cool the atoms with optical
molasses. The 87Rb MOT is compressed by linearly ramping the gradient to 71 G/cm in
200 ms and simultaneously sweeping the detuning to -45 MHz in 400 ms. We use 5ms
of “gray” molasses, where the repumper power is dropped by 95%, the optical trapping
power is ramped down to 50%, and the detuning is swept from -18MHz to -26MHz. The
molasses phase requires the cancellation of imbalances in intensity between beams and also
of residual magnetic fields [66]. After the molasses phase, 0.5-1 ms of “depumping” light is
applied to put all the 87Rb atoms into the F=1 level before loading into the magnetic trap.
Exact MOT and molasses parameters were found through empirical optimization, and all
listed numbers should be considered as rough guides.
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Figure 3-9: Zeeman energy diagram of the 87Rb ground state hyperfine structure dependence
on magnetic field. Heavy lines indicate the magnetically trappable weak field seeking states.

3.7 Magnetic Trapping

We trap 87Rb atoms in the weak magnetic field seeking hyperfine ground states near the
minimum of a inhomogeneous magnetic field produced by a cloverleaf style Ioffe-Pritchard
trap [67]. Fig. 3-9 shows the energy dependence of the different hyperfine states with
magnetic field strength. Three of the eight hyperfine ground states (|2,+2〉,|2,+1〉,|1,−1〉)
are weak field seeking and have a potential energy dependence linearly proportional to
the magnetic field strength. In order to trap atoms, the attraction to the magnetic field
minimum must be sufficiently strong to overcome the force of gravity. Fortunately the
single unpaired electron in 87Rb gives these states magnetic moments of ≈ µB, ≈ µB/2,
and ≈ µB/2 and allows the moderate magnetic field gradients of 15 G/cm, 30 G/cm, and 30
G/cm to exert a force on an atom equal to that of gravity. Magnetic field gradients stronger
than this will successfully trap atoms. The |2, 0〉 state, while also weak field seeking, is
magnetic field insensitive at low field because of its quadratic, rather than linear dependence
on magnetic field strength. This functional difference would make it very difficult to trap
magnetically due to the very large magnetic field gradients necessary to overcome the pull
of gravity.

3.7.1 Fields in a Ioffe-Pritchard Magnetic Trap

The field near the center of a Ioffe-Pritchard trap can be expressed as

B = B0

 0
0
1

 +B′

 x

−y
0

 +
B′′

2

 −xz
−yz

z2 − 1
2

(
x2 + y2

)
 (3.7)
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Figure 3-10: Profile of the Ioffe-Pritchard trap magnetic field magnitude. The trap para-
meters are B′=223 G/cm, B′′=100 G/cm2, and B0=1G.

where B0 is the Ioffe bias, B′ is the radial (x,y) gradient, and B′′ is the axial (z axis)
curvature. The energy U = µm |B| can be expanded in a Taylor series to determine the
trap frequencies.

ωx,y =

√
µm

m

(
B′2

B0
− µmB′′/2

)
(3.8)

ωz =
√
µm

m
B′′ (3.9)

Typical trap parameters of B′=223 G/cm, B′′=100 G/cm2, B0=1G (Fig. 3-10, Table
3.2) have frequencies of (ωx,y, ωz) /2π = (200, 9) Hz for 87Rb in the |1,−1〉 state. In our
large aspect ratio cigar shaped traps the z-axis field curvature B′′/2 reduction in the radial
trap frequencies ωx,y is typically less then a few percent and can generally be disregarded.
In creating traps with near spherical geometries, such as those used for lattice loading or
vortex experiments, this reduction effect plays an important role and cannot be disregarded.

Majorana spin flip losses occur when atoms in a magnetic trap pass through a region
of low magnetic field such that their motional and magnetic state energies are similar and
hence mix. The result is that a fraction of the atoms leave the region no longer in one of the
weak field seeking states and are expelled from the trap. Majorana losses can be calculated
from the Landau-Zener formula.

The finite minimum bias field of the Ioffe-Pritchard trap provides good protection against
Majorana losses so long as the energy E of the atoms E � µ3

mB
3
0/ (~ωx,y)

2, the adiabatic
limit of the Landau-Zener formula. For typical Ioffe-Pritchard traps, such as one with a 1G
bias field and 200 Hz trap frequency this energy is equivalent to a temperature of 412 K,
much greater than the overall trap depth of a few mK. However tightly confining traps with
large aspect ratios are of interest for studies of lower dimensional systems. An easy way to
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increase the radial trapping frequency of a Ioffe-Pritchard trap (Eq. 3.9) is to lower the Ioffe
bias B0. It is useful to determine how far the Ioffe bias B0 could be reduced and still treat
the trapping potential as harmonic. We estimate the length of the harmonic region as B0/B

′

and equate it to the spatial size of ground state quantum harmonic oscillator
√

~/mω. This
turns out to be equivalent to reasserting the condition for the onset of Majorana losses

µmB0 = ~ωx,y. The maximum radial trap frequency in this limit is ωx,y =
(

µ2
mB′2

m~

)1/3
. For

|1,−1〉 atoms in a 200 G/cm field gradient this gives a maximum calculated 18 kHz trap
frequency in a bias field of 18 mG. Technical limitations to lowering the Ioffe bias B0 to
these levels are drifts and noise in the ambient magnetic field. Jitter in magnetic field will
cause the trap frequency to flucuate and randomly squeeze the condensate, causing heating
and complicating measurements. Another complication is that the magnitude of the RF
evaporation fields will become comparable to that of the Ioffe bias and the atoms behavior
will we strongly affected by the RF coupling.

Gravitational Sag

The force of gravity pulls the center of the trap below the magnetic field minimum. This
introduces a transverse component to the magnetic field such that it is oriented at an angle θ
from the long axis (z) of the condensate. Quantifying the difference in these two directions
is important for experiments where different polarizations of probe light cause different
effects, such as in superradiance [44, 45, 68] or Quantum Zeno experiments (Ch. 4). In
tightly confining magnetic traps a small sag y0 = g/ω2

y will result in a transverse magnetic
field component By = B′y0 that tilts the total magnetic field vector off the condensate axis
by tan θ = By/B0.

θ ≈ 1
ωy

√
mg2

B0µm
(3.10)

To calculate the exact effects of gravitation sag we can use a one dimensional model
incorporating Eq. 3.7 to express the potential energy U of the system

U = mgy + µm

√
(B0 −B′′/4y2)2 +B′2y2 (3.11)

and solve for the sag y0 at a given Ioffe Bias B0 and trapping frequencies.

Spatial Inhomogeneity

One inconvenience to trapping atoms in an spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field is that
the finite extent of the cloud will introduce differences in total magnetic field and orien-
tation of the magnetic field across the sample of trapped atoms. While external forces
such as gravity will always displace the trap center from the magnetic field minimum, large
displacements will greatly increase the total inhomogeneity. These effects are important in
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Figure 3-11: Angle θ between condensate axis and magnetic field vector as a function of
radial trap frequency. Solid lines are calculated from Eq. 3.11 with B′′=100 G/cm2 (9 Hz
axial trap frequency) and Ioffe bias fields B0 of 1.0 (Upper) and 3.0 G (Lower). Dashed
lines show the small sag approximation Eq 3.10. .

considering the variable effective trap depths created by an RF knife in a weak trap.

Figure 3-12: Displacement in a harmonic oscillator increases the inhomogeneous magnetic
field spread.

∆B = 2mg∆y
µm

y0 > ∆y (3.12)

∆B = mg∆y
µm

+ E
µm

y0 < ∆y (3.13)

∆y =
√

2Ey0

mg (3.14)

where y0 = g/ω2
y is the displacement from the magnetic field minimum and ∆y is the

spread in location for an energy E. The trap switches from being slightly sagged to weak
when mgy0 = 2E.

3.7.2 Circuitry

The IGBTs are designed for use in AC/DC power switching hardware, so can be run at most
at half their rated current value due to power dissipation problems. The IGBTs are limited
by their internal thermal resistance. We used water cooled copper heatsink baseplates
with a thin layer Arctic Silver thermal grease to provide the best thermal contact to the
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Figure 3-13: Exploded view of the cloverleaf style Ioffe-Pritchard trap coils. Arrows indicate
the direction of current flow. MOT coils are energized during magnetic trapping.

IGBT baseplate. The baseplates were lapped on a granite block to provide a lower thermal
interface resistance. At peak power the IGBTs dissipate a maximum of ∼ 1kW.

Coil Winding Current Inner ∅ Field
Turns Layers (A) (cm)

Antibias 3 6 95 10.5 B′′ = +9 G/cm2

B0 = -243 G

Curvature 8 6 95 3.2 B′′ = +90 G/cm2

B0 = +251 G

Gradient 3 4 470 0.8 x 2.3 B′ = 223 G/cm

MOT 7 4+2a 15 ∼ 7, to fit 16.5 G/cm in ẑ

Table 3.2: Magnetic trap coil winding and per-
formance specifications. Fig. 3-13 illustrates
their assembly and direction of current flow.

aSegmented for improved cooling.
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Figure 3-14: Magnetic trap electrical ciruits. Heavy lines indicate thick 0000 Gauge stranded
copper wire. Components: P1 Lambda EMI EMS 20V 250A 5kW DC Power supply, P2
Lambda EMI EMS 30A 500V DC 15kW Power supply, D1 a high breakdown voltage diode
rated for transient currents in excess of 500 A, D2 International Rectifier SD600N04PC
high current diode (600 Amp, 1200 V, attached to a water cooled plate), Varistor V1
GEL8130L10 (130 V), Varistor V2 ZNRV20180 (30 V), R 1Ω thin film non-inducting resis-
tor. T1 and T2 are PowerEx CM600HA-24H and CM1000HA-24H Integrated Gate Bipolar
Transistors, mounted to water cooling plates. IGBT Driver is a PowerEx BG1A-F circuit
board.
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Figure 3-15: Magnetic trap electrical turnoff characteristics. Upper is voltage measured
across radial confinement gradient coils. Lower is voltage across axial curvature and antibias
coils. The linear and exponential decay regions show that the turnoff is first limited by the
varistor and then by diode/resistor component of the circuit.

The large voltage spikes (Fig. 3-15) from quickly turning off the large inductive loads
of the magnetic trap coils can damage the delicate computer control systems. All control
signals to the magnetic trap power supplies and switching circuits were isolated with either
an INA117 high common mode voltage difference amplifier for analog signals or a NEC
PS2501-1 opto-isolator for digital signals. The electrical turnoff of the magnetic trap mea-
sured in Fig. 3-15 by RF resonance is much shorter than the magnetic field decay observed
by the atoms in Fig. 3-16 because of eddy currents induced in the stainless steel structure
of the vacuum chamber surrounding the magnetic trap.
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Figure 3-16: Decay of magnetic field after IGBT turnoff in main chamber as measured
by RF resonance. Magnetic trap with 48 A axial, 192 A gradient currents before turnoff.
Trap frequencies 63x63x6.6 Hz. Trap magnetic field minimum 3.0 G. Decay is fit is to
B0 exp(−t/τ) where B0 = 6.24± 0.45 G and τ = 2.03± 0.15 ms.

3.7.4 Wire

Both the slower and the magnetic trap coils were fabricated using square hollow core (0.125
in./side, 0.032 in. wall) Alloy 101 soft temper copper tubing from Small Tube Products,
Inc. of Altoona, PA, wrapped with double Dacron glass fuse insulation by Essex Group Inc.,
Magnet Wire & Insulation of Charlotte, NC. The coils are held together with Hysol Epoxi-
Patch 1C White high temperature epoxy that is bakable to 170◦C. Chilled water is forced
through the hollow core of the copper wires to dissipate the ≈10kW of power generated
from resistive heating in the magnetic trap and Zeeman slower coils. 200 psi of differential
pressure is required for sufficient coolant flow. We designed all our coils to increase the
cooling water temperature by less than 50◦C. Ch. 3 of Ref. [69] has an extensive discussion
of water cooling in continuously powered resistive magnets. For our wire the following
empirical relationships and numbers were measured,

ρ = 2.65× 10−3 (3.15)
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Q = 2.07

√
∆P
L

(3.16)

∆T = 259I2ρ

√
L3

∆P
(3.17)

where Q is the water flow rate in ml/sec, I2 ρ L is the power dissipated by the coil, ∆P
the pressure drop in psi (1 psi=6.89 kPa), and L the length of the coil in meters.

3.7.5 Cooling

To dissipate the ∼ 15kW of heat our BEC machine generates during operation we use a
closed loop Thermo NESLAB System III Liquid to Liquid heat exchanger tied to the MIT
chilled water distribution system. The 40 psi pressure provided by the NESLAB is sufficient
to cool the IGBTs and the rubidium oven cold plate TECs, but must be boosted to ∼ 230
psi by a high pressure pump to provide sufficient flow for cooling the magnetic trap. Table
3.3 lists flow rates for the magnetic trap.

The buildup of algae in closed loop chilled water systems is a major source of clogging.
We treat the water with 1gm per 3.7 L of Chloramine-T [70] to retard these growths. Fernox
Copal Central Heating Protector is also added as a corrosion inhibitor at a concentration
of 100mL per 6 L. This is of particular importance to protect any aluminum components
from electrolytically disintegrating.

Ch. 3 of [69] has a good discussion of cooling high current current magnets.

Coil East West
(ml/min) (ml/min)

Grad A 1330 1450
Grad B 1450 1400
Grad C 1450 1400
Grad D 1400 1400
Axial Antibias 660 800
Axial Curvature 610 580
MOT A 680 600
MOT B 870 850

Table 3.3: Magnetic trap water cooling flow rates for the BEC IV magnetic trap. Measured
on September 10, 2005 before the low pressure return manifold. Distribution manifold
pressure 245 psi. The East side is the Laser table side of machine. The West side is control
computer side of machine.

Additional resources on Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic traps can be found in Sec 2.3.2 of [71]
and Ch. 5. of [72].
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Coil East (mΩ) West (mΩ)
Grad A 5.150 4.935
Grad B 5.095 4.970
Grad C 5.205 4.990
Grad D 4.995 5.120
Axial Antibias 185.8 185.5
Axial Curvature 208.0 207.7
MOT A 19.92 20.73
MOT B 13.47 13.98

Table 3.4: Magnetic trap resistances. Gradients measured with 200A, 11.7 V total drop.
Axial with 100 A, 10.9 V. MOT with 10 A,2.38 V. Measured at junction between water
cooled copper leads and lugs.

3.7.6 Fabrication

All of the components for each half of the magnetic trap were epoxied together for stability.
Each assembly was then mounted in the bucket windows with an aluminum mounting plate
backed by four threaded Alloy 316 stainless steel rods. No ferromagnetic materials were
used in the mounting because of concern for irreproducibility from hysteresis effects. Table
3.2 lists the windings and typical parameters for each coil.

3.8 Evaporation

Evaporative cooling works by selectively removing hot atoms from the trapped cloud, while
the remaining atoms rethermalize to a lower temperature. The efficiency of cooling depends
on η, the ratio of trap depth or energy of the escaping atoms to the temperature kBT , and
is reduced by the rate of heating. The speed of evaporation depends on how quickly the
atoms rethermalize through elastic collisions. The elastic collision rate is the product of the
scattering cross section σ = 8πa2, density n, and the mean velocity v̄ of the atoms.

In a magnetic trap evaporation is implemented through RF induced transitions between
trapped and untrapped states. A given RF frequency corresponds to a shell of constant
µm |B| where the transitions occur. Atoms that pass through this shell enter untrapped
states and are lost; thus RF provides a flexible mechanism to control the magnetic trap
depth. Our RF antenna consists of two rectangular loops of wire, 10 cm x 2 cm, positioned 3
cm above and below the condensate as depicted in Fig. 3-2. Evaporation works equivalently
well for 23Na and 87Rb, with 23Na’s lower mass resulting in higher trap frequencies, which
roughly compensates for its smaller elastic cross section (Table 3.5).

To evaporate thermal atoms to a BEC, we sweep the RF frequency over several seconds
using an Agilent 33250A synthesizer amplified with a 5 W RF amplifier (Mini-Circuits
ZHL-5W-1). Typical evaporation curves for 87Rb would ramp from 60 MHz down to ∼0.8
MHz in 15 to 40 seconds, with similar parameters for 23Na. Forced RF evaporative cooling
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Figure 3-17: Typical temperature and trap depth during evaporation to BEC in 87Rb. The
trap is decompressed between t=40-50 s by changing the trap parameters B′= 223 → 54
G/cm, B′′=99 → 25 G/cm2, and B0=1.4 → 0.87 G. Temperature was determined by fitting
after ballistic expansion.

is very efficient, increasing phase space density by > 106 (Table 2.1). Fig. 3-17 shows
the drop in temperature as the trap depth (calculated from the RF frequency) is lowered
during evaporation of 87Rb. Evaporation curves are frequently adjusted in the interest of
tuning evaporation speed, atom number, density, and/or reproducibility. For instance, the
atom number can be increased by decompressing the magnetic trap near the end of the
evaporation. This reduces the effects of three body recombination heating by lowering the
final condensate density. Such decompression techniques have allowed us to create nearly
pure condensates with Nc ≈ 20 × 106 in both 87Rb and 23Na with lifetimes in excess of 5
seconds.

Decompressing the trap shifts its center due to gravitational sag and imperfections in
the balance of magnetic fields between the coils. Such movements can excite oscillations
in the cloud, which results in the condensation of BECs which are not at rest. Even in
the absence of excitations, the magnetic field gradients must exert a force on the atoms
which is greater than gravity for them to remain trapped. This limits the extent to which
magnetic traps can be decompressed. Specially designed gravito-magnetic traps have been
decompressed down to 1 Hz [38] to investigate very cold, dilute BECs.
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3.9 Anomalous Losses in Deep Traps

3.9.1 Motivation

Transporting atoms in an optical tweezer requires an optical gradient steep enough and a
trap depth deep enough to retain the atoms as they are accelerated. In our setups the
optical axis is the same as the direction of the transport. This means that the direction
of weakest confinement is also the direction which is accelerated during transport. The
restricted optical access (Fig. 3-2) limits our ability to make a steep optical potential with
a tight focus. In adapting the BEC transport technology from 23Na BECs [35] to 87Rb the
greater mass required us to use more optical power and hence a greater trap depth in order
to make a sufficiently steep optical potential for transport. Large 87Rb BECs held in optical
traps more then a few µ K deep were observed to decay at a rate much greater then that
expected from three body recombination. While three body related losses were observed in
optically trapped 23Na [35], the factor of four difference in the three-body rate coefficients
(Table 3.5) was insufficient to explain this major discrepancy in behavior.

87Rb 23Na

D2 line λ (nm) 780 589

D2 linewidth Γ/2π (MHz) 6.1 9.8

Gravity mg/kB (nK/µm) 102 27

Gravity mg/gFmFµB (G/cm) 30 8.1

Three body constant K3 (cm6/s) 8× 10−30 [73] 2× 10−30 [74]

Scattering length a (nm) 5.3 [75] 2.8 [76]

Recoil velocity vr (mm/s) 5.9 29

Table 3.5: Select properties 87Rb and 23Na F=1, mF = −1 ground states. Unless noted,
quantities are derived from Ref. [77] and [51].

3.9.2 Technique

The anomalous losses from dense 87Rb BECs in deep traps was investigated in a magnetic
trap instead of an optical trap. While it is easier experimentally to create tight trapping
and hence high densities in an optical trap, both the trap frequencies and trap depth are
functions of the optical power. This makes it difficult to separate density dependent effects,
which are strongly affected by the trap frequency, from trap depth effects. In contrast, in
a magnetic trap the trap depth can be controlled independently of the trap frequencies by
adjusting the RF frequency which flips atoms to untrapped states.

At typical densities of condensates, the lifetime and heating are usually dominated by
three-body recombination decay. Three body recombination results from the simultaneous
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collision of three atoms which results in the formation of a diatomic molecule. The diatomic
molecule and remaining atom fly apart with a total kinetic energy equal to the binding
energy of the diatomic molecule, typically in the highest vibrational state. The molecular
binding energy can be estimated from the scattering length as E0 ∼ ~2/ma2 [78] (∼ 200µK
in 87Rb, ∼ 2.7 mK in 23Na).

3.9.3 Theory

There are two possible processes, both involving secondary collisions, which can greatly
enhance the heating and losses due to the primary three-body collisions. The first process is
collisional avalanches, similar to a chain reaction, where the energetic products of three-body
recombination collide with additional atoms while leaving the condensate. This process
depends on the collisional opacity ∼ nσl, where σ = 8πa2 is the atom atom scattering
cross section, and should increase dramatically when the condensate exceeds the critical
opacity of 0.693 [79]. This process occurs entirely within the condensate volume and hence
is independent of trap depth.

The second process can already occur at lower collisional opacities and relies on the
retention of primary or secondary collision products by the trap in the so-called Oort cloud
[71, 80]. The retention of these atoms in the trap can cause heating and loss in the conden-
sate as they oscillate through the condensate volume. The retention of collision products
in the Oort cloud should depend on whether the trap depth is larger or smaller than their
energies.

3.9.4 Results

Fig. 3-18 shows the initial loss rates measured for a large and a small BEC as a function
of the magnetic trap depth. At low trap depths (5 µK) both the large and small conden-
sate decay rates are in agreement with established three body recombination rates [73].
Therefore, the avalanche effect does not significantly contribute to the observed decay rate,
although the calculated collisional opacity for the larger condensate was 0.88 and may not
be far away from the onset of avalanches. In Ref [79] evidence for avalanches was observed
at a collisional opacity of 1.4.

At high trap depths, the decay rate strongly increases for larger condensates and shortens
the lifetime to less than 500 ms. In contrast, at low trap depths the large condensate had
a lifetime of greater than 20 seconds, in agreement with the expected losses from three
body decay. For trap depths greater than ∼ 50µK the large 87Rb condensate decay rate
saturates, suggesting a maximum Oort energy.

We speculate that this enhancement of three-body related losses was not observed in
23Na for several reasons. The primary decay products are mono-energetic and will escape
unless the trap depth is greater then their kinetic energy (min ∼ 70µK for 87Rb, ∼ 900µK
for 23Na). On their way out of the condensate volume, some of the primary three body decay
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Figure 3-18: Initial loss rates for 87Rb BEC in deep traps. Trap depth dependence of the
loss for large and small 87Rb BECs in a 220 Hz x 220 Hz x 9 Hz magnetic trap. The
trap depth was controlled by RF truncation. Condensates were nearly pure (Nc/N >
90%) and consisted of F=1, mF =-1 atoms. Solid triangles are data for a large condensate,
Nc = 2.7× 106 atoms, peak density np = 6.1× 1014/cm3, expected three body decay time
τ3 = 0.85 ± 0.22 s (dashed horizontal lines) [73], and calculated collisional opacity of 0.88
[79]. Open squares are data for a small condensate, Nc = 5 × 105 atoms, peak density
np = 3.1 × 1014/cm3, expected three body decay time τ3 = 3.3 ± 0.8 s (dotted horizontal
lines), and a calculated collisional opacity of 0.32. The error bars represent the statistical
uncertainity in the decay curves. Additional scatter in the data is due to fluctutions in the
atom number.

products will collide with additional condensate atoms. In 23Na the elastic scattering cross
section σ is 3.6 times smaller then for 87Rb, making these secondary collisions less likely.
The products of such secondary collisions have a range of energies. In 23Na these secondary
products will typically have much higher energies, reducing their chance of remaining in the
trap. In addition, the retained Oort particles need to collide with the condensate to cause
additional loss. These subsequent collisions can further populate the Oort cloud.

For traps whose depths are in the intermediate region, below the minimum energy of the
primary three body recombination products, the combination of greater primary three body
decay rate, greater collision opacity, and greater fraction of secondary products retained by
the Oort cloud lead to an estimated loss rate several orders of magnitude higher for 87Rb
then 23Na in condensates of similar size and density. The anharmonic and aspheric trapping
geometry reduces the frequency at which the trajectories of the particles in the Oort cloud
intersect with the condensate volume.

The restricted optical access (Fig. 3-2) of our experiments limits the longitudinal
(tweezer axis) trap frequency per unit trap depth. This requires optical trap depths for
transporting condensates in our systems that are a significant fraction of the primary 87Rb
decay product energy, but a small fraction of that for 23Na. Therefore 23Na condensates can
be easily transported using optical tweezers. For 87Rb the preferred method is to transport
a cloud at temperatures just above condensation, where the density is lower, and evaporate
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to BEC after transport.
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Chapter 4

The Quantum Zeno Effect in

Bose-Einstein Condensate

The following in an expanded version of the paper “Continuous and Pulsed Quantum Zeno
Effect” enclosed in Appendix C. This paper is in preparation for submission to publication.

The quantum Zeno effect (QZE) is the suppression of transitions between states by fre-
quent measurement. Like Bose-Einstein condensation, the quantum Zeno effect is a purely
quantum phenomena. It was first considered as a theoretical problem relating to the decay
of an unstable charged particle as it was measured traveling across a bubble chamber [81].
Measuring the state of a classical system does not change its behavior. Quantum mea-
surements however are invasive, irreversibly changing the system’s behavior. Under ideal
continuous measurement the unstable particle would paradoxically remain in its initial state
and not decay. This is the opposite to what is observed in real life bubble chambers. The
QZE is the quantum equivalent to the watched tea kettle that never boils. Understanding
quantum measurement is essential in linking quantum systems to their classical surround-
ings.

4.1 Previous Works

Several demonstrations of the quantum Zeno effect have been previously reported in the
literature. These can be broadly separated in to quantitative and qualitative demonstra-
tions. Qualitative experiments show a decrease in the transition rate with an increase in
the measurement frequency. In quantitative experiments the decrease in the transition
rate in terms of the measurement frequency can be predicted without any free parame-
ters. Qualitative experiments are important for practical applications of the quantum Zeno
effect, where an absolute reduction in a transition rate is the desired goal. Quantitative
experiments are important for the application of the quantum Zeno effect to problems in
fundamental physics, where the agreement between theory and experiment can be used to
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bound the possible effects of predicted phenomena. All prior quantitative work has in-
volved discrete pulsed measurements. The discrete nature of the pulsed measurements used
in these experiments are an approximation. They are implemented through the modulation
of continuous processes such as scattering photons or tunneling. Linking the continuous
and pulsed regimes is therefore important to using the quantum Zeno effect for tests of
fundamental physics. In addition continuous processes typically require fewer interactions
and so are more economical for the practical inhibition of transfer rates between states.

Driven Rabi Oscillation

Most of the previous Zeno experiments were in the context of measuring a two level system.
The system is externally driven to oscillate between the two states at a rate ωR. Mea-
surements will alter this evolution. For an ideal two level system starting in state A, the
probabilities of finding the system in a particular state after time t are

PA(t) = cos2 (ωRt/2) (4.1)

PB(t) = sin2 (ωRt/2) (4.2)

where a period of time t=π/ωR (a “π” pulse time) transfers 100% of the population
from state A to state B. For times small compared with a π pulse this can be approximated
as

PA(t) = 1− (ωRt/2)2 (4.3)

PB(t) = (ωRt/2)2 (4.4)

Repeated measurements at a rate 1/δt will alter the two state systems evolution. After
N measurements in a time T = Nδt the population in state A is

PA(T ) =
(
cos2 (ωRδt/2)

)T/δt (4.5)

When ωRδt� 1 this can be approximated as

PA(T ) ≈
(
1−

(
ω2

Rδt/4
)
δt

)T/δt (4.6)

PA(T ) ∼ exp
(
−Tω2

Rδt/4
)

(4.7)

The transfer rate from state A to state B can be made smaller by shrinking δt. By
reducing δt to arbitrarily small values the probability that the the system is found in
state B vanishes and the system is frozen in its initial state A. This reduction in rate, or
lengthening in lifetime, is the signature of the quantum Zeno effect.
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4.1.1 Pulsed Measurements

In the original demonstration of the quantum Zeno effect [82] externally driven oscillation
between two ground hyperfine states of trapped 9Be+ ions were interrupted by frequent
optical scattering measurements to a third level [83]. The optical transition was chosen so
that ions in the measured state would not scatter photons that returned the ion to the un-
measured state. Experiments were performed for a fixed π pulse time with N=1,2,4,8,16,32,
or 64 measurements. Florescence detection was used to determine the population of the
different states. One complication in this experiment was imperfections in the scattering
measurement. Each measurement optically pumped a few of the ions into other 9Be+ ground
states. For the greatest number of measurements (N=64) the optical pumping corrections
were equal in size to the quantum Zeno effect signal. Optical pumping is a systematic
limitation to quantum Zeno experiments with ions for a large number of measurements.

A single ion version of this quantum Zeno experiment was later performed in 171Yb+

[84]. Experiments with single ions are conceptually very desirable. There is no possibility
of ensemble averaging or multi-body effects affecting the results. Similar to the previous
ion experiment [82] experiments were performed for a fixed π pulse time with N=0,1,2,3 or
9 measurements. In addition to the optical pumping limitations, experiments with single
ions are challenging due to the lower florescence signal levels.

The inhibition of decay in an unstable system was demonstrated in 2001 [85]. Cold
neutral sodium atoms were accelerated in an optical lattice. If the acceleration was too
rapid the atoms would probabilistically tunnel through the barrier rather than increase
their momentum. Measurements were performed by reducing the acceleration so no atoms
would tunnel. For the maximum reported number of measurements (N=7) an increase in
the survival probability from 0.6 to 0.8 was observed. This technique may be limited by
several momentum resolution issues. The measurement period must be long enough for the
atoms to resolve if they are trapped or are tunneling to a lower momentum band of the
lattice. The tunneling rate may depend on the temperature of the trapped atoms. These
experiments also demonstrated anti quantum Zeno effect, where measurements enhanced
rather than inhibited the decay out of an unstable system.

4.1.2 Continuous Measurement

Previous experimental results for the measurement of the continuous quantum Zeno effect
[86–89] are qualitative rather than quantitative in nature. Comparison with theory always
involved fitting the observed Zeno effect to one or more free parameters. These experiments
have focused on the application of the quantum Zeno effect to suppressing precession [87–89]
and relaxation [86] in spin polarized gases.

Collisions in a gas cell were used to demonstrate the quantum Zeno effect in 1997 [86].
The ortho and para nuclear spin isomer states of 13CH3F gas relax to a statistical mixture
due to inelastic collisions between either two molecules or a molecule and the gas cell wall.
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The higher the collision rate typically the higher the spin relaxation rate. Each type of
collision acts as a quantum measurement. It was observed that in spin polarized samples
increasing the pressure by 12 times reduced the relaxation rate by 60% [86].

The application of the continuous quantum Zeno effect to suppress spin precession was
investigated in ions [87] and neutral atoms [88]. Spin precession occurs when a transverse
magnetic field is suddenly applied to a spin polarized sample. In the quantum mechanical
context, the spins are projected from being in a pure state (aligned with the magnetic
field) into a superposition of states. The phases of the different states vary in time and and
interfere to create a rotating rather than static magnetic moment. Spatially inhomogeneous
magnetic fields and collisions will then rapidly depolarize the sample.

The strongest demonstration of the continuous quantum Zeno effect in this regard was
performed with trapped 24Mg+ ions [87]. Free Larmour spin precession of ground hyperfine
states from a static magnetic field was suppressed by state selective measurement using
circularly polarized resonant laser light. An >∼ 80% drop in fluoresence was observed
with increasing laser power, indicating that the transfer from the unmeasurable to the
measured states from the Larmour precession was being suppressed by measurement. A
control experiment with linearly polarized light showed no such reduction in fluoresence.
Micromotion in the RF Paul trap holding the ions was estimated to Doppler broaden the
resonance width by an amount comparable to the optical linewidth.

In a similar optical pumping type scheme the absorption for circularly polarized light in a
room temperature 85Rb vapor cell was reduced by 15% with increasing optical intensity [88].
This scheme was limited by collisional mixing of the Zeeman levels with atoms from velocity
classes not addressed by the measurement laser. A transient, rather than steady state
continuous quantum Zeno effect was also claimed in a room temperature 87Rb vapor cell
[89]. The non-exponential decay component of a Hanle-EIT transient was measured when
a transverse magnetic field was quickly switched on. The data presented show the decay
rate saturating with increasing optical intensity, but does not show or quote a reduction in
this rate.

All three atomic style continuous quantum Zeno experiments [87–89] use a combina-
tion of Larmour precession and an intense measurement laser beam. Near saturation the
laser beam significantly mixes the excited and ground states. The excited states in these
systems have a hyperfine structure which will also precess. Since the state mixing near
saturation is both significant and dependent on laser intensity, it is difficult to extract from
these phenomenological reports a quantitative measurement of the quantum Zeno effect. In
comparison, the work on the pulsed quantum Zeno effect [82, 84, 85] is in good quantitative
agreement with theory for a small to moderate numbers of pulses.
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4.1.3 Relevance

Usages for the quantum Zeno effect can be separated into three categories: tests of fun-
damental physics, quantum information, practical process enhancement. Measurements
are an essential part of quantum theory in that they link quantum systems to the classic
world. Tests of this fundamental aspect are important to increasing our understanding
of how quantum mechanics works, or fails to work. Quantum computing and quantum
cryptography have measurements at the heart of how their processes deliver useful results.
State preservation is beneficial for processes which depend on a particular quantum state
of matter for their operation, such as spin polarized gases for medical imaging.

Successful demonstrations of the quantum Zeno effect can bound or exclude the effects of
various extensions to quantum mechanics [90, 91] such as string theory or quantum gravity.
The demonstrated QZE [82] was used to bound stochastic perturbations in the Schrödinger
equation to Mσ to > 2×10−15 GeV. Experiments from particle physics were used to obtain
a similar bound [90]. A proposal [92] has suggested exploiting the quantum Zeno effect to
detect the previously unseen effect of general relativity on electromagnetism through its cou-
pling to a spin system. The accuracy of classical physical measurements, such as force [93],
are ultimately limited by Zeno effects. The consequences of measurements inadvertently
affecting the behavior of atomic clocks [91] has been investigated theoretically.

Several authors [94–97] have suggested protocols to manage decoherence and error prop-
agation in quantum computers through the quantum Zeno effect. The security of quantum
encryption protocols [98] hinges on our certainty in the nature of measurement. Interaction
free measurements (IFM) [99, 100] are closely related to the QZE. In this case the detection
of a photon indicates the absence of absorption by a target. In the limit of an ideal IFM
a vanishingly small probability of absorption provides information about the presence or
absence of a target.

Reduced absorption sensing through quantum measurement effects is of particular inter-
est for neutron tomography [101]. Neutrons are a wonderful probe of the nuclear structure
of matter but the damage induced by their absorption precludes most uses. Reducing the
dosage necessary for successful image resolution could broaden its possible applications.
The quantum Zeno effect is also of relevance for the preparation and preservation of spin
polarized gas samples. Spin polarized gases have promising applications in the medical
imaging [102, 103]. Conventional magnetic resonance imaging is dependent on the concen-
tration of hydrogen in tissues. A spin polarized gas sample can provide a strong magnetic
resonance signal of gas filled cavities such as the lungs, which have low tissue densities.

4.1.4 Limitations

In theory the Heisenberg uncertainty principal limits the rate at which meaningful measure-
ments can be performed. For measurements made at a rate 1/∆t, the energy spacing ∆E
between the levels must exceed ~/∆t. Most real quantum systems will have imperfections
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which will typically limit their performance long before reaching the Heisenberg limit. The
measurement mechanism (optical scattering, collisions, etc.) will have imperfections as will
the system itself. In practice such imperfections in real measurements [104] will cause par-
asitic losses which limit the maximum realizable suppression of evolution (freezing) [105].
The quantum Zeno effect freezes the system in its initial state. The longer the lifetime
of the initial state, the stronger we can consider it to be frozen. The measurement rate
which produces the maximum lifetime of the initial state demonstrates the “optimal” [105]
quantum Zeno effect for that particular system. For experiments which occur in a fixed
time period [82, 84, 105] this is the number of measurements N which maximizes the initial
state survival probability P (N).

4.2 Implementation

The quantum Zeno effect was demonstrated in a 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensate where
scattering measurements with photons were used to suppress the quantum evolution of a
driven two level system. This is similar to the established technique in trapped ion QZE
experiments [82, 84]. 87Rb atoms in the 5S1/2 |1,−1〉 (|F,mF 〉) hyperfine ground state were
evaporatively cooled to create a Bose-Einstein condensate of Nc = 5.0(0.5) × 106 atoms
in a {63, 63, 6.6} Hz magnetic trap [48]. We removed ∼ 99% of the atoms with two
nearly adiabatic RF sweeps, each of which outcoupled 90% of the atoms [106], to create a
smaller condensate of Nc = 5.0(0.5)× 104 for the start our QZE experiments. An RF knife
maintained a magnetic trap depth of 5 µK. Observed lifetime of the initial BEC was greater
than 5 s.

4.2.1 Two level system

Our two level system consists of Bose condensed 87Rb atoms in the |1,−1〉 or |2,+1〉 states.
The ground hyperfine states of alkali atoms such as 131Cs and 87Rb are among the best
characterized real quantum systems. Their robustness lead to their adoption in constructing
precisions devices such as atomic clocks [107]. Both states are magnetically trappable and
have identical magnetic moments at 3.23 G [75]. This creates a minimum where the total
transition energy between the two states is insensitive to magnetic field. The different
scattering lengths of the two states results in a density dependent clock shift [75] due to
the difference in the mean field energy. To obtain a uniform transition energy across the
magnetically trapped condensate the magnetic bias field was lowered slightly to 3.0 G,
introducing a small inhomogeneous magnetic shift that compensated the density dependent
clock shift. The difference of two quanta of angular momentum prevents a single photon 6.8
GHz microwave transition from driving resonant oscillations between the |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉
states. Instead, a two photon transition drives oscillations between the |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉
states (Fig. 4-2). Fig. 4-1 shows how the 6.8 GHz microwave and 1.68 MHz radio frequency
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Figure 4-1: Energies of 87Rb ground state hyperfine levels in a 3.0 G magnetic field. The
two photon transition between |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉 is indicated by black arrows. The 6.8 GHz
microwave transition links the |1,−1〉 to a virtual intermediate |2, 0〉 state, detuned +420
kHz from resonance. The 1.67 MHz RF resonantly completes the two photon transition
by linking the virtual intermediate state to the actual, on resonance |2,+1〉 state. The
magnetic field splits the states of the two hyperfine levels by 2.1 MHz.

(RF) components of the two photon transition coupling through a virtual level formed by
detuning 420 kHz above the |2, 0〉 state. Since we are off resonance no appreciable population
is ever measured in the |2, 0〉 state. Without scattering measurements the populations of
the system oscillates between the two levels as given by Eq. 4.2 at a rate ωR.

Ground State Hyperfine Energies of 87Rb

The electronic structure of 87Rb can be well approximated as a single bound electron inter-
acting with a positively charged nucleus. The ground electronic state can be considered as
a single electron (spin J=1/2). This spin interacts with the nuclear spin (I=3/2 in 87Rb),
resulting in a splitting of the electronic ground states into two hyperfine states with slightly
different energies. The Briet-Rabi formula gives the exact energies in a magnetic field of a
such a spin (J=1/2) interacting with a spin I, each with Landé g factors gJ and gI . The
Hamiltonian of this system is

H = AI · J + µBgJJ ·B + µBgII ·B (4.8)

where B is the externally applied magnetic field vector. Diagonalizing this matrix deter-
mines the energies of the various states as a function of magnetic field and is exaclty solvable
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Figure 4-2: Experimentally observed time evolution of the population in the |2,+1〉 and
|1,−1〉 states when driven on resonance by the two photon transition. Fit is to Eq. 4.2
with ωR/2π = 61.5(0.5) Hz. The raw image data for select times in these plots are shown
in Fig. 4-6

in the J=1/2 case. The solution is the Briet-Rabi formula

E |J = 1/2, I,m〉 = −
∆Ehfs

2 (2I + 1)
gIµBm±

∆Ehfs

2

√
1 +

4mx
2I + 1

+ x2 (4.9)

where m = mI + mJ , ∆Ehfs = A(I + 1/2), x = (gJ − gI)µBB/∆Ehfs, and B is the
magnitude of the magnetic field. The energy splitting between states is ∆Ehfs at zero
magnetic field. The energies can be separated into two different regimes of magnetic field
intensity. In the strong field regime (Paschen-Bach) the spins are decoupled from each other
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and mI , mJ , I and J are good quantum numbers to describe the state of the system. In
the weak magnetic field regime the spins are strongly coupled to each other and description
of the total spin F = I + J and mF = m = mI + mJ are good quantum numbers. For a
nuclear spin I=3/2 system such as 87Rb the energies at low magnetic field approximate to

E |F = 2,m〉 = +
3
8
∆Ehfs +

1
4

(gJ + 3gI)mµBB −
(gI − gJ)2

(
m2 − 4

)
µ2

B

16∆Ehfs
B2(4.10)

E |F = 1,m〉 = −5
8
∆Ehfs −

1
4

(gJ − 5gI)mµBB +
(gI − gJ)2

(
m2 − 4

)
µ2

B

16∆Ehfs
B2(4.11)

where m = mF and ∆Ehfs = hνhfs.

µB 1.399 624 624 (56) MHz/G [108]
∆Ehfs h 6.834 682 610 904 29(9) GHz [109]
gJ 2.002 331 13(20) [110]
gI -0.000995141 4(10) [110]
I 3/2

Table 4.1: Ground State hyperfine structure constants for 87Rb.

Substituting in the ground state hyperfine parameters (Table 4.2.1) for 87Rb we can
give numerical approximations for the energies of each state at low magnetic field. These
formulas are given in terms of the practical lab units Hz and Gauss.

E |F = 1,mF = −1〉 ≈ h

(
−5

8
∆νhfs + 702, 369B − 215.68B2

)
(4.12)

E |F = 1,mF = 0〉 ≈ h

(
−5

8
∆νhfs − 287.57B2

)
(4.13)

E |F = 1,mF = +1〉 ≈ h

(
−5

8
∆νhfs − 702, 369B − 215.68B2

)
(4.14)

E |F = 2,mF = +2〉 = h

(
3
8
∆νhfs + 1, 403, 350B

)
(4.15)

E |F = 2,mF = +1〉 ≈ h

(
3
8
∆νhfs + 699, 583B + 215.68B2

)
(4.16)

E |F = 2,mF = 0〉 ≈ h

(
3
8
∆νhfs + 287.57B2

)
(4.17)

E |F = 2,mF = −1〉 ≈ h

(
3
8
∆νhfs − 699, 583B + 215.68B2

)
(4.18)

E |F = 2,mF = −2〉 = h

(
3
8
∆νhfs − 1, 403, 350B

)
(4.19)

The formulas for the |F = 2,mF = −2〉 and |F = 2,mF = +2〉 spin stretched states are
both exact and linear. Since they are not superpositions of differing nuclear and electron
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spin there is no mixing of states as the magnetic field is varied. The transition energy
between the |F = 2,mF = +1〉 and |F = 1,mF = −1〉 can be calculated. It has a minimum
at a magnetic field of 3.22892 G. The quadratic variation of the transition frequency with
a change in magnetic field goes as 431.36 Hz/G2.

Two photon resonance in 87Rb
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Figure 4-3: Observed two photon transition frequency as a function of trap magnetic field
minimum. Curve is expected transition frequency, shifted by -540 Hz to compensate for
aging of the frequency standard.

The two photon transition is driven with ∼5 W of 6.833 GHz microwaves and ∼5W
of 1.68 MHz RF. The microwave frequency is fixed while the RF frequency can be varied.
To determine when the magnetic bias field is exactly 3.23G we measured the two photon
transition frequencies at several different magnetic trap bias fields. The RF knife for evap-
oration operates near the one photon RF resonance. By selecting an RF knife frequency
resonant with the atoms the contents of the trap are quickly lost. Measuring the loss vs.
RF frequency gives a calibration of the magnetic field. Fig. 4-3 shows the dependence of
the two photon transition energy as a function of observed magnetic field.

In adding together the microwave and RF frequencies we determined that our measured
two photon resonance was offset from the expected value by ∼ -540 Hz! For comparison
the clock shift is ∼15Hz. This shift occurred because of the extreme age (> 30 years) of the
reference oscillator. The RF and microwave synthesizer were synchronized to the 10 MHz
clock signal provided by the microwave synthesizer. This offset did not drift during the
course of the experiments. Assuming a linear drift, the quartz reference oscillator is aging
at a rate of < 2.6× 10−9/yr. This is reasonable value for the frequency stability drift.
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4.2.2 State Measurement by Light Scattering
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Figure 4-4: Selected energies of the 5P1/2 excited state hyperfine structure in 87Rb near
the 780 nm scattering measurement optical transition. The measurement light is nominally
π polarized (Bold arrow)and tuned to the 5S1/2 |2,+1〉 → 5P3/2 |3,+1〉 optical transition
with a magnetic field of 3.0 G. Adjacent states are also shown, with associated transition
polarization (thin arrows) and detuning. Grey bands indicate the broadening of the energy
levels due to the 6.06 MHz natural linewith. Numbers in circles are the Clebsch-Gordon
coefficients C2

e,g for each polarization, normalized so that a closed cycling transition (between
only two states) has C2

e,g = 1

Scattering measurements were performed by 780 nm π polarized light tuned with an
acousto-optic modulator to resonance with the 5S1/2 |2,+1〉 → 5P3/2 |3,+1〉 optical transi-
tion at 3.0 G (Fig. 4-4). The photon recoil energy, Tr=362nK distinguishes scattered atoms
from the subrecoil µ=15nK BEC atoms. Repeated scatterings will eject the scattered atoms
from the trap. The low condensate collisional opacity of 0.05 reduces the probability of a
secondary collision with the scattered atoms before they have received the ∼ 14 recoils nec-
essary to be ejected from the trap. The laser beam has a 1/e2 diameter of d0 = 9.5(0.1) mm
and is monitored with a photodiode. After the QZE experiment is completed we turn off the
magnetic trap and allow the surviving atoms to expand with 41 ms of free expansion. An
RF pulsed based state transfer technique was developed to allow simultaneous detection of
the |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉 populations. Scattering measurements of atoms in the |2,+1〉 state
reduces the total BEC population. In our system the quantum Zeno effect was observed
in the increasing lifetime of atoms in the initial |1,−1〉 state with more frequent scattering
measurements of the |2,+1〉 state.
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4.2.3 Simultaneous Detection

Accurate measurement of the Rabi frequency ωR of the two level system is important for
quantifying the quantum Zeno effect. Our condensate machine has shot to shot variations
in the condensate atom number of ∼ ±5%. On a few exceptional occasions the machine
has exhibited variations as low as ∼ ±2% over the span of an hour or two. This level
of stability has not been reproducible. These shot to shot variations impede the accurate
determination of the Rabi frequency. Because of these fluctuations it was highly desirable
to devise to image the population in both the |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉 states simultaneously.

Selective accelerating one of the states with a near resonant Bragg pulse was initially
considered. This technique had been previously used on the machine and the laser hardware
was already setup. However it also required optical access along the tweezer port direction
and would preclude timesharing with experiments being performed in the science chamber.

During our initial investigation of Raman superradiance [45] we were confounded by
atoms which were scattered into states which did not agree with conservation of angular
momentum. The problem was eliminated when we added an RF TTL switch to the RF used
for evaporative cooling, turning it off before the magnetic trap turnoff. The presence of a
small amount of resonant RF interacting with the changing magnetic fields was coupling
atoms through adiabatic passage into other states. Knowing that F=1 and F=2 hyperfine
manifolds had differing numbers of states and slightly different transition frequencies I set
about inducing this effect intentionally with the goal of sweeping the |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉
into states with different magnetic moments so that they could be Stern-Gerlach analyzed
with a magnetic field gradient.

Landau-Zener Tunneling

The probability P that an atom will make a transition when the drive frequency is swept
across a resonance is determined by the Landau-Zener tunneling formula.

P = 1− exp
(
−π Λ2

dω/dt

)
(4.20)

where Λ is the coupling between the levels and dω/dt is the sweep rate. For low coupling
(low RF power) and/or a fast sweep rate, the transfer is diabatic and does not change the
apparent state of the system. In the energy picture (Fig. 4-5, Left side) the energies of the
two states cross but they do not interact with each other. If the coupling is high (appreciable
RF power) and and the sweep rate is low the states will mix and emerge swapped at the
end of the sweep (Fig. 4-5, Right side). In this case their is an avoided crossing and the
coupling bends the energy levels.
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Figure 4-5: Energies of two states |A〉 and |B〉 as a function of time during a sweep across
a resonance. Left figure shows the energies if the states are not coupled. A fast, diabatic,
sweep will follow the heavy lines on this graph. Right figure shows the avoided crossing
in energy caused by coupling. A slow, adaibatic, sweep will follow the heavy lines on this
graph.
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Figure 4-6: Images of Rabi oscillating atoms after state mapping RF pulse and Stern-
Gerlach analysis. The top most spot corresponds with atoms initially in the |2,+1〉 state
and the second from the top corresponds to atoms initially in the |1,−1〉 state. Table 4.2
gives a full listing of the state mapping ratios. As a consequence of obtaining spatial good
separation between the different magnetic states the |2,+2〉 atoms were clipped out of the
image. Their position is indicated by the box and dashed outline. Images correspond to
select times in Fig.4-2.

State Mapping

An RF pulse with a frequency of 400kHz and 1 ms in duration was applied 4 ms after the
magnetic trap turnoff to transfer the |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉 state atoms into different, mag-
netically separable hyperfine states. The observed decay of the magnetic bias field during
this time is graphed in Fig. 3-16, indicating that the RF transition frequency is changing
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at a rate of -200 kHz/ms. A magnetic gradient was then used to perform Stern-Gerlach
state analysis, spatially separating the atoms as a function of their magnetic moment µm.
As described in Sec. 3.5.1 during the first few ms after the magnetic trap is turned off the
condensate expands due to the mean field repulsion. After the first few ms the density has
dropped appreciably and the expansion is collision free. To prevent collisions from inducing
state changes the RF pulse was applied during this later, collision free time.
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Figure 4-7: Calibration of Landau-Zener transfer between F=1 states from RF induced
Zeeman sweep as a function of RF signal generator voltage (lab units proportional to Λ).
Data is observed transfer from |1,−1〉 (Triangles) into |1, 0〉 (Boxes) and |1,+1〉 (Diamonds)
as a function of signal generator RF voltage. Heavy lines are quadratic fits of the low Λ
limit of Eq. 4.20 to the data.

Table 4.2 gives the mapping ratios for our two initial states into their respective hyperfine
manifolds. The amplitude of the RF was adjusted so that almost no |2,+1〉 atoms were
mapped into the |2,−1〉 state while the number of |1,−1〉 mapped into the |1,+1〉 was
maximized. The zeroing out of the transfer to |2,−1〉 was found to be insensitive to changes
in RF amplitude of less than ∼ 5%. The zeroing out of the population occurs because of
interference between the different couplings. It is present only because the Landau-Zener
transitions are neither fully in the adiabatic or diabatic regimes. For higher RF amplitudes
(adiabatic limit) both initial states were mapped into the corresponding −1

2µB states, an
unresolvable situation. Fig. 4-7 and 4-8 show a calibration of the transfer rate in terms of
lab units (Signal generator mV RF) by approximating Eq. 4.20 for small coupling Λ. The
combined fits give Λ as 61.1 (0.4) Hz/mV RF.

4.2.4 Pulsed Measurement Experiments

We measured the quantum Zeno effect induced by repeated strong measurements on a driven
Rabi system. Scattering measurement pulses 10 µs in duration, power 172 µW (s0=0.15),
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Figure 4-8: Calibration of Landau-Zener transfer between F=2 states from RF induced
Zeeman sweep as a function of RF voltage (proportional to Λ) in lab units. Data is observed
transfer from |2,+1〉 (Open Boxes) to |2,+2〉 (Open Triangles), |2, 0〉 (Diamonds),|2,−1〉
(Filled Boxes), and |2,−2〉 (Filled Triangles). Heavy lines are quadratic fits to the low Λ
limit to the data. Atom number measurements were not normalized against an atom free
measurement, resulting in the ∼10% offsets in population.

µm Input State Output State

+µB 7.9(0.7)% |2,+2〉
+1

2µB 100% |2,+1〉 29.7(0.6)% |2,+1〉
0 20.1(1.2)% |2, 0〉
−1

2µB 3.1(0.6)% |2,−1〉
−µB 39.2(0.9)% |2,−2〉

+1
2µB 100% |1,−1〉 3.0(0.6)% |1,−1〉

0 29.9(1.0)% |1, 0〉
−1

2µB 67.1(1.6)% |1,+1〉

Table 4.2: Measured population ratios after state mapping RF pulse with
Λ/2π=8.25 kHz (135 mV RF). States in bold are used for determination of
the population in the input states.

were applied to the driven Rabi system, separated by a dark, free evolution time δt. Each
scattering measurement laser pulse scattered ∼ 29 photons per atom. The lifetime τ for
a particular scattering measurement pulse rate 1/δt was determined by fitting the |1,−1〉
atom loss to an exponential decay curve over a range of times >∼ 2τ . Fig. 4-9 shows a
representative lifetime curve for the pulsed measurements.

The lifetimes for a variety of scattering measurement pulse rates 1/δt and Rabi frequen-
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Figure 4-9: Observed decay of |1,−1〉 atoms with 10µs pulsed measurements separated by
500 µs dark periods. Fit is to an exponential decay τ = 57.7(2.6). The |1,−1〉 atoms are
driven with the two photon transition into the |2,+1〉 at a rate ωR/2π = 54.6(0.5) Hz.
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Figure 4-10: Lifetime τ of atoms in the |1,−1〉 state as a function of measurement rate
1/δt in a driven two level system. Boxes are for a driving rate ωR/2π = 54.6(0.5) Hz
and Triangles for ωR/2π = 24.7(0.1) Hz. Filled symbols are observed lifetimes. Open
symbols are lifetimes corrected for parasitic losses with Eq. 4.21 (Measured loss rate Γm =
3.41(0.14)s−1, 2.96(0.22)s−1). Solid lines indicate the expected quantum Zeno effect limited
lifetime τEP = 1/4δtω2

R.

cies ωR is depicted in Fig. 4-10. It shows the dramatic increase in the observed lifetimes
(solid symbols) as the measurement frequency increases from 1/δt = 0.5ms−1 to 25ms−1.
As expected for the strong measurement regime, the measured lifetimes were not found to
be strongly sensitive to variations in optical power, pulse width (Fig. 4-19), or laser de-
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Figure 4-11: Survival probability of |1,−1〉 atoms (Boxes ωR/2π = 54.6(0.5) Hz, Triangles
ωR/2π = 24.7(0.1) Hz) for N = π/ωRδt measurements performed during half a Rabi period
t = π/ωR. Survival probability is calculated from observed lifetimes P = exp (−π/ωRτobs)
(Fig. 4-10). The solid line is the survival probability P (N) =

[
cos

(
π

2N

)](2N) for an ideal N
measurement QZE.

tuning δL, but did exhibit a strong dependence on the Rabi frequency (ωR/2π = 24.7(0.1)
Hz upper line,54.6(0.5) Hz lower line). The fastest measurement rates (Fig. 4-10, farthest
right solid data points) showed the greatest deviations between the expected and observed
lifetimes. This is a consequence of having more measurements which could induce greater
parasitic loss and a longer time over which the parasitic loss effect could accumulate.

The longest QZE enhanced lifetime in Fig. 4-10 (upper left most filled data point) shows
an increase of τωR = 198(16) in lifetime. This data point is near, but not demonstrably
at the maximum lifetime possible for this Rabi frequency and pulse sequence. Other works
[82, 84, 105] express the quantum Zeno effect in terms of the survival probability P (N)
per number of measurements N during a π pulse (t = π/ωR), a duration where absent
measurements 100% of the atoms would be transfered into the other state. Fig. 4-11
translates our observed lifetimes into this general quantum Zeno basis. In these terms the
greatest quantum Zeno effect is for N=506(2) measurements with a survivial probablity
P=0.984(1).

To test the agreement between the predicted QZE and our observations we calculated
a corrected lifetime τEP by subtracting out a separately calibrated scattering measurement
parasitic loss rate Γm. The total observed loss rate 1/τ is split into two segments: a bright
parasitic loss driven fraction and a dark QZE loss driven fraction. For pulses 10 µ in
duration the parasitic measurement loss fraction is f = 10µs/ (10µs+ δt) of the time. The
dark QZE driven loss occurs for the remaining 1 − f of the time. For all experiments the
bright fraction of the total time f was never greater than 20%.
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1
τ

=
1
τEP

(1− f) + Γmf (4.21)

Data points in Fig. 4-10 where this correction had a significant impact on the lifetime are
indicated by open rather than filled symbols. Including the the loss correction adjustment,
the combined pulsed regime data gives a QZE limited lifetime 0.836(0.014) that that of the
expected value (1

4δtω
2
R/τEP = 1).

Secondary collisions between recoiling post measurement atoms and the remaining con-
densate likely account for the gap between the observed and expected lifetimes. The effects
from collisions are considered in detail in Sec. 4.3.6. Lower trap depths, lower densities, and
stronger scattering measurement laser pulses could reduce these effects. Separate measure-
ment of the parasitic loss rate Γm from the strong scattering measurement pulses showed
no change in rate with the removal of the RF component of the driving two photon tran-
sition but was reduced by an order of magnitude without the microwave component. This
suggests that the parasitic loss mechanism is dominated by a two photon scatting through
the |2, 0〉 virtual state to the 5P3/2 |3, 0〉 excited state.

4.2.5 Continuous Measurement Experiments

In another experiment, the same initial system was subjected to a weak continuous mea-
surement instead of repeated strong measurements. The expected lifetime τEC = γ/ω2

R is
a function of the scattering rate γ and the driving rate ωR [111]. So showing a qualitative
quantum Zeno effect in a driven system is straightforward. Turn up the laser power to
increase the scattering measurement rate on one state and observe that the lifetime of the
unmeasured state increases. Demonstrating a quantitative measurement of the continuous
QZE is more challenging. Unlike the pulsed experiments, if the scattering measurement
laser is detuned from the optical resonance several problems arise. The expected lifetime
for continuous scattering measurement with a laser beam of saturation intensity s0 and
detuning δL − δ0 from resonance is

τEC =
γ

ω2
R

=
Γs0
2ω2

R

 1

1 + 4
(

δL−δ0
Γ

)2

 (4.22)

where deltaL is our independently controlled detuning, δ0 an offset correction which is
ideally 0, and Γ is the natural linewidth of the transition.

The first problem is that detuning of the laser from resonance will reduce the scattering
rate. The second is that we need a good calibration of the saturation parameter s0 at
the atoms to determine the absolute scattering rate γ. In addition if the laser light is off
resonance it will induce an AC Stark Shift δRF in the two photon resonance, reducing the
effective Rabi frequency if the drive frequency is not adjusted. Fortunately the AC stark
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shift is directly related to the scattering rate. The Stark shift in a multilevel atom [112]
such as 87Rb is

δRF = s0C
2
e,g

δL − δ0

1 + (2 (δL − δ0) /Γ)2
(4.23)

where C2
e,g = 8

15 is the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient for our transition. By measuring the
AC stark shift δRF at different laser detunings δL and optical powers we can perform an
in-situ calibration of the scattering rate to determine expected continuous QZE lifetimes
without any free parameters.

We begin all of our continuous QZE measurements by first measuring the AC Stark Shift.
The upper graph of Fig. 4-12 shows an RF tuning curve, where the RF has been adjusted to
determine the detuning of maximum depletion δRF for a fixed hold time. In this figure the
laser has been intentionally detuned off resonance to produce a larger AC Stark shift. The
RF is on resonance when the number of surviving |1,−1〉 atoms is minimized, indicating
a maximal transfer rate from |1,−1〉 to |2,+1〉. At this RF frequency a decay curve for
the |1,−1〉 state is measured to determine the lifetime τEC . Simultaneous detection allows
us to ensure that no appreciable number of |2,+1〉 atoms are present. The off resonance
AC Stark shift (Fig. 4-13) is used to make a no free parameter prediction (grey band)
of the expected CW Zeno lifetimes. Fig. 4-14 shows the dramatic increase in lifetime
with increasing scattering measurement laser beam power along with the expected lifetimes
from from the AC Stark shift measurements. Optical power from the continuous scattering
measurement also broadens the two photon transition, as shown in Fig. 4-15.

Fig. 4-16 shows the dependence of the AC stark shift δRF on the laser detuning δL.
Fitting the measured AC Stark shifts to the dispersion relation for a multilevel atom (Eq.
4.23) we were able to extract in-situ values for the saturation parameter s0 = 1.112(5)×10−3

at 3.5 µW laser power and detuning offset δ0 = 0.39(0.31) MHz. These values were in basic
agreement with that expected from our external measurements of laser beam diameter,
optical power, and locking spectroscopy signal. The predicted continuous measurement
lifetimes are given by Eq. 4.22 which are depicted as gray bands in Fig. 4-14 and 4-17.
Similar to the longest lifetime point in the pulsed data (upper right solid triangle, Fig.
4-10), the highest power point in Fig. 4-14 shows significant deviation from the lifetime
expected from Eq. 4.22. The broadening of the resonance observed in Fig. 4-17 is explained
by a the presence of σ+ and σ− polarizations from gravitational sag in the trap. This effect
is explained in Sec. 4.3.4.

From the AC Stark shift measured in Fig. 4-16 and Eq. 4.22 we calculate an expected
lifetime of τEC = 250(8) ms that is in agreement 0.93(0.11) with the observed on resonance
lifetime τEC = 233(26) ms in Fig. 4-17. The highest power point in Fig. 4-14 demonstrates
a QZE enhancement of lifetime τECωR = 162(20). Fig. 4-14 shows increasing lifetime with
increasing scattering measurement laser power, the signature of the continuous quantum
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Figure 4-12: Continuous quantum Zeno effect with the scattering measurement laser de-
tuned δL = +4.9 MHz from the optical resonance. Upper: RF spectroscopy measurement of
the AC Stark effect showing maximum loss of |1,−1〉 atoms when tuned δRF = +927(74)Hz
to the shifted RF resonance (150 ms hold). Lower: Decay curve of the |1,−1〉 atoms at
the shifted RF resonance. Observed lifetime is τ = 99(7). Data is for 3.5 µW laser power,
ωR/2π = 45.5(1.0) Hz.

Zeno effect. By matching the observed lifetimes for continuous and pulsed QZE measure-
ments we find that γδt = 3.60(0.43), in agreement with the predicted ratio of 4 [111].
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Figure 4-13: AC Stark shift of the two photon transition as a function of optical power for
laser detunings both on and off δL = −5.4 MHz resonance. Grey band shows the uncertainty
in the linear fit for the on resonance case. The line is a linear fit of the off resonance AC
Stark Shift and is used to calibrate the saturation parameter s0 in Fig. 4-14.
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Figure 4-14: Continuous quantum Zeno effect lifetime dependence on optical power with
ωR/2π = 48.5(0.9) Hz for laser detunings both on (Boxes) and δL=-5.4 MHz off (Triangles)
resonance. Grey band indicates range of expected CW lifetimes from fit to separately
measured off resonance AC Stark shift in Fig. 4-13. Inset highlights data at lower optical
powers. The saturation parameter s0 scale has an uncertainty of 17%.

4.3 Technical Limitations

4.3.1 Optical Opacity

Bose-Einstein condensates are typically thought of as being optically dense samples to
resonant light. On the scattering measurement optical transition the optical density if
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Figure 4-15: Optical power broadening of the two photon transition. Gaussian width of
the RF transitions as a function of optical power for laser detunings both on (Boxes) and
δL=-5.4 MHz off (Triangles) resonance. ωR/2π = 48.5(0.9) Hz.
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Figure 4-16: Observed AC Stark shift δL as a fucntion of laser detuning δL. Data is for 3.5
µW laser power, ωR/2π = 45.5(1.0) Hz.

our condensate is totally in the |2,+1〉 state is ∼ 25. Atoms at the outer edge of the
condensate would mask those in the bulk from the light. This optical density masking
precludes successful observation of low measurement number N quantum Zeno effects [82,
84] in Bose-Einstein condensates. However when frequency measurements are made the
population in the |2,+1〉 state is much smaller. For an optical density of less the 1, not
more than 4% of the atoms can be in the |2,+1〉 state. Applying this limit to Eq. 4.4 gives
an allowable time between measurements of less than .1/ωR. In terms of measurements per
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Figure 4-17: Continuous quantum Zeno lifetime as a function of the scattering measurement
laser detuning δL. Grey band indicates range of predicted CW Zeno lifetimes Eq. 4.22
from separately measured AC Stark shift parameters. Data is for 3.5 µW laser power,
ωR/2π = 45.5(1.0) Hz.

”π” time this is N >∼ 31.
In Fig.4-11 measurements down to N=6 were performed and found to be in agreement

with the expected survival probability. This corresponds to a population of 6.9% or an
optical density of 1.7 in the |2,+1〉 state. When an average of 29 photons per atom are
incident on the condensate in a pulse only ∼ 0.6 photons per pulse will make it to the back
of the condensate. This number is a bit low but reasonable if we consider that photons
which have already scattered one atom can scatter another. This will increase the total
photon flux on the far side of the condensate.

Two processes which may affect the illumination of the condensate are optical pumping
into the F=1 hyperfine ground states and the spontaneous light force pushing scattered
atoms out of the way. Raman scattering to the F=1 ground state can only occur off
resonantly through the F’=2 excited state level. The 267 MHz detuning from the F’=3
level suppresses this scattering process to ∼ 10−4 of the on resonance scattering. Hence
Raman processes are unlikely to decrease the condensates optical opacity. If we consider
the measured atoms to experience a constant acceleration from the spontaneous light force,
they will move on average 0.87 µm during at 10µs pulse. This is small compared with the
8.6µm Thomas-Fermi diameter of the condensate in the direction of the laser beam.

4.3.2 RF Detuning

Ideally we would always be exactly on resonance with the two photon transition. As a
practical matter we will always be detuned off resonance to some degree. It is therefore
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important to characterize the consequences of detuning to determine at how far we can
be detuned before our measurements will be adversely affected. Consider the situation of
lossless oscillation between two states A and B, such as in Eq. 4.2, but detuned off resonance
by δRF .

PA(t) =
ω2

R

ω′2R
cos2

(
ω′Rt

2

)
(4.24)

PB(t) =
ω2

R

ω′2R
sin2

(
ω′Rt

2

)
(4.25)

where ω′2R = ω′2R + δ2RF is the effective Rabi frequency. For times t � 1/ωR, 1/δRF the
approximate populations are the same as Eq. 4.4.

PA(t) ≈ 1− (tωR/2)2 (4.26)

PB(t) ≈ (tωR/2)2 (4.27)

To see the effects of detuning at short times we must continue the Taylor expansion
in time from second order to fourth order, expressing the result as a scaling of the second
order approximation.

PB(t) ≈
(
ωRt

2

)2 (
1−

δ2RF t
2

12
−
ω2

Rt
2

12

)
(4.28)

To consider the effects of detuning on the quadratic short approximation we can compare
them with the reduction in population transfer from the forth order ωR term, which is always
present. In the absence of detuning (δRF = 0) the short time approximation is reasonable
for surprisingly long times, overestimating the transfer from state A to state B by only 9%
when ωRt = 1. Likewise for δRF = ωR the losses from the fourth order temporal terms are
equal. Therefore detunings δRF � ωR should not be of significant concern.

A separate case to consider is when the detuning δRF is large relative to the Rabi
frequency omegaR. This would be the case if we were pushed off resonance by an AC stark
shift. In this case detuning will extend the observed lifetime τobs from the expected lifetime
τEP by

τEP /τobs = 1− 1
12

(δRF t)
2 (4.29)

Change in the lifetime limits δRF <∼ 0.77/t for pulsed measurements for variations
similar to the ±5% reproducibility level of our machine. For measurement pulses with
a period with δt=1ms, this is δRF < 770Hz. From this it is concluded that the pulsed
QZE experiments should be very robust against systematic errors in the RF detunings.
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The effects of detuning on the continuous case is both more and less complicated. If the
measurement probe laser is off resonance it will induce an AC Stark shift proportional to
its intensity. As mentioned in the experimental section, we treat this systemically through
a separately measurement of the shift.

4.3.3 Clock shift
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Figure 4-18: Expected change in the clock shift (Hz) for our Zeno experiment BEC, decaying
with lifetime τ .

The |2,+1〉 and |1,−1〉 states have different scattering lengths. Hence condensates with
identical densities have different mean field energies depending on which state they are in.
This difference in energies results in a shift in the transition energy between the states which
is dependent on the local density, often referred to as the cold collision shift or the clock
shift. For small population transfers the clock shift

δν12 = −2~∆a12

m
n (4.30)

where ∆a12 is the difference in scattering lengths between states 1 and 2. In our quantum
Zeno experiments the BEC population is dropping in time as |1,−1〉 atoms that have
transfered to |2,+1〉 are scattered away. This changes the density and hence the clock shift
δν(t) as a function of the condensate lifetime τ .
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δν(t) = δν0 exp
(
−2

5
t

τ

)
(4.31)

Typically the lifetime measurements span a range of times ∼ 2τ , which corresponds to
a 45% change in the clock shift. For a large BEC Nc = 5× 106 in a {63,63,6.3}Hz trap, the
clock shift is δν0 = −97Hz, and will change by ∼ 45 Hz during a lifetime measurement. This
is an amount comparable to the Rabi frequencies used in our experiments. If we instead
reduce the atom number by 99% to Nc = 5 × 104 the clock shift becomes -15.4 Hz and
the change during a lifetime measurement reduces to 7 Hz, which is much smaller than the
Rabi frequency.

For our data the most extreme scenarios are for the longest times between pulses. From
Eq. 4.28 the fourth order Rabi frequency population correction to the δt=1.2 ms and
ωR/2π=54.6 Hz point is 1.4% and the detuning correction is 0.02%. For the δt=1.9 ms
and ωR=24.7 Hz point the fourth order population correction is 0.72% and the detuning
correction is 0.06%. In neither case is their an appreciable effect.

4.3.4 Polarization

Ideally the electric field vector of the linearly polarized scattering measurement laser light
is exactly aligned with the magnetic field vector of the condensate, driving only π optical
transitions. Misalignment of the polarization with the magnetic field vector of the atoms
in the condensate with the electric field vector of the light will shift intensity from the π
transition onto the σ+ and σ− transitions. In the 3.0 magnetic bias field these transitions
are split by 2.8 MHz, which is smaller than the natural linewidth of 6.06 MHz, but large
enough to potentially introduce complications (Fig. 4-4) in the AC stark shift calibration.

We know from previous measurements that our condensate is level with respect to
gravity to within less than a degree. Gravitational sag in the magnetic trap will rotate the
magnetic field vector in the condensate from horizontal. Since our laser beam is oriented
vertically this will mix in σ++σ− polarizations in equal amount. With a magnetic bias field
of 3.0 Gauss and a vertical trap frequency of 63 Hz Eq. 3.10 from Sec. 3.7.1 gives the angle
between the long axis of the condensate and the magnetic field vector of 14◦. A multilevel
model accounting for all three polarizations showed that the change in the slope of the AC
stark shift was less than 1% for this rotation angle. More importantly the linewidth of the
transition increases from 6.06 MHz to 8.8 MHz. This explains the broader than expected
linewidth observed in Fig. 4-17.

4.3.5 Superradiance

One concern in illuminating the condensate with near or on resonant laser light is the
possibility of nonlinear processes such as superradiance [44, 45, 68] modifying the scattering
rate or inducing additional losses. As a first precaution against nonlinear effects we worked
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far below the saturation intensity. In previous works π polarized light at low intensities
scatters photons from a condensate with the distribution expected from a single atom
and does not undergo either Raman or Rayleigh superradiance [44, 45, 68]. If superradiant
processes are occurring they will exhibit a nonlinear increase in atom losses with time and
intensity. Since previous studies were done off resonance a check was done to ensure that
superradiance was not occuring when we performed a scattering measurement. Fig. 4-19
shows how increasing the pulse width does not result in substantial additional losses as we
would expect for superradiance.
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Figure 4-19: Expected pulsed quantum Zeno effect (1
4δtω

2
R/τEP = 1) as a function of scatter-

ing measurement laser pulse width. Open triangles are corrected for parasitic measurement
losses.

4.3.6 Collisions

Collisions between the recoiling atoms which have been measured and the remaining con-
densate can cause additional losses. To estimate the effects of collisions the scattering cross
section and the duration that scattered atoms remain in the trap must be considered. When
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the measured atom has absorbed a photon it is in the 5P3/2 excited state and has a much
larger scattering cross section due to the strong allowed dipole interaction with the sur-
rounding 5S1/2 state atoms. After the atom has relaxed back to the 5S1/2 ground state by
spontaneously emitted a photon it has a much smaller scattering cross section due to the
weak induced dipole interaction with the surrounding 5S1/2 state atoms.

Both the absorption and emission of a 780 nm photon with a 87Rb atom will impart
a recoil velocity of 6 mm/s, equivalent to a temperature of Tr=376 nK where 1

2kBTr =
1
2mv

2
r . While the absorbed photon is always in the direction of the probe laser beam, the

spontaneously emitted photon will radiate in a random direction and do not contribute
to the average momentum. While this recoil energy is much greater than the chemical
potential of the BEC (µ=15nK) it is much less than the trap depth of 5µK. To escape
from a trap of energy depth Utrap requires an average kinetic energy 1

2m(Nscvr)2 from Nsc

scatterings. Solving for Nsc as a function of recoil temperature and trap depth gives

Nsc =
√

2Utrap

kBTr
(4.32)

For a 5µK deep trap this is an average of ∼ 5.2 photon scatterings before the atom has
sufficient momentum to be ejected from the trap. This is much smaller than the average of
29 photon scatterings which the condensate normally undergoes per discrete measurement
pulse. Some deviation may be expected in the infrequent pulse regime because as calculated
in Sec. 4.3.1 the optical power can be significantly attenuated when it reaches the far side
of the condensate.

Collisional losses can occur when the atoms are escaping from the condensate or if
they are retained by the trap and recollide with condensate. In the case of the initially
escaping 5S1/2 state scattered atoms the small number of atoms in the condensate gives it
a low collisional opacity of ∼5%, putting this loss enhancement on par with our shot to
shot noise. However this calculation does not account for the greatly increase scattering
cross section during the 25 ns a measured atom is in the 5P3/2 per photon scattering. The
potential for the 5S1/2 + 5P3/2 interaction goes as U = −C3/r

3 and the scattering cross
section calculated from a semi classical approximation is σSP = 2π2 C3

~v for an atom with
velocity v (p. 525 [113]). The coefficient of this interaction has been calculated to be
C3 = 10.1e20a

2
0 [114]. For an rubidium atom traveling at the recoil velocity v = vr ≈6mm/s

the excited state scattering cross section is σSP = 4.3 × 10−7cm2, nearly five orders of
magnitude larger then the s-wave (5S1/2 + S1/2) scattering cross section of 7.3× 10−12cm2.

The effect of this significantly large scattering cross section is reduced by the low proba-
bility of finding the atom in the excited state. For the pulsed experiment with a saturation
parameter of s0 = 0.15 this amounts to a factor of 15 reduction and for the continuous ex-
periments with a saturation parameter of s0 = 0.001 a factor of 2000. Both of these would
still suggest the overwhelming probability that a measured atom collides with at least one
additional atom for each photon it scatters. This does not agree with our observed loss
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rates, which show only a 17% increase over the expected loss rate. A possible explaination
for the pulsed data is that because we are on resonance the Condon radius at which the
rubidium molecule would form is much larger then the size of the condensate, but that
would not account for the invarience of the pulsed loss rate to changes in laser detuning.

4.4 Conclusions

We have extended previous work in pulsed QZE measurements [82, 84, 85] by exploiting ad-
vantages inherent to trapped ultracold atoms. In ion experiments optical pumping between
states during the pulsed laser scattering measurements changed the observed population
[82, 84], requiring significant corrections for the N=32 and N=64 pulse measurements (Ta-
ble I, [82]). With corrections on N=64 data the greatest survival probability observed was
P (64) = 0.943(20) or τEPωR = 54(30). Unlike scattering photons off tightly trap ions, the
scattering of a single photon off a weakly trapped ultra-cold atom induces a dramatic and
easily distinguishable change in momentum. Furthermore, repeated scatterings increase this
momentum and enhance rather than degrade the contrast with unmeasured atoms. QZE
experiments of an unstable system involving tunneling measurements of cold neutral atoms
in an accelerating lattice [85] observed an increased in survival probability from P=0.6 to
P=0.8 with N=9 measurements.

Previous demonstrations of the continuous QZE [86–89] observed qualitative, but not
quantitatively characterized suppression effects with increasing laser intensity. In a trapped
ion system evolving with free Larmour precession in a magnetic field an ∼ 80% reduction
in floresence with increasing laser intensity (near and above saturation) was observed [87].
A less comparable continuous QZE system is that observed from molecular collisions in
nuclear spin isomer polarized 13CH3F gas, where a 60% drop in the conversion rate of gas
was observed when the pressure was increased by 12 times [86].

The large hyperfine splitting in 87Rb is favorable for QZE type experiments because
it reduces the chance of off resonant scattering of the measurement laser by atoms in the
|1,−1〉 state to 2.8 × 10−7 of that for |2,+1〉 atoms. Substituting a single photon Rabi
oscillation on the F=1, mF =0 ↔ F=2, mF =0 clock transition [107] in a low density sample
could reduce the systematic limitations observed in this paper relating to the observed
parasitic measurement related losses and probable collisional losses.

Complications from an optically dense sample were avoided by working in the frequent
measurement regime to prevent appreciable buildup of atoms in the measured state. The
QZE is closely related to the phenomena of interaction free measurements [99, 100], where
information about the state of a system can be determined from the absence rather than
presence of a scattering event.

In conclusion we have used a new system to perform quantum Zeno effect measurements
deep in the limit of strong suppression. We have measured and quantified the suppression
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of evolution due to both the continuous weak measurement and frequent pulsed strong
measurement cases. Our observed quantum Zeno suppressions are larger than both previous
pulsed [82] and continuous [87] results, and is also greater than that expected from recently
proposed experiments [101, 104, 105, 115]. The lifetime of the initial state is equal when
γδt = 3.60(0.43), in agreement with the predicted value of 4 [111]. Initial state lifetimes
were increased by 198(16) 1/ωR in the pulse regime and 172(20) 1/ωR in the continuous
regime.
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Appendix A

Rubidium Oven Plans

This appendix includes the machine drawings for the BEC IV Rubidium oven. Plans should
be used for reference purposes only. Piece #4 was fabricated but not installed. A separate
aluminum mount was fabricated and iridium soldered to the cold finger to compensate for
a mislabeling of the cold finger length.
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Appendix B

Publication: Large Atom Number

BEC Machines

This appendix contains the Review of Scientific Instruments (RSI) manuscript RSI MS#
A050544R “Large Atom Number BEC Machines” [48], describing the construction and
characterization of the 3rd and 4th Bose Einstein Condensate machines built at MIT. This
manuscript was accepted for publication by RSI on December 13, 2005.
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We describe experimental setups for producing large Bose-Einstein condensates of 23Na and 87Rb. In both, a
high flux thermal atomic beam is decelerated by a Zeeman slower and is then captured and cooled in a magneto-
optical trap. The atoms are then transfered into a cloverleaf style Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap and cooled to
quantum degeneracy with radio frequency induced forced evaporation. Typical condensates contain 20 million
atoms. We discuss the similarities and differences between the techniques used for producing large 87Rb and
23Na condensates in the context of nearly identical setups.

PACS numbers: 03.75.Hh, 39.10.+j,39.25.+k, 07.30.-t

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been a decade since Bose Einstein condensation
(BEC) in atomic vapors was first observed [1, 2]. The tran-
sition from a classical thermal gas to a quantum degenerate
Bose-Einstein condensate occurs when the phase space den-
sity, ρ = nλ3

dB is increased to ∼ 1, where n is the number
density and λdB is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of the
atoms. So in principle, getting a BEC is easy: you simply cool
down the gas until the critical phase space density is reached.
In practice, the procedure is more complicated. A variety of
different techniques are used to increase the phase space den-
sity in several stages (Table I). Furthermore, each atom has
different properties and requires modifications to the cooling
techniques. Major work by many groups around the world
has now extended these cooling techniques to an impressive
number of atomic species: 87Rb [3], 23Na [4], 7Li [5, 6], 1H
[7], 85Rb [8], 4He* [9, 10], 41K [11], 133Cs [12], 174Yb [13],
and 52Cr [14]. Still, 23Na and 87Rb are the two atoms with
the most favorable properties for laser and evaporative cool-
ing and are used most frequently.

A distinguishing characteristic of most experiments is the
method in which atoms are laser cooled and then loaded into
a magnetic or optical trap for evaporative cooling. Our ap-
proach at MIT employs atomic ovens and Zeeman slowing.
Other approaches use variations of a vapor cell magneto-
optical trap (MOT), in a double MOT configuration, surface
MOT [15], or as a source of low velocity atoms [16, 17]. An
important figure of merit of a BEC experiment is the number
of atoms in the condensate. Large atom number allows bet-
ter signal-to-noise ratios, greater tolerance against misalign-
ments, and greater robustness in day-to-day operation. Since
1996, the MIT sodium BEC setups have featured the largest
alkali condensates. Our three setups routinely produce con-
densates with atom numbers between 20 and 100 million.

Stage n (/cm3) Temperature Velocitya ρ

Oven 1013 383K 334 m/s 10−14

Thermal Beam 107 n/a 334 m/s 10−20

Slowed Beam 107 n/a 43 m/s 10−18

Loading MOTb 1010 150µK 210 mm/s 10−7

Compressed MOTb 1011 300µK 300 mm/s 4× 10−7

Molassesb 1011 10µK 54 mm/s 6× 10−5

Magnetic trap 1011 500µK 380 mm/s 2× 10−7

BEC Transition 3× 1013 500 nK 12 mm/s 2.61

Pure BEC 1014 (250 nKc) 8.5 mm/s (100)

TABLE I: Typical phase space densities (ρ) during BEC pro-
duction. Numbers given are for the 87Rb apparatus.

amost probable
bTypical values, not measured separately
cChemical potential

Since the diode lasers used to cool rubidium are less expen-
sive than the dye lasers needed for sodium, most new groups
have chosen to work with rubidium. The majority of rubidium
experiments use vapor cell MOTs, however the typical sizes
of the condensates created with vapor cells MOTs are smaller
then those realized with a Zeeman slower. The construction of
vapor cell MOT rubidium condensate machines is extensively
detailed in the complementary work of Ref. [18].

When the Center for Ultracold Atoms was created at MIT
and Harvard, a major goal for the Center was to create 87Rb
condensates with large atom number using the techniques de-
veloped for 23Na condensates. The successful accomplish-
ment of that goal is described in this paper. Furthermore, we
are able to discuss similarities and differences between the
cooling techniques used for 87Rb and 23Na in the context of
nearly identical systems. Our conclusion is that Zeeman slow-
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ing of an atomic beam works as well for 87Rb as for 23Na.
The added length and therefore overall size of the vacuum ap-
paratus may seem daunting, however in our experience, the
Zeeman slowing has proven to be a simple and reliable way to
generate an intense slow beam. We present the technical de-
tails of how to build a large atom number Bose-Einstein con-
densate experiment with an intense Zeeman slowed source for
either atomic species.

These most recent, third-generation, sodium and rubidium
experiments at MIT were both designed with an additional
vacuum chamber (“science chamber”) into which cold atoms
can be moved using optical tweezers. The multi-chamber de-
sign allows us to rapidly reconfigure the experimental setup
in the science chambers while keeping the BEC production
chamber under vacuum. This has allowed us to perform very
different experiments in rapid succession [19–30].

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Main
Chamber

1 m

g
Cloverleaf style
Ioffe-Pritchard 
Magnetic Trap

Zeeman
Slower

Oven

}
}

}

Science
Chamber

}

Optical Tweezers
Beampath and 
Translation Axis

FIG. 1: Vacuum system diagram and major subsystems. 87Rb appa-
ratus shown.

Fig. 1 illustrates the layout of our system. A thermal atomic
beam emanates from the oven and is decelerated with the Zee-
man slower. In the main chamber, the slowed atoms are cap-
tured and cooled with a six-beam magneto-optical trap (MOT)
[31]. Before loading the Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap, the
atoms are optically pumped into the F=1 hyperfine ground
state. Atoms in the F=1, mF =-1 state are weak magnetic field

seeking and are retained by their attraction to the field mini-
mum in the center of the magnetic trap.

The trapped atoms are evaporatively cooled by removing
hotter atoms through radio frequency (RF) induced transitions
to untrapped states. Reducing the RF frequency lowers the
effective depth of the magnetic trap, allowing us to progres-
sively cool to higher densities and lower temperatures until
the atoms reach BEC. Magnetically trapped atoms in the F=2,
mF =+2 state have also been evaporated to BEC.

Ultracold atoms can be transported from the main chamber
into the science chamber by loading the atoms into the fo-
cus of an optical tweezer and then translating the focus. In
this manner we have transported 23Na BECs [19]. Vibra-
tional heating during transport cited in [19] was reduced by
the use of Aerotech ABL2000 series air bearing translation
stages. Technical problems related to the greater mass and
higher three body recombination rate in 87Rb were overcome
by transporting ultracold atoms just above the transition tem-
perature Tc, and then evaporating to BEC at the destination.
The oven and Zeeman slower are tilted by 57◦ from horizontal
to allow a horizontal orientation for the weak trapping axes of
both the optical tweezers and magnetic trap.

Trapping ultracold atoms requires that they be isolated
from the surrounding environment. The laser and magnetic
trapping techniques confine the atoms in the center of the
chamber, out of contact with the room temperature cham-
ber walls. The atoms are still exposed to thermal black
body radiation, but are transparent to most of the spectrum.
The transitions to which the black body radiation can couple
are the optical transitions used for laser cooling and the mi-
crowave hyperfine transitions. For optical transitions, which
have energies much greater than kBT , the excitation rate is

3
τopt

exp (−h̄ωopt/kBT ), where ωopt is the frequency of the
transition and τopt is the lifetime of the excited state. For ru-
bidium in a 25◦C chamber this gives a characteristic excitation
lifetime of ∼ 1011 years. Raising the chamber temperature to
680◦C increases the optical excitation rate into the experimen-
tally relevant domain of once per minute. The hyperfine tran-
sitions are significantly lower in energy compared to kBT and
have an excitation rate of 3

τhfs

kBT
h̄ωhfs

, which is once per year at

25◦C in 87Rb. Neither of these excitation rates are limitations
on current experiments.

Collisions with background gas molecules result in loss
from the trap, necessitating low vacuum pressure for long
atom cloud lifetime. We can magnetically trap ultracold
atomic clouds with lifetimes of several minutes in the <
10−11 torr ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environment of the main
production chamber. To achieve this vacuum performance we
have followed the general guidelines set out in Ref. [32] for
constructing vacuum systems. The main chamber body was
constructed of nonmagnetic 304 stainless steel and then elec-
tropolished to reduce the surface roughness. The only com-
ponent placed inside the chamber was the RF evaporation an-
tenna coil (Fig. 2).

The cloverleaf-style Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap coils fit
inside two re-entrant bucket windows [33], allowing them to
be outside the chamber with an inter coil spacing of 25 mm
(Fig. 2). The Zeeman slower tube is mounted between the
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FIG. 2: Main chamber cross section showing re-entrant bucket win-
dows, magnetic trap coils, and RF antenna. View from above.

main chamber and the oven chamber. The Zeeman slower
coils surrounding the Zeeman slower tube are also outside of
the vacuum system, but cannot be removed without breaking
vacuum.

After assembling the chamber, we pumped out the system
and reached UHV conditions by heating the system to accel-
erate outgassing. We heated the main chamber to 230◦C and
the Zeeman slower to 170◦C (limited by the coil epoxy). Us-
ing a residual gas analyzer to monitor the main chamber, we
“baked” until the partial pressure of hydrogen was reduced to
less than 10−7 torr and was at least ten times greater than the
partial pressure of other gases. A typical bakeout lasted be-
tween 3 and 9 days, with temperature changes limited to less
than 25◦C/hour. While we acknowledge the merit of using dry
pumps as recommended in Ref. [18], we use oil sealed rotary
vane roughing pumps to back our turbo pumps. The vacuum
in the main chamber is preserved after bakeout with a 75 L/s
ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump. Refer to Sec. 3.4
of Ref. [34] for more details of our bakeout procedures.

III. OVEN

We generate large fluxes of thermal atoms for Zeeman
slowing from effusive atomic beam ovens. An effusive beam
is created by atoms escaping through a small hole in a heated
chamber [35]. The higher vapor pressure of rubidium requires
a more complicated design, but lower operating temperature
(110-150◦C Rb, 260-350◦C Na.) At room temperature, the
vapor pressure of sodium (≈ 3 × 10−11 torr [36]) is compat-
ible with our UHV main chamber environment, while that of
rubidium (≈ 4× 10−7 torr [37]) is not. This dictated that the
design of the rubidium oven prevent the contamination of the
main chamber with rubidium. Because of its greater complex-
ity, further discussion will focus on the rubidium oven (Fig.
3). We expect that the rubidium oven design would also work
for sodium, but instead we used a simpler design for sodium
as described in Ref. [34].

A combination of active pumping and passive geometrical
techniques were used to reduce extraneous rubidium transfer

to the main chamber. A cold cup (I) is used to reduce rubidium
vapor in the oven chamber by almost completely surrounding
the oven aperture (J) with a cold surface at -25◦C. After bake-
out, the combination of cold cup and oven chamber ion pump
has achieved pressures as low as ∼ 10−9 torr, although we
have successfully made BECs with pressures of up to ∼ 10−6

torr in this region. The combination of a differential pump-
ing tube, an ion pump, and the Zeeman slower tube provides
a pressure differential of over 3 orders of magnitude between
the oven and main chamber. This is sufficient to isolate the
UHV environment from an oven pressure dominated by ru-
bidium vapor at room temperature. When the oven is opened
to replace rubidium and clean the cold cup, the main cham-
ber vacuum is isolated with a pneumatic gate valve. A second
gate valve can be used in case of failure of the first. While
not used in our system, designers may want to consider gate
valves with an embedded window available from VAT to al-
low optical access along the Zeeman slower or tweezer beam
lines during servicing.

The oven is loaded with a sealed glass ampoule contain-
ing 5 g of rubidium in an argon atmosphere. To add rubid-
ium, the ampoule is cleaned, placed in the oven, and baked
out under vacuum while still sealed. We then break the am-
poule under vacuum and heat the oven to 110◦C to produce
the atomic beam. During operation, the machine is run as a
sealed system, without the turbo-mechanical pump, to prevent
accidental loss of the main chamber vacuum. Oven tempera-
tures from 150◦C down to 110◦C produce similar sized 87Rb
BECs. Reducing the oven temperature increases the time be-
tween rubidium changes to greater than 1000 hrs of operating
time. This long operating cycle precluded the need for more
complex recycling oven designs [38].

IV. ZEEMAN SLOWER

The atomic beams are slowed from thermal velocities by
nearly an order of magnitude by scattering photons from a res-
onant, counter-propagating laser beam. When a photon with
momentum h̄k (k = 2π/λ) is absorbed or emitted by an atom
with mass m, the atom will recoil with a velocity change of
vr = h̄k/m to conserve momentum. Atoms can resonantly
scatter photons up to a maximum rate of Γ/2, where 1/Γ = τ
is the excited-state lifetime. This results in a maximum ac-
celeration amax = h̄kΓ

2m (1.1 × 105m/s2 Rb, 9.3 × 105m/s2

Na). As the atoms decelerate, the reduced Doppler shift is
compensated by tuning the Zeeman shift with a magnetic field
[39] to keep the optical transition on resonance. We designed
our slowers to decelerate the atoms at a reduced rate famax

where f ∼ 50% is a safety factor to allow for magnetic field
imperfections and finite laser intensity.

Our slowers are designed along the lines of Ref. [40], with
an increasing magnetic field and σ− polarized light scattering
off the F=2, mF =-2 → F′=3, mF ′=-3 cycling transition. Be-
fore the slowing begins, the atoms are optically pumped into
the F=2,mF =-2 state. The large magnetic field at the end of
the slower corresponds to a large detuning from the low veloc-
ity, low magnetic field resonance frequency. This large detun-
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FIG. 3: Effusive rubidium beam oven. Rubidium metal (M) is heated to between 110◦C and 150◦C, creating a pRb ∼ 0.5 millitorr vapor
which escapes through a 5 mm diameter hole (J). A 7.1mm diameter hole in the cold cup (I), 70 mm from the nozzle, allows 0.3% of the
emitted flux to pass through, forming an atomic beam with a flux of ∼ 1011 atoms/s. The remainder is mostly (99.3%) captured on the -30◦C,
pRb ≈ 2.5 × 10−10 torr, surface of the Peltier cooled cold cup. We chop this beam with a paddle (D) mounted to a flexible bellows (E). The
differential pumping tube (C) and Zeeman slower tube (A) consecutively provide 170x and 620x of pressure reduction between the oven and
main chambers.

ing allows the slowing light to pass through the MOT without
distorting it due to radiation pressure. Within the slower coils,
the quantization axis is well-defined by the longitudinal mag-
netic field and optical pumping out of the cycling transition is
strongly suppressed by the combination of light polarization
and Zeeman splitting.

We slow 87Rb atoms from an initial velocity of ∼350 m/s
with a tailored 271 G change in the magnetic field (Fig. 4).
An additional uniform ∼200 G bias field was applied along
the length of the slower to ensure that neighboring hyper-
fine levels were not near resonance in either the slower or the
MOT. The slower cycling transition light is detuned -687 MHz
from the F=2 → F′=3 transition. The slowing laser intensity
is I/Isat ≈ 8, giving a maximum theoretical deceleration of
89% of amax. To maximize the number of atoms in the slowed
F=2,mF =-2 state “Slower repumping” light copropagates with
the cycling transition light and is detuned -420 MHz from the
F=1 → F′=1 transition to match the Doppler shift of the un-
slowed thermal atoms from the oven. A flux of ∼ 1011 87Rb
atoms/s with a peak velocity of 43 m/s was measured from
our slower with an oven temperature of 150◦C. This is signifi-
gantly greater flux then the 8× 108 Rb/sec vapor cell loading
rate quoted by [18]. Higher flux (3.2 × 1012 Rb/s) can be
achieved with additional complexity, as demonstrated in [41].

The higher temperature of the sodium oven, along with
the atoms’ lower mass, results in a greater initial velocity of

800 − 950 m/s. This requires a slower with a much larger
magnetic field change of 1150 Gauss. To reduce the maxi-
mum magnitude of the magnetic fields we use the “spin flip”
variant of the increasing field design by shifting the zero cross-
ing of the magnetic field from the beginning of the slower
to the middle. The first segment then becomes a decreas-
ing field slower, with current flowing in the opposite direc-
tion of the second, increasing field segment. In the low mag-
netic field region between the two segments the slowing light
flips from cycling on the F=2, mF =+2 (mI=+3/2,mJ=+1/2 at
high field) → F′=3, mF ′=+3 (mI=+3/2,mJ=+3/2) transition
with σ+ polarization to the F=2, mF =-2 (mI=-3/2,mJ=-1/2)
→ F′=3, mF ′=-3 (mI=-3/2,mJ=-3/2) transition with σ− po-
larization. Similar to the rubidium slower, optical repumping
light, resonant with the F=1 → F′=2 transition, is introduced
to prepare atoms in the F=2, mF =+2 state before slowing. In
addition the repumping light protects against optical pumping
into the F=1 manifold which may occur in the low magnetic
field region between the coils because of the small excited
state hyperfine splitting (Fig.6). Experimentally, the absence
of repumping light significantly degrades slower performance
(Fig 1-13, [34]).

The sodium slowing beam is detuned 1.0 GHz below the
F=2 → F′=3 transition and has an intensity of I/Isat ≈ 4,
giving a laser power limited maximum deceleration of 80% of
amax. Unlike the rubidium slower, light for optical pumping
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FIG. 4: Magnetic field profile of the rubidium Zeeman slower, not
including uniform bias field. The theoretical line shows the desired
magnetic field profile for atoms decelerated from 330 m/s to 20 m/s
at 60% of the maximum intensity limited deceleration (f=53% of
amax.) The simulated line depicts the expected field from slower
coils with the winding pattern in Fig. 11 of Appendix B. The promi-
nent bumps shown above in the measured field were subsequently
smoothed with additional current carrying loops.

is generated by adding 1.75 GHz sidebands to the slowing
light using an electro-optical modulator. The sodium slower
coils were broken up such that the first segment had an initial
field of 440 G and a length of 52 cm and the second segment
had a final field of 710 G and a length of 43 cm. The sodium
slower was tested as depicted in Fig. 5, with a measured flux
of 3× 1011 23Na atoms/s with a peak velocity of 100 m/s.

V. LASERS

Resonant laser light is used to slow, cool, trap, and detect
the atoms. All laser light is prepared on a separate optics table
and delivered to the apparatus (Fig. 1) through single-mode
optical fibers. Because stray resonant light can heat the atoms
during evaporation, black cloth separates the two tables. All
frequency shifting and attenuation of the light is done with
acousto-optic modulators. Mechanical shutters are also placed
in front of each fiber coupler to block any light which might
leak through the modulators and disturb the atoms. Atomic
energy levels and laser frequencies used are indicated in Fig.
6.

We use different techniques for generating laser light at
the resonant wavelengths of 87Rb (780 nm) and 23Na (589
nm). For 87Rb we use a Toptica DL100 external cavity diode
laser and TA100 semiconductor tapered amplifier to create
350 mW and 35 mW of light resonant with the 87Rb F=2→
F′=3 and F=1→ F′=1 transitions at 780 nm. The lasers are
stabilized with a polarization sensitive saturated absorption
spectroscopy lock [42, 43]. This modulation-free technique
optically creates a derivative signal of the absorption spectra
that is locked with a proportional+integral gain servo loop.
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FIG. 5: Sodium slower performance. A. Schematic of the differen-
tial absorption measurement of the slowed atomic beam. The slowed
atomic beam is shown in gray. The photodiode signals A & B are
subtracted and amplified. B. Typical absorption signal for 23Na beam
at 45◦ probe angle. The black solid line is the slowed beam with both
slower solenoids fully energized. The dashed line is with only the in-
creasing field slower solenoid, and the gray line is the raw atomic
beam without any slowing. The top scale converts the probe fre-
quency into a velocity scale relative to the F = 2 cycling transition.

The locking signal fluctuation indicates a frequency jitter of
< 1MHz over several seconds, which is much less than the
6.1 MHz natural linewidth of 87Rb. The large frequency shifts
used for the slower cycling and repumping light reduced the
available power to a few mW. Each of these beams is am-
plified to 35-40 mW by injection locking [44] a free running
Sanyo DL7140-201 laser diode before combining the beams
on a non polarizing beamsplitter and coupling into a fiber.

The 87Rb MOT uses a total of 60 mW of light near
the F=2→F′=3 cycling transition for trapping/cooling. The
F=2→F′=3 transition in the MOT is only approximately a
closed cycle and atoms are often optically pumped into the
F=1 ground state. To repump these atoms back into the F=2
state we use 10 mW of light on the F=1→ F′=1 transition.
In addition, to transfer atoms from the F=2 to F=1 manifold,
such as prior to loading them into the magnetic trap, we intro-
duce a few mW of “depumping” light resonant with the F=2→
F′=2 transition. Zeeman slowing uses 18 mW of slower cy-
cling light and 6 mW of slower repumping light. All powers
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FIG. 6: Simplified level structure of 87Rb (A) and 23Na (B) with
relevant transitions, hyperfine splittings, and laser frequencies.

are quoted after fiber coupling, measured as delivered to the
apparatus table.

For 23Na we use a Coherent 899 dye laser pumped by a
Spectra Physics Millenia laser (532 nm, 8.5 W). Typically
1.2 W of 589 nm light is generated by the dye laser. The laser
frequency was referenced to an external saturation-absorption
lock-in scheme and locked to a Fabry-Perot cavity. Stable op-
eration was improved by using a precision dye nozzle (Radi-
ant Dyes, Germany), high pressure dye circulator at 12 bar,
and stabilized temperatures for the room and dye.

For more detailed information on the generation of the laser
light for sodium MOTs, see Sec. 3.4 of Ref. [45]. Typical
delivered laser powers are 80 mW for the MOT light, 20 mW
for the repumping light, 40 mW for the slowing light and less
than one mW for the imaging beam. Electro-optic modulators
allow the addition of high frequency sidebands (∼1.8 GHz) on
the slowing and MOT light for repumping without the use of
an additional laser beam. Recent advances in single frequency
high power fiber and diode pumped solid state lasers [46] have
made nonlinear techniques such as sum frequency generation
[47, 48] and frequency doubling [49] interesting alternatives
as resonant light sources.

VI. MAGNETO OPTICAL TRAP

The MOT [31] is the workhorse of atomic physics for cre-
ating large samples of ultracold atoms. We use a six-beam
configuration, which doubles as an optical molasses when the

magnetic gradient field is off. Similar to Ref. [18] the 87Rb
apparatus uses a bright MOT. The 87Rb MOT equilibrates to
around 4 × 1010 atoms after ∼ 2 s of loading, operating in
a magnetic field gradient of 16.5 G/cm with cycling beams
detuned -18 MHz from the F=2→ F′=3 transition and a peak
intensity 5.3 mW/cm2. To increase the efficiency of the trans-
fer into the magnetic trap, we briefly compress the 87Rb MOT
and then switch off the magnetic field gradient to cool the
atoms with optical molasses. The 87Rb MOT is compressed
by linearly ramping the gradient to 71 G/cm in 200 ms and
simultaneously sweeping the detuning to -45 MHz in 400 ms.
We use 5ms of “gray” molasses, where the repumper power is
dropped by 95%, the optical trapping power is ramped down
to 50%, and the detuning is swept from -18MHz to -26MHz.
The molasses phase requires the cancellation of imbalances in
intensity between beams and also of residual magnetic fields
[50]. After the molasses phase, 0.5-1 ms of “depumping” light
is applied to put all the 87Rb atoms into the F=1 level before
loading into the magnetic trap. Exact MOT and molasses pa-
rameters were found through empirical optimization, and all
listed numbers should be considered as rough guides.

The 23Na apparatus uses a dark-spot MOT [51], with a de-
tuning of -15MHz, peak beam intensity of 8.8 mW/cm2 and a
magnetic field gradient of 11G/cm. A 4 mm diameter opaque
circle blocks light in the middle of a single repumper beam,
creating a region at the center of the MOT where trapped
atoms are optically pumped into the F=1 state. The 23Na MOT
equilibrates after a few seconds of loading. The effectiveness
of the dark-spot in 23Na has precluded the need for the com-
pression and molasses phases as in 87Rb. Typically 99% of
the atoms are in the F=1 (dark) hyperfine state [51].

VII. MAGNETIC TRAP
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FIG. 7: Profile of the Ioffe-Pritchard trap magnetic field magnitude.
The trap parameters are B′=223 G/cm, B′′=100 G/cm2, and B0=1G.

Atoms in weak magnetic field seeking states can be trapped
in a magnetic field minimum. Our magnetic trap is a high cur-
rent Ioffe-Pritchard (IP) trap with a cloverleaf style winding
that can hold F=1, mF = −1 or F=2, mF = +2 ground state
atoms of 87Rb and 23Na with long lifetimes. An IP trap has an
anisotropic, “cigar”-shaped, 3D harmonic shape for energies
which are small compared to the trap minimum gF mF µBB0

and a 2D linear/1D harmonic shape at higher energies (See
Fig. 7 and Appendix C). This linear regime at higher energies
(higher cloud temperatures) is more efficient for evaporatively
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cooling hot atoms [52], while the finite bias field at the min-
imum prevents Majorana spin flip loss of colder atoms. The
similar magnetic moment of 87Rb and 23Na allows us to use
of the same magnetic trap design, with 23Na realizing double
the trap frequencies of 87Rb due to its lower mass.

Cloverleaf Gradients

MOT

Antibias

Curvature

Antibias

MOT

X

Z

Y

Trapped atoms

FIG. 8: Exploded view of the cloverleaf style Ioffe-Pritchard trap
coils. Arrows indicate the direction of current flow. MOT coils are
not on during magnetic trapping. Performance and design details are
listed in Table III of Appendix C

Fig. 8 shows an expanded view of the magnetic trap coils.
The two sets of four cloverleaf coils create radial gradients B′
along x̂ and ŷ, while the curvature coils produce a parabolic
field curvature B′′ in the ẑ direction. The curvature coils also
produce a substantial bias field (Table III, Appendix C) along
ẑ, which is balanced by a roughly homogeneous field from the
antibias coils, resulting in a low residual bias field B0 of ∼1
G at the center of the trap. The subtraction of the large mag-
netic fields from the curvature and antibias coils can make the
residual bias field B0 susceptible to jitter from current noise.
To prevent this we drive current through both coils in series
from the same power supply (Appendix C, Fig. 12), reducing
the effect of current noise in the residual bias field B0 by≈30.
When assembled the antibias coils enclose the cloverleaf coils
and the MOT coils surround the curvature coils.

To preserve phase space density during the transfer of
atoms into the magnetic trap, additional current is applied to
the curvature coils, increasing the residual bias field and de-
creasing the radial confinement to make a roughly spherical
magnetic trap that more closely mode matches the spherical
MOT. After loading the atoms in the trap, the additional cur-
vature coil current is reduced over one second to adiabatically
change the trap geometry to the tightly confining cigar shape,
favorable for evaporative cooling. Sec. 2.3.2 of Ref. [53] has
an extensive discussion of mode matching magnetic traps to
MOTs. The adiabatic compression technique is reviewed in
Ref. [52].

VIII. CONTROL AND IMAGING

Two computers run the apparatus; one controls the various
parts of experiment and the other processes images from a
camera which images the atoms. The control computer has
custom built National Instruments (NI) LabWindows based
software to drive analog (2 NI Model PCI 6713, 8 chan-
nels of 12 bit analog, 1MS/s update) and digital output (2
NI Model PCI-6533, 32 channels of binary TTL, 13.3 MS/s
update) boards. The control computer also controls an Ag-
ilent 33250A 80MHz function generator through a GPIB in-
terface, and triggers a Princeton Instruments NTE/CCD-1024-
EB camera through a ST-133 controller to capture the absorp-
tion images.

BECs are typically imaged 10-40 ms after release from the
trap. Ref. [53, 54] provides details for analyzing conden-
sates after free expansion. Atoms are first optically pumped
into the F=2 state in 200µs and then an absorption image is
taken using resonant F=2 → F′=3 light. Detuning off reso-
nance causes dispersion (lensing) as the light passes through
the cloud of atoms and can distort the image. The intensity of
the imaging probe is kept lower than the saturation intensity to
prevent bleaching of the transition, which would lead to errors
in atom number counting. Typical exposure times are between
50-200 µs. Sec. 3 of Ref. [53] discusses other imaging tech-
niques that can also be used to probe BECs. Our control and
imaging techniques work equally well for 23Na and 87Rb.

IX. EVAPORATION
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FIG. 9: Typical temperature and trap depth during evaporation to
BEC in 87Rb. The trap is decompressed between t=40-50 s by chang-
ing the trap parameters B′= 223→ 54 G/cm, B′′=99→ 25 G/cm2,
and B0=1.4→ 0.87 G. Temperature was determined by fitting after
ballistic expansion.

Evaporative cooling works by selectively removing hot
atoms from the trapped cloud, while the remaining atoms
rethermalize to a lower temperature. The efficiency of cooling
depends on η, the ratio of trap depth or energy of the escaping
atoms to the temperature kBT , and is reduced by the rate of
heating. The speed of evaporation depends on how quickly
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the atoms rethermalize. In a magnetic trap evaporation is im-
plemented through RF induced transitions between trapped
and untrapped states. A given RF frequency corresponds to
a shell of constant µm |B| where the transitions occur. Atoms
that pass through this shell enter untrapped states and are lost;
thus RF provides a flexible mechanism to control the mag-
netic trap depth. Our RF antenna consists of two rectangular
loops of wire, 10 cm x 2 cm, positioned 3 cm above and be-
low the condensate as depicted in Fig. 2. Evaporation works
equivalently well for 23Na and 87Rb, with 23Na’s lower mass
resulting in higher trap frequencies, which roughly compen-
sates for its smaller elastic cross section (Table II).

To evaporate thermal atoms to a BEC, we sweep the RF fre-
quency over several seconds using an Agilent 33250A synthe-
sizer amplified with a 5 W RF amplifier (Mini-Circuits ZHL-
5W-1). Typical evaporation curves for 87Rb would ramp from
60 MHz down to ∼0.8 MHz in 15 to 40 seconds, with sim-
ilar parameters for 23Na. Forced RF evaporative cooling is
very efficient, increasing phase space density by > 106 (Ta-
ble I). Fig. 9 shows the drop in temperature as the trap depth
(calculated from the RF frequency) is lowered during evapo-
ration of 87Rb. Evaporation curves are frequently adjusted in
the interest of tuning evaporation speed, atom number, den-
sity, and/or reproducibility. For instance, the atom number
can be increased by decompressing the magnetic trap near the
end of the evaporation. This reduces the effects of three body
recombination heating by lowering the final condensate den-
sity. Such decompression techniques have allowed us to create
nearly pure condensates with Nc ≈ 20×106 in both 87Rb and
23Na with lifetimes in excess of 5 seconds.

Decompressing the trap shifts its center due to gravitational
sag and imperfections in the balance of magnetic fields be-
tween the coils. Such movements can excite oscillations in the
cloud, which results in the condensation of BECs which are
not at rest. Even in the absence of excitations, the magnetic
field gradients must exert a force on the atoms which is greater
than gravity for them to remain trapped. This limits the extent
to which magnetic traps can be decompressed. Specially de-
signed gravito-magnetic traps have been decompressed down
to 1 Hz [22] to investigate very cold, dilute BECs.

X. DEEP TRAP LIMITATIONS

A major difference we have observed between 87Rb and
23Na condensates is the unexpectedly high decay rate of 87Rb
condensates in tightly confining deep traps, such as those used
for transport in an optical tweezer [19]. At typical densities of
condensates, the lifetime and heating are usually dominated
by three-body recombination decay. However, the factor of
four difference in the three-body rate coefficients (Table II)
was insufficient to explain this major discrepancy in behavior.
Three body recombination results in a diatomic molecule and
an atom which fly apart with a total kinetic energy equal to
the binding energy of the diatomic molecule in the highest
vibrational state. This binding energy can be estimated from
the scattering length as E0 ∼ h̄2/ma2 [55] (∼ 200µK in
87Rb, ∼ 2.7 mK in 23Na).
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FIG. 10: Initial loss rates for 87Rb BEC in deep traps. Trap depth
dependence of the loss for large and small 87Rb BECs in a 220 Hz x
220 Hz x 9 Hz magnetic trap. The trap depth was controlled by RF
truncation. Condensates were nearly pure (Nc/N > 90%) and con-
sisted of F=1, mF =-1 atoms. Solid triangles are data for a large con-
densate, Nc = 2.7×106 atoms, peak density np = 6.1×1014/cm3,
expected three body decay time τ3 = 0.85 ± 0.22 s (dashed hor-
izontal lines) [58], and calculated collisional opacity of 0.88 [56].
Open squares are data for a small condensate, Nc = 5× 105 atoms,
peak density np = 3.1× 1014/cm3, expected three body decay time
τ3 = 3.3±0.8 s (dotted horizontal lines), and a calculated collisional
opacity of 0.32. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainity in
the decay curves. Additional scatter in the data is due to fluctutions
in the atom number.

We investigated this issue in a magnetic trap instead of an
optical trap. While it is easier experimentally to create tight
trapping and hence high densities in an optical trap, both the
trap frequencies and trap depth are functions of the optical
power. This makes it difficult to separate density dependent
effects, which are strongly affected by the trap frequency,
from trap depth effects. In contrast, in a magnetic trap the trap
depth can be controlled independently of the trap frequencies
by adjusting the RF frequency which flips atoms to untrapped
states.

There are two possible processes, both involving secondary
collisions, which can greatly enhance the heating and losses
due to the primary three-body collisions. The first process is
collisional avalanches, similar to a chain reaction, where the
energetic products of three-body recombination collide with
additional atoms while leaving the condensate. This process
depends on the collisional opacity ∼ nσl, where σ = 8πa2

is the atom atom scattering cross section, and should increase
dramatically when the condensate exceeds the critical opacity
of 0.693 [56]. This process occurs entirely within the conden-
sate volume and hence is independent of trap depth.

The second process can already occur at lower collisional
opacities and relies on the retention of primary or secondary
collision products by the trap in the so-called Oort cloud
[53, 57]. The retention of these atoms in the trap can cause
heating and loss in the condensate as they oscillate through
the condensate volume. The retention of collision products
in the Oort cloud should depend on whether the trap depth is
larger or smaller than their energies.
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Fig. 10 shows the initial loss rates measured for a large and
a small BEC as a function of the magnetic trap depth. At low
trap depths (5 µK) both the large and small condensate decay
rates are in agreement with established three body recombina-
tion rates [58]. Therefore, the avalanche effect does not sig-
nificantly contribute to the observed decay rate, although the
calculated collisional opacity for the larger condensate was
0.88 and may not be far away from the onset of avalanches. In
Ref [56] evidence for avalanches was observed at a collisional
opacity of 1.4.

At high trap depths, the decay rate strongly increases for
larger condensates and shortens the lifetime to less than 500
ms. In contrast, at low trap depths the large condensate had
a lifetime of greater than 20 seconds, in agreement with the
expected losses from three body decay. For trap depths greater
than ∼ 50µK the large 87Rb condensate decay rate saturates,
suggesting a maximum Oort energy.

We speculate that this enhancement of three-body related
losses was not observed in 23Na for several reasons. The pri-
mary decay products are mono-energetic and will escape un-
less the trap depth is greater then their kinetic energy (min
∼ 70µK for 87Rb, ∼ 900µK for 23Na). On their way out
of the condensate volume, some of the primary three body de-
cay products will collide with additional condensate atoms. In
23Na the elastic scattering cross section σ is 3.6 times smaller
then for 87Rb, making these secondary collisions less likely.
The products of such secondary collisions have a range of en-
ergies. In 23Na these secondary products will typically have
much higher energies, reducing their chance of remaining in
the trap. In addition, the retained Oort particles need to col-
lide with the condensate to cause additional loss. These sub-
sequent collisions can further populate the Oort cloud.

For traps whose depths are in the intermediate region, be-
low the minimum energy of the primary three body recom-
bination products, the combination of greater primary three
body decay rate, greater collision opacity, and greater fraction
of secondary products retained by the Oort cloud lead to an es-
timated loss rate several orders of magnitude higher for 87Rb
then 23Na in condensates of similar size and density.

The restricted optical access (Fig. 2) of our experiments
limits the longitudinal (tweezer axis) trap frequency per unit
trap depth. This requires optical trap depths for transporting
condensates in our systems that are a significant fraction of
the primary 87Rb decay product energy, but a small fraction of
that for 23Na. Therefore 23Na condensates can be easily trans-
ported using optical tweezers. For 87Rb the preferred method
is to transport a cloud at temperatures just above condensa-
tion, where the density is lower, and evaporate to BEC after
transport.

XI. DISCUSSION

We have constructed 87Rb and 23Na Bose-Einstein conden-
sate machines with nearly identical designs. In this section we
highlight differences in their performance and operation. Key
properties of the two species are highlighted in Table II. The
four principal differences are their vapor pressure, resonant

87Rb 23Na

D2 line λ (nm) 780 589

D2 linewidth Γ/2π (MHz) 6.1 9.8

Gravity mg/kB (nK/µm) 102 27

Gravity mg/gF mF µB (G/cm) 30 8.1

Three body constant K3 (cm6/s) 8× 10−30 [58] 2× 10−30 [60]

Scattering length a (nm) 5.3 [59] 2.8 [68]

Recoil velocity vr (mm/s) 5.9 29

TABLE II: Select properties 87Rb and 23Na F=1, mF = −1 ground
states. Unless noted, quantities are derived from Ref. [69] and [36].

wavelength, recoil velocity, and collisional properties.
The high vapor pressure of rubidium allows oven opera-

tion at lower temperatures, but requires a more elaborate oven
geometry to avoid deposition of rubidium on surfaces of the
main UHV chamber. The lower vapor pressure of sodium re-
quires a higher oven operating temperature to produce com-
parable flux. In a Zeeman slower the stopping length L for
the most probable velocity in a thermal beam is L = 3kBT

h̄kΓ ,
assuming the maximum spontaneous light force. Resonant
sodium light, with a shorter wavelength and larger natural
linewidth, exerts a greater spontaneous light force than in ru-
bidium. In our systems the gain from the greater light force in
sodium is balanced out by the higher operating temperatures
required of the sodium oven to produce comparable flux, re-
sulting in both the rubidium and sodium slower being about 1
m in length.

The spontaneous emission of slowing photons adds a ran-
dom, diffuse velocity to the atoms as they are slowed. Due
to the higher recoil velocity and greater deceleration, the slow
23Na beam has a larger divergence than the 87Rb beam. By
keeping the distance between the end of the 23Na slower and
the MOT to a minimum, we maximize transfer of atoms from
the slower to the MOT. Our setup for 87Rb was almost identi-
cal, but we expect that the requirement of keeping the slower
and the MOT close could be relaxed. Although we have not
tried it, we expect that our 87Rb experiment would work for
23Na with increased slower coil current but without changes
to the oven, vacuum or magnet designs.

On the laser side, a major difference is the availability of
low cost high power laser diodes in the near infrared region
around 780 nm. In our experience a well run dye laser system
can provide similar performance to a diode laser system with
several master and slave lasers. However, occasionally dye
lasers require major maintenance in terms of dye changes or
full optical realignment. An advantage in sodium is the visi-
bility of the laser light and the atomic fluorescence. The near
infrared 780 nm light is only modestly visible, whereas the
sodium line at 589 nm is near the peak of human eye sensi-
tivity and allows fine alignments of the laser beams and the
magneto-optical trap without cameras, IR cards, or IR view-
ers.

87Rb has favorable properties for laser cooling and atom
interferometry because of its greater mass, lower recoil ve-
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locity, and larger excited state hyperfine structure. While
greater mass and longer resonant wavelength give 133Cs an
even lower recoil velocity, its complicated collisional behav-
ior at low magnetic fields makes it difficult to cool to BEC
[12]. The lowest molasses temperature in rubidium is a factor
of ten lower than for sodium. However, in BEC experiments
the laser cooling is optimized for large atom numbers and high
initial elastic collision rates in the magnetic trap, and not for
the lowest temperature. For laser cooling sodium at high atom
numbers, the Dark SPOT technique [51] is crucial to avoid re-
scattering of light in the MOT, whereas it is not necessary in
rubidium experiments. At the end of the day, although with
somewhat different techniques, laser cooling works equally
well for both atoms.

Both atomic species have favorable collisional properties
for evaporative cooling. The elastic scattering cross section
of 87Rb atoms at low temperature is four times higher than
in 23Na. However, elastic collision rates after laser cooling
are comparable since 23Na atoms have a higher velocity for
a given temperature. An advantage of 87Rb is that the two
ground electronic state hyperfine levels have similar scatter-
ing lengths, which can be advantageous for studies on spinor
condensates and atomic clock transitions. Also, spin relax-
ation between the two hyperfine levels is almost completely
suppressed. Mixtures of F=1 and F=2 87Rb atoms can be kept
for seconds [59], whereas in 23Na they decay in ms [60]. Both
atoms have several Feshbach resonances below 1100 G [61–
63], but 87Rb has the disadvantage that the widest known res-
onance is only 200 mG wide compared to 1 G for 23Na and
thus requires more stable magnetic fields. Another limitation
is the higher rate of three-body collisions for 87Rb atoms. As
we discussed in Sec. X, this imposes limitations on trapping
and manipulating dense 87Rb condensates.

XII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented details for designing BEC
machines with high performance and flexibility, and we hope
that this description is useful for designing new experiments.
Given the recent developments in the field, there is more than
enough room for new experiments to join in the exploration of
atom optics and many-body physics with quantum-degenerate
atomic gases.
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APPENDIX A: OVEN

To sustain a high flux atomic beam, the background vac-
uum pressure must be low enough that the mean free path be-
tween collisions is much greater than the length of the beam.
To generate an effusive beam with a thermal distribution of
velocities, the size of the hole through which the atoms es-
cape must be smaller than the mean free path inside the oven.
We observed in sodium that at higher pressures (e.g. temper-
atures) the flux of slowable atoms does not increase and the
velocity distribution narrows. This phenomena is well under-
stood [35], and limits the flux of slow atoms from a single
aperture oven.

During servicing, a clean ampoule is essential for rapid re-
covery of good vacuum pressure. The ampoule is cleaned by
submerging it in a 50/50 mixture by volume of acetone and
isopropanol for 20 minutes, air drying it. This removes most
of the water from the glass surface, which would otherwise
require more time to pump away. In the rubidium experiment
the cleaned ampoule is placed in the oven while still sealed
and baked for 24 hours under vacuum at 150-180◦C to remove
the remaining contaminates before it is broken.

To prevent accumulation of metal at the aperture (Fig. 3,
J), the oven nozzle temperature (Fig. 3, K) is kept higher (∼
10◦C in rubidium and ∼ 90◦C in sodium) than the rest of the
oven . The velocity distribution of the beam is determined by
the nozzle temperature (Fig. 3, K). On the other hand, the
vapor pressure in the oven, which controls the beam flux, is
dominated by the coldest spot in the elbow and bellows. The
factor of two discrepancy between the observed and calculated
(Table IV) rubidium oven lifetimes at 110◦C can be accounted
for by a spot ∼ 10◦C colder than the lowest measured oven
temperature. The specifics of this cold spot depend on how
the oven is insulated.

APPENDIX B: ZEEMAN SLOWER

Every photon which scatters off an atom to slow the atom is
radiated in a random direction, increasing the atoms spread in
transverse velocity. The beam emerging from the tube needs
to have sufficient forward mean velocity to load the MOT ef-
ficiently. Because of the random direction of the emission
recoil, N photon scatterings increase the transverse velocity
by vr

√
N/3. The 23Na slower operates with a recoil induced

transverse exit velocity of ≈ 3m/s, at a final forward velocity
of 30 m/s so that the spatial transverse spread in the slowed
beam matches the MOT capture area. The smaller initial and
recoil velocities in the 87Rb slower reduce the transverse ve-
locity to ≈ 0.8m/s, resulting in a more collimated slowed
beam whose transverse width is smaller then the size of the
MOT beams.

An additional concern in both slowers is the fate of atoms
not captured by the MOT. In 87Rb we were concerned with the
potential adverse impact a deposited film may have on the va-
por pressure, and installed a cold plate near the slower window
on the main chamber to capture desorbed Rb. Vacuum pres-
sure has not been an issue and we have never needed to chill
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FIG. 11: Winding pattern cross section for 87Rb Zeeman slower
consisting of three solenoids. Each drawing represents half of the
cross section of each a solenoid. The “O”s represent wires, while
the spaces between the wires were meant to be smoothed out to an
average value during construction. Each character in the drawing
represents a physical size of 3.5 mm. The wire is hollow core water
cooled copper, identical to that used in construction of the magnetic
trap as described in C 3. The high current coil is closest to the main
chamber. The single layer uniform bias coil is not depicted.

this cold plate. The opposite problem arises in 23Na, where
metal deposition on the slower window reduces the transmis-
sion of slower light. We have found heating the slowing beam
vacuum port window to 90◦C prevents long term buildup.

1. Slower Construction

The vacuum portion of the 87Rb slower is a 99 cm long
nonmagnetic 304 stainless steel tube with a 19 mm OD and
0.9 mm wall. The rear end of the tube is connected to the main
chamber by a DN 16 CF rotatable flange, while the oven end
of the tube has a narrow, 50mm long flexible welded bellows
ending in another DN 16 CF rotatable flange. The retaining
ring on this flange was cut in half for removal, so that the
premounted coil assembly could be slid over the vacuum tube.

As shown in Fig. 1 the slower tube enters the main chamber
at an angle of 33◦ from the vertical to accommodate access for
optical tweezers. The oven and the Zeeman slower are sup-
ported two meters above the the experimental table in order
to preserve the best optical and mechanical access to the main
chamber. Aluminum extrusion from 80/20 Inc. was used to
create the support framework.

Our 87Rb slower was fabricated with a single layer bias
solenoid and three increasing field coils (Fig. 1 and 11), seg-
mented for better cooling. The optimum configuration of cur-
rents and solenoid winding shapes was found by computer
simulated winding of the solenoids one loop at a time, start-
ing at the high field end and tapering the last few loops to best
match the desired field profile. An alternative fabrication tech-
nique would be to apply a large uniform bias field and subtract
away unwanted field with counter current coils. Residual field
from the Zeeman slower can have a detrimental effect on the
MOT, shifting its location suddenly during turnoff. A coil can-
celing out the residual bias field of the slower at the MOT
center is installed on the 23Na machine but absent on the 87Rb

machine. While not essential, it simplifies operation of the
machine.

APPENDIX C: MAGNETIC TRAP

1. Ioffe Pritchard Trapping Potential

The field near the minimum of a Ioffe-Pritchard trap is ap-
proximately

B = B0

⎛
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(C1)
which realizes trap frequencies

mω2
x,y = µm

B′2
B0

(C2)

mω2
z = µmB′′ (C3)

Typical trap parameters of B′=223 G/cm, B′′=100 G/cm2,
B0=1G (Fig. 7, Table III) have frequencies of (ωx,y, ωz) /2π
of (200, 9) Hz for 87Rb and (390, 18) Hz for 23Na. Further
details of Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic traps are discussed in Sec
2.3.2 of [53] and Ch. 5. of [64]. A general overview of mag-
netic trapping can be found in [65].

2. Circuitry
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FIG. 12: Axial coils circuit diagram. High current wires are heavy
black lines.

Fig. 12 is representative of the magnetic trap circuit. We
drive the magnetic trap coils with Lambda EMI DC power
supplies in fixed current mode. Current to the cloverleaf coils
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is supplied from a Model ESS 30-500 15kW power supply,
while the axial currents are driven with two Model EMS 20-
250 5kW power supplies. Each power supply is protected
against damage from reverse current with an International
Rectifier SD600N04PC high-current diode.

To switch the high currents we use PowerEx models
CM1000HA-24H and CM600HA-24H Integrated Gate Bipo-
lar Transistors (IGBTs) controlled with PowerEx BG1A-F
IGBT driver kits. The IGBTs and high current diodes dissi-
pate several hundred W during operation, and are cooled with
chilled water. Efficient heat sinking is critical for reliable op-
eration, as thermal dissipation limits the maximum DC cur-
rent. Fast turnoff of current on an inductive load, such as a
coil, results in a large voltage spike. We have added a “de-
bounce” circuit to each of the coil systems (Fig. 12) to control
this process and prevent damage. The circuit consists of two
different elements: a varistor (V) and a diode (D) in series
with a low impedance resistor (R). The varistor shorts the cir-
cuit at high voltages to prevent this spike, and the diode (D) in
series with a 1Ω resistor (R) dissipates the remaining current
after varistor shutoff. Ref. [66] contains a thorough analy-
sis of the behavior of a similar circuit. All control signals are
electrically isolated from the high-current circuits to prevent
voltage spikes from damaging connected hardware. Rapid,
controlled magnetic field shutoff is important for quantitative
interpretation of images taken after ballistic expansion.

3. Wire

Both the slower and the magnetic trap coils were fabri-
cated using square hollow core (0.125 in./side, 0.032 in. wall)
Alloy 101 soft temper copper tubing from Small Tube Prod-
ucts, Inc. of Altoona, PA, wrapped with double Dacron glass
fuse insulation by Essex Group Inc., Magnet Wire & Insula-
tion of Charlotte, NC. The coils are held together with Hysol
Epoxi-Patch 1C White high temperature epoxy that is bakable
to 170◦C. Chilled water is forced through the hollow core of
the copper wires to dissipate the ≈10kW of power generated
from resistive heating in the magnetic trap and Zeeman slower
coils. 200 psi of differential pressure is required for sufficient
coolant flow. We designed all our coils to increase the cooling
water temperature by less than 50◦C. Ch. 3 of Ref. [67] has

an extensive discussion of water cooling in continuously pow-
ered resistive magnets. For our wire the following empirical
relationships and numbers were measured,

ρ [Ω/m] = 2.65× 10−3 (C4)

Q [ml/sec] = 2.07

√
∆P [psi]

L [m]
(C5)

∆T [◦C] = 259I2 [Amps] ρ

√
L3 [m]

∆P [psi]
(C6)

where Q is the water flow rate in ml/sec, I2 ρ L is the power
dissipated by the coil, ∆P the pressure drop in psi (1 psi=6.89
kPa), and L the length of the coil in meters.

4. Fabrication

All of the components for each half of the magnetic trap
were epoxied together for stability. Each assembly was then
mounted in the bucket windows with an aluminum mounting
plate backed by four threaded Alloy 316 stainless steel rods.
No ferromagnetic materials were used in the mounting be-
cause of concern for irreproducibility from hysteresis effects.
Table III lists the windings and typical parameters for each
coil.

Coil Winding Current Inner ∅ Field

Turns Layers (A) (cm)

Antibias 3 6 95 10.5 B′′ = +9 G/cm2

B0 = -243 G

Curvature 8 6 95 3.2 B′′ = +90 G/cm2

B0 = +251 G

Gradient 3 4 470 0.8 x 2.3 B′ = 223 G/cm

MOT 7 4+2a 15 ∼ 7, to fit 16.5 G/cm in ẑ

aSegmented for improved cooling.

TABLE III: Magnetic trap coil winding and performance spec-
ifications. Fig. 8 illustrates their assembly and direction of cur-
rent flow.
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Rb Na

Temp Velocitya Pressure [37] Total Fluxb Lifetimec Velocitya Pressure [36] Total Fluxb Lifetimed

(◦C) (m/s) (torr) #/sec (hours) (m/s) (torr) #/sec (hours)

-30 266 2.5E-10 1.4E+10 - 513 1.9E-15 2.0E+05 -

0 282 2.0E-08 1.1E+12 - 544 5.7E-13 5.8E+07 -

25 295 4.0E-07 2.0E+13 - 569 2.8E-11 2.7E+09 -

39.3 e 302 1.8E-06 8.8E+13 - 582 1.9E-10 1.8E+10 -

90 325 1.2E-04 5.4E+15 1814 628 5.3E-08 4.7E+12 -

97.8 f 329 2.0E-04 9.1E+15 1070 634 1.1E-07 9.6E+12 -

110 334 4.5E-04 2.0E+16 489 645 3.3E-07 2.9E+13 -

120 339 8.3E-04 3.7E+16 267 653 7.9E-07 6.8E+13 -

130 343 1.5E-03 6.5E+16 151 661 1.8E-06 1.5E+14 -

140 347 2.6E-03 1.1E+17 87 669 4.0E-06 3.4E+14 -

150 351 4.4E-03 1.9E+17 52 677 8.6E-06 7.1E+14 -

160 355 7.3E-03 3.1E+17 32 685 1.8E-05 1.5E+15 -

230 383 1.5E-01 - - 739 1.6E-03 1.2E+17 1487

240 387 2.1E-01 - - 746 2.9E-03 2.2E+17 845

250 391 3.0E-01 - - 753 5.0E-03 3.7E+17 486

260 394 4.1E-01 - - 760 8.7E-03 6.4E+17 283

340 423 4.0E+00 - - 815 5.2E-01 - -

350 426 5.1E+00 - - 822 8.3E-01 - -

360 430 6.5E+00 - - 829 1.3E+00 - -

TABLE IV: Oven Design Parameters
aMost probable,3D Beam, Sec 5.2 Ref. [70]
b5mm aperture
c5g Rb
d25g Na
emelting point Rb
fmelting point Na
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Publication: Continuous and

Discrete Quantum Zeno Effect

This appendix includes the paper ”Continuous and Discrete Quantum Zeno Effect.”
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Continuous and Pulsed Quantum Zeno Effect

BECIV
MIT-Harvard Center for Ultracold Atoms, Research Laboratory of Electronics and Department of Physics,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
(Dated: January 8, 2006)

The quantum Zeno effect is the suppression of transitions between quantum states by frequent measurement.
Oscillation between two ground hyperfine states of a magnetically trapped 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensate,
externally driven at a transition rate ωR, was substantially suppressed by destructively measuring one of the
levels with resonant optical scattering. While an ideal continuous measurement will stop the transition, any real
measurement method will occur at a finite rate. The suppression of the transition rate in the two level system
was quantified for pulsed measurements with a time between pulses δt and weak continuous measurements
with a scattering rate γ. We observe that the weak continuous measurements exhibit the same suppression in the
transition rate as the pulsed measurements when γδt = 3.60(0.43). This is in agreement with the previously
predicted value of 4. Increasing the measurement frequency suppressed the transition rate to 0.005ωR.

PACS numbers:

The quantum Zeno effect (QZE) is the suppression of tran-
sitions between states by frequent measurement. It was first
considered as a theoretical problem relating to the decay of an
unstable charged particle as it was measured traveling across
a bubble chamber [1]. Under ideal continuous measurement
the unstable particle would paradoxically remain in its initial
state. The QZE is the quantum equivalent to the watched tea
kettle that never boils. Understanding quantum measurement
is essential in linking quantum systems to their classical sur-
roundings.

The QZE can be used both to test fundamental physics and
to solve practical problems. Agreement with existing theory
can bound or exclude the effects of proposed extensions to
quantum mechanics such as string theory or quantum gravity
[2–4]. One example is using the agreement between exper-
imental measurements of the QZE in an atomic system [5]
and quantum mechanics to calculate an upper bound on pos-
sible stochastic perturbations in the Schrödinger equation [2].
This bound is similar to that obtained from particle physics
experiments. Practical applications of QZEs include reducing
irradiation levels in neutron tomography [6], managing deco-
herence in quantum computing [7–10], and reducing depo-
larization rates in spin polarized gases [11–13]. The security
of quantum cryptography protocols [14] is derived from the
nature of quantum measurement. In theory the Heisenberg
uncertainty principal limits how frequently meaningful mea-
surements can be performed. In practice imperfections in real
measurements [15] cause losses which limit the maximum re-
alizable suppression [16].

In a driven two level system the QZE from frequent opti-
cal scattering measurements to a third level [17] was shown
to suppress the transition rate between hyperfine levels in
trapped ions [5]. In addition to subsequent ion experiments
[12, 18], QZEs have been observed in molecular collisions
[11], neutral atoms tunneling out of an optical lattice [19],
and the absorption of optical pumping light in spin polarized
gas cells [13].

Oscillation between two states, externally driven at a transi-
tion rate ωR, was substantially suppressed by destructive mea-
surements of one of the levels with resonant optical scattering.
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FIG. 1: The experimental two level quantum system consists of the
|1,−1〉 and |2, +1〉 ground hyperfine states of 87Rb. a. Ground hy-
perfine state energy level diagram for relevant levels in 87Rb. Arrows
depict the components of the two photon transition which connect the
|1,−1〉 and |2, +1〉 states. 6.8 GHz microwaves couple the |1,−1〉
to a virtual intermediate state detuned 420 kHz above resonance with
the |2, 0〉. Radio frequency (RF) at 1.68 MHz resonantly couples
this virtual intermediate state to the |2, +1〉 state. b. Population of
the |1,−1〉 and |2, +1〉 states as a function of time. Curves are fits
to a two photon transition rate of ωR/2π = 61.5(0.5) Hz. No popu-
lation was detected in the intermediate |2, 0〉 state.

The suppression in the transition rate from continuous scatter-
ing measurements and pulsed scattering measurements were
quantified and compared. For short times (t � 1/ωR) and
when the initial population is only in one state the population
transfer to the other state is t2ω2

R/4. For frequent strong mea-
surement pulses spaced δt, dividing this transfer rate by time
gives an expected loss rate 1/τEP = δtω2

R/4. τEP is the ideal
initial state lifetime under pulsed measurement if no other loss
mechanisms are present.

A laser beam with scattering rate γ has probability 1 −
exp (−tγ) of making a scattering measurement after time t.
For large enough γ this probability → 1 and the transition
rate in the two level system is suppressed (strong measure-
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ment limit), resulting in negligible QZE related atom decay
rate. Other loss processes, such as background gas colli-
sions, three body recombination, dipolar collisions, or off res-
onance scattering losses will then dominate the decay rate.
For smaller γ the probabilistic nature of the scattering effec-
tively allows free evolution for extended periods, such that
the QZE measurement loss process dominates over that from
other losses (weak measurement limit) and the expected loss
rate is 1/τEC = γω2

R [20]. τEC is the ideal initial state life-
time under continuous measurement if no other loss mecha-
nisms are present. Both of these regimes are valid only in the
frequent measurement limit 1/δt, γ � ωR. We have mea-
sured these lifetimes and used them to verify the prediction
[20] that the limit of many strong measurements with fre-
quency 1/δt produces the same suppression of decay as a
continuous weak measurement with a scattering rate γ when
γδt = 4. It is important to relate strong pulsed measurements
to weak continuous measurements since any real strong mea-
surement is only an approximation based on a series of weak
continuous measurements. For practical applications, weak
continuous measurements require fewer photons then pulsed
measurements for the same suppression of the transition rate.

Here we have demonstrated the QZE in a magnetically
trapped 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensate. Externally driven
transitions between two hyperfine states were suppressed by
resonantly scattering optical photons off one hyperfine state.
The 362 nK energy from a single photon recoil distinguishes
scattered atoms from the µ=15nK subrecoil energy of the con-
densate atoms. The externally driven two level system [5, 18]
and destructive measurement technique [19] are established
techniques in QZE experiments. A condensate of Nc =
5.0(0.5) × 104 87Rb atoms in the 5S1/2 |1,−1〉 (|F,mF 〉)
hyperfine ground state was prepared in a {63, 63, 6.6} Hz
magnetic trap [21]. An RF knife maintained a magnetic trap
depth of 5 µK. The observed lifetime of the condensate was
greater then 5 s.

A two photon transition was used to drive coherent oscil-
lations between the 5S1/2 |1,−1〉 and 5S1/2 |2,+1〉 states at
a rate ωR (Fig. 1). The |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉 states were used
because their magnetic moments exactly match at a magnetic
field of 3.23 G [22]. Variations from this magnetic field would
not change the transition frequency to first order. The mag-
netic bias field was lowered to 3.0 G [22] to compensate for
the dephasing induced across the condensate by the density
dependent clock shift. This created a uniform transition fre-
quency across the condensate. A laser beam of 780 nm π
polarized light tuned with an acousto-optic modulator to reso-
nance with the 5S1/2 |2,+1〉→ 5P3/2 |3,+1〉 transition at 3.0
G performed the optical scattering measurements. The laser
beam had a 1/e2 diameter of d0 = 9.5(0.1) mm and was mon-
itored with a photodiode. The condensate atom number was
reduced from Nc = 5.0(0.5) × 106 to Nc = 5.0(0.5) × 104

by nearly adiabatic RF output coupling [23] to lower then den-
sity and collisional opacity. This reduced the chance of colli-
sions between escaping atoms and the remaining condensate
causing additional losses. After each QZE experiment was
completed the magnetic trap was turned off and the surviving
atoms were allowed to expand with 41 ms of ballistic expan-

sion. An RF pulse based state transfer technique [24] was used
to map |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉 populations into magnetically sep-
arable states where they could be simultaneously measured.
When driven by the two photon transition the atoms coher-
ently oscillated between the |1,−1〉 and |2,+1〉 states (Fig.
1) at a transition rate ωR. Optical scattering measurements
of atoms in the |2,+1〉 state reduced the total BEC popula-
tion. When the frequency of measuring the |2,+1〉 state was
increased the lifetime of atoms in the initial |1,−1〉 was in-
creased by suppressing the transition rate to the |2,+1〉. The
suppression of the transition rate through frequent measure-
ments was because of the QZE.
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FIG. 2: Increase in the lifetime (upper) and survival probability
(lower) of atoms in the initial |1,−1〉 state with more frequent pulsed
measurements of the |2, +1〉 state. Solid lines indicate increases
predicted for the pulsed QZE. Boxes (triangles) are data points for
a transition rate ωR/2π = 54.6(0.5) (24.7(0.1)) Hz between the
|1,−1〉 and |2, +1〉 states without measurements. Upper: Observed
lifetimes (Filled) for |1,−1〉 atoms measured with a time δt between
10 µs optical pulses resonant with the |2, +1〉. Lines indicate the ex-
pected QZE limited lifetime τEP = 1/4δtω2

R. Open symbols show
lifetimes after correction for additional (non-QZE) measurement re-
lated losses by Eq. 1 (Γm = 3.41(0.14)s−1, 2.96(0.22)s−1).
Lower: The same data in terms of the survival probability for N =
π/ωRδt measurements performed during a π pulse time t = π/ωR

(without measurements the time to transfer 100% of the atoms from
|1,−1〉 to |2, +1〉). The survival probability P = exp (−π/ωRτ)
is calculated from the observed lifetimes. The solid line is the ex-
pected survival probability P (N) =

�
cos

�
π

2N

��(2N)
for an ideal N

measurement QZE.
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We quantified the QZE induced by repeated strong mea-
surements. Optical scattering measurement pulses of 172 µW
(s0=0.15 where s0 = I/Isat is the saturation parameter or
laser intensity relative to saturation intensity) and 10 µs in
duration were applied to the driven two state system. Each
pulse scattered ∼ 29 photons per atom. The pulses were sep-
arated by a dark free evolution time δt. The lifetime τ for
a particular scattering measurement pulse rate 1/δt was de-
termined by fitting the |1,−1〉 atom lifetime to an exponen-
tial decay curve over a range of times >∼ 2τ . The upper
plot in Fig. 2 shows the dramatic increase in the observed
lifetimes (solid symbols) as the measurement frequency 1/δt
was increased. The measured lifetimes for two different two
photon transition rates (ωR/2π = 24.7(0.1) Hz triangles,
ωR/2π = 54.6(0.5) Hz boxes) were plotted along with their
expected values (upper and lower lines respectively). As ex-
pected for the strong measurement regime, the measured life-
times were not found to be strongly sensitive to variations in
optical power, pulse width, or laser detuning. The most fre-
quent measurements (farthest right solid symbols in Fig. 2)
show significant deviation from the expect lifetimes (lines).
As the measurement frequency was increased the cumulative
losses from other processes dominated over the increasingly
suppressed QZE related losses. Further increases to the mea-
surement rate would have resulted in a decrease in the mea-
sured lifetime. The greatest QZE enhanced lifetime in Fig. 2
(upper left most filled data point) shows an increase by a fac-
tor of τωR = 198(16) in lifetime at a measurement frequency
of 1/δt = 25ms−1. Other works [5, 16, 18] express the QZE
in terms of the survival probability P (N) per number of mea-
surements N during a π pulse (t = π/ωR), a duration where
without measurements 100% of the atoms would be transfered
into the other state. The lower plot in Fig. 2 translates our ob-
served lifetimes into this generalized basis. In these terms the
greatest Zeno effect is for N=506(2) measurements with a sur-
vivial probablity P=0.984(1).

To test the agreement between the predicted QZE and our
observations we calculated a corrected QZE lifetime τEP

by subtracting out a separately calibrated scattering mea-
surement loss rate Γm. The total observed loss rate 1/τ is
split into two components, weighted by the duty cycle f =
10µs/ (10µs + δt) of the pulsed measurement laser beam.
One component accounts for the expected QZE related loss
rate 1/τEP with a weighting 1− f . The other component ac-
counts for additional other losses relating to the pulsed mea-
surement process with a rate Γm and a weighting f . For all
pulsed experiments the measurement laser beam duty cycle
f ≤ 20%.

1
τ

=
1

τEP
(1− f) + Γmf (1)

Data points in Fig. 2 where this correction had a signif-
icant impact on the lifetime are indicated by open symbols.
The ideal lifetime would be τEP = 4/(δtω2

R). We mea-
sured τEP = 0.836(0.014) × 4/(δtω2

R). Secondary colli-
sions between recoiling, post measurement atoms and the re-
maining condensate would account for the gap between the

observed and expected lifetimes. Lower magnetic trap depths
and stronger scattering measurement laser pulses could reduce
these effects. Separate measurement of the additional scatter-
ing measurement loss rate Γm from the strong scattering mea-
surement pulses showed no change with the removal of the RF
component of the driven two photon transition and reduction
by an order of magnitude without the microwave component.
This suggests that the additional scattering measurement loss
mechanism is dominated by two photon scatting through the
|2, 0〉 virtual state to the 5P3/2 |3, 0〉 excited state.
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FIG. 3: Continuous QZE lifetime dependence on optical power with
ωR/2π = 48.5(0.9) Hz for laser detunings both on (Boxes) and
δL=-5.4 MHz off (Triangles) resonance. Grey bands indicates range
of expected CW lifetimes from fit to separately measured AC Stark
shift for on (upper) and δL=-5.4 MHz off (lower) laser detunings.
Inset highlights data from lower optical powers. The saturation para-
meter s0 scale has an uncertainty of 17%.

In another experiment, the same initial system was sub-
jected to a weak continuous measurement instead of repeated
strong measurements. Fig. 3 shows the dramatic increase in
lifetime with increasing scattering measurement laser beam
power. While showing this qualitative relationship is straight-
forward, several issues complicate making an quantitative
measurement of the continuous QZE. If the scattering mea-
surement laser is detuned from the optical resonance it will
have both a reduced scattering rate and also induce an AC
Stark Shift δRF in the two photon resonance, reducing the ef-
fective Rabi frequency. In addition, imperfections in the beam
can affect the intensity at the atoms. While these are not im-
portant for the pulsed measurement so long as the scattering
measurement remains in the strong regime, they are critical
to properly characterizing the weak continuous measurement
experiment.

We were able to address all of these issues simultaneously
by measuring the AC Stark shift at several different laser de-
tunings. For each laser detuning δL and optical power we de-
termined the AC Stark shift δRF by maximizing the atom loss
as a function of RF frequency. At this point an exponential
decay curve was then measured to determine the continuous
measurement lifetime τEC . Fitting the measured AC Stark
shifts to the dispersion relation for a multilevel atom [25] we
were able to extract in-situ values for the saturation parameter
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FIG. 4: Continuous quantum Zeno lifetime as a function of the
scattering measurement laser detuning δL. Grey band indicates
range of predicted CW Zeno lifetimes Eq. 2 from separately mea-
sured AC Stark shift parameters. Data is for 3.5 µW laser power,
ωR = 45.5(1.0) Hz.

s0 = 1.2(0.2) × 10−3 at 3.5 µW laser power and detuning
δ0 = 0.34(0.36) MHz. This was in agreement with the val-
ues expected from measurements of the laser beam diameter,
optical power, and laser frequency stabilization spectroscopy
signal. The predicted continuous measurement lifetimes are
then given by

τEC =
γ

ω2
R

=
Γs0

2ω2
R

(
1

1 + 4
(

δL−δ0
Γ

)2
)

(2)

which are depicted as gray bands in Figs. 3 and 4. Similar
to the longest lifetime point in the pulsed data (upper right
solid triangle, Fig. 2), the highest power point in Fig. 3 shows
significant deviation from the lifetime expected from Eq. 2.

From the AC Stark shift and Eq. 2 we calculate an expected
lifetime of τEC = 250(8) ms that is in agreement 0.93(0.11)
with the observed on resonance lifetime τEC = 233(26) ms in
Fig. 4. The highest power point in Fig. 3 demonstrates a QZE
enhancement of lifetime by a factor of τECωR = 162(20).
Fig. 3 shows increasing lifetime with increasing measurement
laser power, the signature of the continuous QZE. By match-
ing the observed lifetimes for continuous and pulsed QZE
measurements we find that γδt = 3.60(0.43), in agreement
with the predicted ratio of 4 [20].

We have extended previous work in pulsed QZE mea-
surements [5, 18, 19] by exploiting advantages inherent to
Bose-Einstein condensates. Complications from an optically
dense sample were avoided by working in the frequent mea-
surement regime to prevent appreciable buildup of atoms in
the measured state. In ion experiments optical pumping be-
tween states during the pulsed laser scattering measurements

changed the observed population [5, 18], requiring signifi-
cant corrections for the N=32 and N=64 pulse measurements
(Table I, [5]). With corrections on N=64 data the great-
est survival probability observed was P (64) = 0.943(20)
or τEP ωR = 54(30). Unlike scattering photons off tightly
trapped ions, the scattering of a single photon off a weakly
trapped ultra-cold atom induces a dramatic and easily distin-
guishable change in momentum. Furthermore, repeated scat-
terings increase the momentum and enhance rather then de-
grade the contrast with unmeasured atoms. QZE experiments
of an unstable system involving tunneling measurements of
cold neutral atoms in an accelerating lattice [19] observed an
increased in survival probability from P=0.6 to P=0.8 with
N=9 measurements.

Previous demonstrations of the continuous QZE [11–13,
26] observed qualitative, but not quantitatively character-
ized suppression effects with increasing laser intensity. In a
trapped ion system evolving with free Lamour precession in a
magnetic field an∼ 80% reduction in floresence with increas-
ing laser intensity (near and above saturation) was observed
[12]. A less comparable continuous QZE system is that ob-
served from molecular collisions in nuclear spin isomer po-
larized 13CH3F gas, where a 60% drop in the conversion rate
of gas was observed when the pressure was increased by 12
times [11].

The large hyperfine splitting in 87Rb is favorable for QZE
type experiments because it reduces the chance of off resonant
scattering of the measurement laser by atoms in the |1,−1〉
state to 2.8 × 10−7 of that for |2,+1〉 atoms. Substituting
a single photon Rabi oscillation on the F=1, mF =0 ↔ F=2,
mF =0 clock transition [27] in a low density sample could re-
duce the systematic limitations observed in this paper relat-
ing to the observed additional measurement related losses and
collisional losses.

The QZE is closely related to the phenomena of interaction
free measurements [28, 29], where information about the state
of a system can be determined from the absence rather then
presence of a scattering event.

In conclusion we have used a new system to perform QZE
measurements deep in the limit of strong suppression. We
have measured and quantified the suppression of evolution
due both continuous weak measurement and frequent pulsed
strong measurement. Our observed quantum Zeno suppres-
sions are larger then both previous pulsed [5] and continuous
[12] results, and is also greater then that expected from re-
cently proposed experiments [6, 15, 16, 30]. We observe that
the weak continuous measurements exhibit the same suppres-
sion in the transition rate as the pulsed measurements when
γδt = 3.60(0.43). This is in agreement with the previously
predicted value of 4 [20]. Initial state lifetimes were increased
by factors of 198(16) 1/ωR in the pulse regime and 172(20)
1/ωR in the continuous regime.
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Appendix D

Degenerate Bose gases in one and

two dimensions

The majority of this thesis is about BECs in three dimensional traps. During my course
of study we also considered investigating Bose-Einstein condensates in strongly confining
systems with fewer degrees of motional freedom. Cold bosons were predicted to undergo
very different phase transitions depending on the dimensionality of the system [116–118].
This Appendix contains my notes and calculations regarding these regimes.

Each dimension in an atom trap acts as a quantum harmonic oscillator. A trap frequency
ω has an quantized energy spacing between motional states of ~ω. Motion in a dimension
freezes out when the strong confinement from high trap frequencies causes a quantum of
motional energy ~ω to exceed all the other energies in the system. When the chemical
potential µ of a BEC is less then a quantum of motional energy ~ω it no longer has enough
energy to excite any motion in that direction. Then the ground state of the harmonic
oscillator, rather then the mean field energy, dominates the quantum behavior of the BEC.
The first notable change is that in the dimensions of strong confinement the profile in
ballistic expansion changes from parabolic to Gaussian [119, 120].

D.1 Confinement to one dimension

Consider a cigar shaped trap with tight radial confinement ω⊥ in two directions and loose
axial confinement ωz in one direction. This regime has been of theoretical interest for many
years [117, 118]. It possible to implement such a system in either a two dimensional optical
lattice, creating an array of ”needles” or in a Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap. Matching the
chemical potential to the trapping frequency gives a maximum atom number N1D for one
dimensional behavior. In experimental work, the atom number of a tightly confined BEC
was reduced by losses over time and dimensional phase change was observed [119] when the
atom number fell below critical.
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N1D <

√
32~

225ma2

√
ω⊥
ω2

z

(D.1)

1D BECs are not true condensates but are instead quasi-condensates. In a pure 3D
BEC the correlation length extends over the entire sample. This can be observed in the
interference between two 3D BECs [121]. In a 1D BEC the coherence extends only over
part rather then all of the trapped atom sample. While neighbors remain correlated and
coherent, the ends of the sample are not. The decreased correlation length is observable as
a broadening and change of shape in the Bragg spectroscopy [122] of the BEC’s momentum
distribution [123].

Another unusual phenomena for strong confinement in two dimensions is that the atom-
atom scattering is modified by the trapping potential [124]. These are often refered to as
shape resonances. The atom-atom scattering length a changes to

aeff = a
1

1− 1.032a/a⊥
(D.2)

for strong confinement in two dimensions with quantum harmonic oscillator length a⊥ =√
~

mω⊥
[125]. For Rb 87, with a=5.3 nm , the shape resonance is predicted to occur at

trapping frequencies ≈4 MHz, much higher then the ∼ 20− 50kHz that has been achieved
in optical lattices. Corrections due to changes in the scattering length have been reported
at much lower trap frequencies [73].

If we integrate the density in the two tightly confining directions we can define a one
dimensional linear density as

n1D = πaxayn3D (D.3)

The one dimensional chemical potential µ1D = g1Dn1D where

g1D =
4~2aeff

maxay
(D.4)

and the overall chemical potential µ3D = g1Dn1D + ~ω⊥.

D.1.1 Tonks-Girardeau Transition

The Tonks-Girardeau transition occurs when cold atoms are strongly confined in two di-
mensions such that the atom atom scattering repulsion energy is balanced by a quantum
energy cost for knowing the two atoms are separated. The bosons then cease to be degener-
ate and instead become distinguishable particles, based on their ordered position in the one
dimensional line. This state has the surprising property that the strength of its interaction
becomes stronger as the system becomes more dilute.

γ =
Euncor

4Ecor
(D.5)
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where Euncor is the mean field energy µ = g1Dn1D, associated with atoms repelling each
other and Ecor = ~2

2mn
2
1D is the energy associated with the atoms being separated. This has

the odd effect of the Tonks-Girardeau parameter γ being greater for lower densities. Very
odd for a system to become more strongly interacting as the density drops.

in terms of trap frequencies

γ ∝
(
ω6
⊥
ω2

z

)1/5

(D.6)

γ =
2aeff

πa2
xa

2
yn3D

(D.7)

The effects for the specific case of the crossover from a BEC in a 3D potential to a tightly
confining 2D potential has been recently calculated [126] and observed [73, 127–129]. One
of the changes in low dimensional behavior is that in the Tonks-Girardeau limit the three
atom correlation function g(3) should drop to zero and three body recombination losses
should vanish. In preliminary studies the three body loss rate was observed to drop to 15%
of the 3D rate [73].

D.2 Confinement to two dimensions

Consider a circular pancake shaped trap with tight confinement ωz in one directions and
loose confinement ω⊥ in the other two direction. Two dimensional systems such as these
have also been of theoretical interest for many years [117, 118]. They also have practical in-
terest for creating gyroscopic atom interferometers [130] from quantized persistent currents.
Systems available for trapping cold atoms in two dimensions include optical lattices [131],
and evanescent optical surface traps [132–138], dressed state “egg shell” gravito-magnetic
traps [139, 140], and surface magnetic traps [141]. As with the 1D case, prelimary exper-
imental work in an optical trap demonstrated a dimensional phase change [119] when the
atom number fell below critical. Matching the chemical potential to the trap frequency
energy gives two dimensional behavior when the atom number N is less then

N2D <

√
32~

225ma2

√
ω3

z

ω4
⊥

(D.8)

D.2.1 Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless Transition

It has been predicted that a trapped, interacting two dimensional Bose gas will undergo
two quantum phase transitions as the temperature is reduced [142]. The system becomes
superfluid for T < TBKT , the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition [143, 144].
Unlike the 3D case, where superfluidity is a sign that the system has undergone the 3D
Bose-Einstein condensate transition, in the 2D case the system is not required to have long
range order, making it instead a quasi-condensate. The trapped atoms are predicted to have
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”patches” of phase coherence of size equal to the correlation length. As the temperature
is lowered this correlation length grows until it encompasses the entire finite sample. A
second, Bose-Einstein condensate like phase transition is predicted to occur at this point.

Unlike the one dimensional case, experiments have been performed in thin films of
liquid Helium [145, 146] and hydrogen [147]. The superfluid transition was observed in
liquid helium through studies of rotational inertia [145, 146] and optical polarization [148]
properties. Further evidence of a quantum phase transition is the reduction in the three
body recombination rate for a 2D hydrogen gas was also observed [147]. To date this
phenomena has not been observed in cold alkali gases. The BKT transition temperature is
purely a function of the surface mass density

kBTBKT =
π~2

2m
nsurface (D.9)

In a harmonic trap with a finite number of particles the transition temperature is then

kBTBKT ≈ 0.44~ω‖N1/2 (D.10)

For comparison the three dimension Bose-Einstein condensate transition temperature is

kBTc ≈ 0.94~ω̄N1/3 (D.11)

The wavefunction of a BEC is

ψ(x, y, z) =
√
n(x, y, z) exp(iµ/~t) (D.12)

where in 2 dimensions

n(x, y, z) = n3D
p

(
1− x2

r2x
− y2

r2y

)
exp−z2/a2

z (D.13)

Integrating in all three directions we can determine the total atom number

N = n3D
p

π
2 rxry

√
πaz (D.14)

N = π
2 rxryn

2D
p (D.15)

instead of the usual 3D result

N = n3D
p

8π
15
rxryrz (D.16)

The two dimensional mean field energy is then

µ2D =
4π~2a

maz
√
π
n2D

p (D.17)
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and using the Thomas Fermi criteria that µ2D = 1
2mω

2
i r

2
i we can determine

µ2D =
1
2

~ω2D

√
16aN
az
√
π

(D.18)

and

n2D
p =

1
ā2

2D

√
N

4π3/2

az

a
(D.19)

Similar to the 1D case, the overall chemical potential is the reduced dimensionality
potential plus the harmonic oscillator energy in the frozen direction.

µ3D = µ2D + ~ω⊥/2 (D.20)
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Appendix E

Rubidium Properties

E.1 Physical Properties of Rubidium

Rubidium is an extremely reactive silvery white metal which melts a few degrees above
body temperature (39.31 ◦ C,103 ◦F). Upon contact with water it liberates hydrogen gas
and forms the caustic base rubidium hydroxide. 28% of naturally occuring rubidium is
87Rb. A β− emitter with a half life of 50 billion years, 87Rb is not considered to be a
radiological hazard. The radioactivity level of naturally occurring rubidium is similar to
that of potassium. The potassium in a 5 lb sack of potatoes has greater radioactivity then
that from a 5 gm ampoule of rubidium.

Reactivity

Compound State Color ∆Hformation (kJ/mol) ∆Hsolution (kJ/mol)

RbOH solid white 424 60

Rb2O solid black 347

Rb2O2 solid yellow 448

Rb2O4 solid orange 565

H2O liquid clear 286

H2O gas clear 242

Table E.1: Energy released from formation of select compounds from their constituant
elements.

From table E.1 we can calculate that 5 gm of Rb reacting with humid air will liberate
17 kJ.
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Toxicity

Rb metal is highly reactive and will form alkaline salts upon exposure to air or water. As
of 2002 no toxicity data specific to Rb metal was obtainable through conventional searches.
The product Rb salts have toxicities (LD50) comparable to their Na counterparts.

Disposal

Rb metal is a hazardous material and should be disposed of by professionals. Rb salts are
less hazardous then Rb metal and may be classified as “sinkable”. Please consult your local
environmental safety officer for current regulations.

E.1.1 Vapor Pressure

The saturated vapor pressure of rubidium as a function of temperature (Fig. E-1) is an im-
portant parameter in the design of atomic beam ovens and spectroscopy cells. Two formulas
are commonly used to calculate the vapor pressure. One is based on experimental measure-
ments of the vapor pressure [52] while the other is a theoretical curve which incorporates
various physical measurements of rubidium [149].

The simple formula given by [52] provides the pressure in atmospheres as a function
of the temperature in Kelvin. The formula is only considered valued for temperatures
above room temperature, although it agrees with the results from [149] down to much lower
temperatures.

log10 P = A+B/T (E.1)

State A B (K) Temp Range (K)

solid 4.857 -4215 298-312

liquid 4.312 -4040 312-600

Table E.2: Constants for Rubidium vapor pressure formula [52]

The much more elaborate formula of [149] gives the pressure in torr as a function of the
temperature in Kelvin. Values for the vapor pressure of Rb2 molecules are also included.

log10 P = A−B/T + CT +Dlog10T (E.2)

E.1.2 Spectroscopy Cell Maintenance

We use the absorption signal from rubidium spectroscopy cells is used to stabilize laser
frequencies to resonances in 87Rb. The absorption signal is proportional to the density of
rubidium vapor in the cell. In a good room temperature cell 50 mm long the typical optical
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State A B (K) C (/K) D Temp Range (K)

solid Rb -94.04826 1961.258 -0.03771687 42.57526 <312

liquid Rb 15.88253 4529.635 0.00058663 -2.99138 >312

solid Rb2 -211.33010 966.918 -0.07829240 91.59149 <312

liquid Rb2 41.27530 7226.316 0.00333213 -11.85510 >312

Table E.3: Constants for extended Rubidium vapor pressure formula [149]
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Figure E-1: Saturated vapor pressure of rubidium as a function of temperature. Upper
curve is from [52]. Lower curve is from [149]

density is ∼30% when Doppler broadening is included. The partial pressure of rubidium
in the cell is saturated when exposed rubidium metal or liquid is in equilibrium with the
vaoor phase. Rubidium also acts as a getter vacuum pump, reacting with oxygen and water
which may leak into the cell. Over time a layer of surface oxide and hydroxide salts can
build up over exposed rubidium metal, reducing the amount of metal available to maintain
the saturated vapor equilibrium. After several years the absorption of optical cells can be
reduced because of the covering of the rubidium metal with this salt layer. These salts are
easily recognizable by their dull gray appearance.

Old cells often have usable quantities of Rb metal buried under this layer of salts. To
make a fresh layer of Rb metal in the cell, heat a bowl of water to ∼ 50◦C and float the
cell in it. You will see a diffuse line layer of Rb metal forming above the water line, where
Rb metal is condensing on the coldest surface. In cells with an appreciable (mg) amount of
Rb, it may visibly bead up, sluffing off salt flakes. This procedure will restore the saturated
vapor pressure in the cell and improve the absorption signal.

Caution: DO NOT USE BOILING WATER The low melting point of rubidium
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metal means that water which is warm to the touch is sufficient. Adverse thermal stress on
glass cells can cause them to shatter. The rapid production of flying glass shards in the lab
is inadvisable.
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